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Walt Graphics?

b e’re always hearing how embedded processors
’ have infiltrated the average person’s life. Media

‘gee-whizzes boast that there are so-and-so many
‘processors in the average home. Even the Internet is at

7 the forefront, with Web addresses showing up everywhere
from TV ads to cereal boxes.

A more subtle trend is the abundant use of computer graphics,
especially in television, movies, and print. From scrubbing bubbles to
breakdancing infants, graphics can be seen on a daily basis.

There was an editor’s note in a recent issue of Life in which they admit-
ted to touching up a photo by computer in a previous issue. They did it to
remove an element that ruined the composition of the scene. They said such
retouching was against their policy, apologized for the lapse, and said it
wouldn’t happen again.

How many people realize that the scenery for the ballroom scene in
Beauty and the Be& was computer generated, with the hand-drawn
characters placed on top? The animators admitted that the scene wouldn’t
have been possible using traditional animation techniques.

In The Hunchback of Notre Dame, the confetti in the town square
during the Feast of Fools is computer generated. In the same movie (and, to
a lesser extent, in The Lion King), the fuzzy focus on scenery either very
close to or very far from the “camera” was done with computer processing.

But, of course, the ultimate example is Toy Sfory. Done completely on
computer, it shows just how close we are to the day when traditional
animation is going to be completely replaced by computer graphics.

Speaking of videos, in our first feature this month, lngo Cyliax deals
with video timecodes-how they’re done by industry and how you can use
them to edit your own creations.

On the display side of things, Plug-and-Play is all the rage in the PC
world. Peter Sorrells  and Shannon Poulin show what little work is required
for manufacturers to modify existing monitor designs to add PnP capability.

Next, Bruce Hubbard covers the fundamentals of image filtering. It’s
amazing what can be pulled from an image when it’s processed digitally.

In our final feature, Do-While Jones homes in on the Global Positioning
System (GPS) and provides the basics for how and why it works. We’re well-
positioned for next month’s even more in-depth look.

In our columns, yours truly has finally put the author hat back on to kick
off our new MicroSeries column with a look at some sample XPRESS code
for the HCS II. Jeff continues his discussion of design tools with an overview
of PC board layout basics. And, Tom warms up to Motorola’s new ColdFire
processor family.

In Embedded PC, Kent Tabor and Clint Hanson explore a new
standard for passive backplanes that tries to address the past, present, and
future in one package. Next, Naren Nachiappan finishes up his look at real-
time operating systems by checking out what it takes to embed Windows NT.

In PC/104  Quarter, Ed Foster describes some techniques for designing
switching power supplies that withstand the rigors of mobile environments,
and in Applied PCs, Fred talks about Phar Lap’s TNT Embedded ToolSuite.
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$500 WEB BROWSER FOLLOW-UP THAT LITTLE SOMETHING EXTRA

As the author of the $500 Internet Web Browser ar- Since I started reading Circuit Cellar INK, I have a
title  (INK 73), it’s been great to hear directly from INK better feel of what’s up in the silicon market. I receive
readers. Thanks to those who took the time to write. more information from INK than from original company

The feedback I found most interesting was what some databooks. The databooks are good, but the knowledge
had concluded in their own work-the modem link rath- shared by INK authors adds that little bit extra to help
er than the CPU is the performance bottleneck. In fact, me fully understand what the chips are all about.
the first fax I received was from an Australian. That Specialist designers have often wondered why I had
really drove home the international scope of the topic insight into issues only they’d know about. My prime
(and your magazine!). source for such information has always been INK.

I would also like to thank the individuals who really
did the development work on this project-Hamilton Jan Verhoeven
Hallmark’s John Bentham,  Mike Givens, and John Butler The Netherlands
and QNX’s  Larry Parks and Phil Oaks. My contribution
as the author pales in comparison to the work they did
in developing and configuring the system. Thanks again! NO MORE LONG-HAIRED GEEKS

The trend toward common platforms for PC use in
Brad Reed SBC embedded systems breaks the myth that you have
brad.reed@  radisys.com to be a long-haired wire geek to understand and build

SBC advanced controllers.
Clearly, I’m a PC programming guy. I’d like to learn

BETTER ISN’T ALWAYS BIGGER
While reading Steve’s “Software-The Real Genera-

significantly more about embedded systems, particularly
SBC running small kernels.

tion Gap” (INK 74), I found myself nodding in agreement Bill Andreas
about an issue that has peeved me for years-the increas- bill_andreasQcscmall.csc.com
ing size and decreasing performance of most PC soft-
ware.

However, while I strongly agree with how Steve ap-
plies this to today’s desktop OSs, I don’t think that a Contacting Circuit Cellar
target system running under a windowed environment We at Circuit Cellar INKencourage  communication between
must have the same (read “expensive”) hardware at- our readers and our staff, so we have made every effort to make
tributes as its development system. contacting us easy. We prefer electronic communications, but

Properly designed, a PC OS and its windowing system feel free to use any of the following:
don’t have to eat gobs of memory and processor cycles to
provide rich functionality and responsive performance. Mail: Letters to the Editor may be sent to: Editor, Circuit Cellar INK,
Case in point-the QNX real-time POSIX OS and its 4 Park St., Vernon, CT 06066.
windowing system, the Photon microGU1. Because both Phone: Direct all subscription inquiries to (800) 269-6301.
QNX and Photon are based on a modular microkernel Contact our editorial offices at (860) 875-2199.
architecture, both can be scaled up to provide a full- Fax: All faxes may be sent to (860) 871-0411.
blown development environment or scaled down for a BBS: All of our editors and regular authors frequent the Circuit
very small resource-constrained embedded system. Cellar BBS and are available to answer questions. Call

You can code, test, and debug a “windowed” embed- (860) 871-1988 with your modem (300-14.4k  bps, 8N1).
ded application on a fully loaded Pentium and run that Internet: Letters to the editor may be sent to editor@circellar.
same application-with a scaled-back version of the corn. Send new subscription orders, renewals, and ad-
same OS and windowing system-on, say, a ‘386EX- dress changes to subscribe@circellar.com. Be sure to
based system with very little memory and no hard disk. include your complete mailing address and return E-mail

Steve, the computer revolution you asked for is still address in all correspondence. Author E-mail addresses
happening on the software side! (when available) may be found at the end of each article.

For more information, send E-mail to info@circellar.com.
Paul N. Leroux
paull@qnx.com

WWW: Point your browser to <http:/lwww.circellar.comh.
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Edited by Harv Weiner

INDUSTRIAL SBC
The CPU-486 provides ‘486DX4  CPU speeds up to using a touch screen. In the second method, the CPU-

100 MHz and features two ways to directly interface to 486 has a header connector which makes the flat-panel
flat-panel displays. It’s the first ISA-bus board to offer a interface available in TTL format instead of LVDS.
Low-Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) flat-panel The CPU-486 includes two right-angle (low height)
interface. LVDS lowers EMI/RFI, enables video signals to SIMM sockets for up to 64 MB of DRAM, 2 MB of flash
travel 30’ without degradation, and multiplexes color ROM optional, two EPROM sockets, and one SRAM
data signals so that fewer conductors are required in the socket for up to 512 KB of battery-backed SRAM. Soft-
video cable. ware support is also provided so application program-

In the first method of interfacing to a flat panel, a mers can remotely download programs to flash ROM
50-pin SCSI connector carries the LVDS signal to the through a COM port.
panel and returns RS-232 data to the onboard  COM port. The board offers four COM ports (two can be RS-485),
This technique is useful for flat-panel display systems an Ethernet 1OBaseT  interface, an IDE hard-disk inter-

face, floppy and printer port interfaces, a
keyboard, and speaker ports.

The CPU-486 is a full-size, low-
profile PC-bus board measuring 13”  x
4.2“ and, when using the TI486DX2
CPU without a fan, it’s only 0.5” high
(1” with the ‘DX4 CPU). The board
consumes 11 W and is rated for 0-70°C.
Mounting holes and an onboard  auxil-
iary power connector allow busless,
stand-alone operation.

The CPU-486 is priced at $1995.

Computer Dynamics
7640 Pelham Rd. l Greenville, SC 29615
(864) 627-8800  l Fax: (864) 675-0106
sales@cdynamics.com

#500

MINIATURE COLOR CAMERA
The ColorSentry  CCD-835C is a miniature color CCD

camera about the size of a pack of cards. It features a l/q”
sensor and built-in electronic shutter that eliminates the
need for an autoiris  lens. It has a resolution of 325 lines
and a sensitivity of 0.5 lux. Combined with a digital
autowhite balance and backlight compensation, the unit
offers extremely accurate color reproduction.

The CCD-835C comes complete with a 4-mm lens,
12-VDC power module, and G-20 universal mounting.
An optional 2.5-mm wide-angle lens and 6.5, 8-, and
I2-mm lenses are available.

The CCD-835C has a suggested retail price of $413.

CCTV Corp.
280 Huyler St. l S. Hackensack, NJ 07606
(201) 489-9595 l Fax: (201) 489-0111
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LOW-COST VIDEO OP-AMPS
The AD8072 (dual] both current feedback amps

and AD8073 (triple) high- operate from either & V or
speed amplifiers exhibit a single +5-V supply and
solid video-signal perfor- guarantee less than 5 mA of
mance with 0.05% differ- current per channel. They
ential gain and 0. lo are optimized to drive 150-R
differential phase error. loads for standard RGB,
Available in 8 and 14- YUV, and S-video signals,
pin narrow-body SOIC and they offer a single-chip
packages, respectively, solution. Applications in-
they replace equivalent elude computer VGA plug-
video-amplifier circuits in cards, MPEG video
consisting of up to 25 systems, and video games.
discrete components. For In lOOO-piece  quantities,
fast, general-purpose the AD8072 and AD8073
applications, the chips are priced at $1.75 and
combine 100 MHz of $2.25, respectively.
bandwidth (-3 dB) with
O.l-dB gain flatness to Analog Devices, Inc.
10 MHz, a 500-V/us  slew P.O. Box 9106
rate, and 20-ns  settling Norwood,  MA 02062-9106
time to within 0.1%. (617) 937-l 428

For low-power designs Fax: (617) 821-4273
ranging from portable http://www.analog.coml
consumer goods to busi-
ness video applications, #502

VERSATILE PC CARD
Temic presents a PCMCIA Type III PC Card that

combines an analog AMPS cellular- and landline-com-
patible phone with a fax/data modem capable of trans-
mission speeds up to 14.4 kbps. Weighing less than 3 oz.,
the APM391 comes equipped with a miniaturized, re-
movable antenna and three accessory connectors.

An earphone/microphone jack offers hands-free opera-
tion when used with a combination earpiece speaker and
bone-conductive microphone. A 15pin  Honda connector
allows conversion to landline DAA (Data Access Ar-
rangement] operation. A DAA consisting of a dongle and
telephone cord is optional. An antenna connector lets
you replace the included %-wave monopole-type antenna
with an external antenna.

The APM391 provides four default operation modes-
AMPS cellular modem, AMPS voice, PSTN voice, and
PSTN fax/data modem. The APM391 switches automati-
cally between these options depending on whether the
earphone jack or landline connector are working sepa-
rately or together. Data, fax, VoiceView,  and answering-
machine modes can be manually selected.

With Carrier A or B capability, the APM39 1 is capable
of extended range, 832channel  operation with 600 mW
of transmit power. It requires a minimum 650-mA power
supply. The unit operates with standard modem, fax, and
voice software applications supporting a standard AT
command set.

The APM391 is priced at $400.

Temic Microsystems
P.O. Box 54951 l Santa Clara, CA 95056-0951
(408) 567-8220 l Fax: (408) 567-8995 #503
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VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AMPS
The MAX4135-MAX4138  video distribution amplifi- Each device features a slew rate of 1000 V/us, gain

ers combine high speed with fast video switching. Typi- flatness of 0.1 dB to 40 MHz, output-current capability of
cal applications include high-resolution RBG monitors, 70 mA, and low differential gain/phase errors. Fast chan-
high-speed analog bus
drivers, RF signal proces-
sing, composite-video
preamplifiers, and video
switching and distribution.

All four products in-
clude an input amplifier
and an independently
controlled unity-gain
buffer for each output.
Onboard  control logic lets
you select any combina-
tion of the different signal
outputs. The MAX4135
and MAX4136 have one
input and six outputs. The
MAX4137 and MAX4138
have one input and four
outputs.

nel switching (25 ns) enables rapid video
multiplexing in applications that display
a picture within a picture.

The MAX4135-MAX4138  amplifiers
come in 24-pin, wide SO packages with
an extended industrial temperature range
of -40°C to +85’C.

The MAX4135 and MAX4136 are
priced at $5.90 and the MAX4137 and
MAX4138 cost $4.50 in lOOO-piece  quan-
tities.

Maxim Integrated Products
120 San Gabriel Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-7600
Fax: (408) 737-7194
http://www,maxim-ic.com/

50.0141A
-closed switch rated 2
s Q 125/250  Vat.
epped with 5” long wire

leads and 2 contact socket
connector. Body size: 0.78” X 0.4” X 0.25”.

UL and CSA listed. Large quantity available.

CAT # SMS-140

SONY Hi-8
Top quality, metal
particle 120 minute video
cassettes. Used for a shod
time, then bulk-erased.

;&c;;;s$  z,its Own $3sh

Satisfaction Guaranteed. CAT # VCU-8

RED/ GREEN diffused.
T 1 3/4  (5mm) Three Legs.
Center cathode.
CAT# LED-63

1100 for $29.00 1000 for $SSO.OOl 111111
I ,

Good-looking pro-

tronic  equipment. This
made black canvas bag has 0.5”
thick padding all around and a nylon inner liner. -
1.5”  wide webbed handle and detachable shoulder
strap. Heavy-duty zipper. Interior pocket and
adjustable velcro compartment. Interior area: 16”
X 6” X 2.5”. These are new bags with a company
loao (Interactive Network) on a oatch  on one side.

10 for $28.00 l 100 for $250.00 I
h \
\ \ / / _

., \ I

CAT # CSE-10 $%!h, Quantity Pricing Available!

can be mounted in parallel to increase the heat
transfer effect or can be stacked to achieve high
differential temperatures. 127 thermocouples
per device. Operates on 3-12 Vdc. Requires a
heatsink  to prevent overheating. Two sizes
available.

1.18” (30 mm) square X 0.15” (3.8 mm) thick.

$17!%h

CAT#  PJT-i
5 for $75.00

1.57” (40 mm) square X 0.15” (3.8 mm) thick.

r

.

ALL ELECTRONICS COW l P.O. Box 567 l Van Nuys, CA 91408-0567

FAX (818)781-2653 e-mail - allcorpOallcorp.com
NO MlNlMuM  ORDER.  ShIppIng  and handling for tile 48 cOntInental  U.S.A. $5.00 per order All  ottl-

C 0 R k Ji=R  A T I 0 N
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PATA-ACQUISITION
SOFTWARE

WINview is a low-
cost, “no learning curve”
data-acquisition software
package for Windows 95
&d Windows 3.11. WIN-
view’s intuitive buttons,
pull-down menus, and
radio-button selections
enable users to acquire,
display, and store data
from data-acquisition
boards. This high-speed
package acquires data at
up to the top speed of the
data-acquisition board or
as slowly as once per
month.

The software displays
collected data in units of
volts, degrees, micro-
strain, or any other engi-
neering unit. In addition,
inputs can be graphed in

seconds, minutes, hours,
days, samples, or in relation
to another input (x vs. y).
WINview has advanced
disk-logging options that
include saving data as ASCII
text, ASCII text with time/
date stamping, and raw

binary for very high-speed
and efficient disk logging. It
also displays stored data
files.

WINview displays inputs
as a single graph or separate
graphs per channel. It has
selectable x-axis settings,

datastreaming to disk at
up to 333 kHz,  and op-
tions for 10 different
time/date stamps while
logging to disk. WINview
can apply any math for-
mula to any channel and
review stored waveforms.

WINview sells for $99.
A free copy of the WIN-
view demonstration disk
can be downloaded from
the company’s Web and
ftp sites.

ADAC
70 Tower Off ice Pk.
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 935-3200
Fax: (617) 938-6553
http:l/www.adac.coml
ftp:Ilftp.adac.comlpubladacl

8-CHANNEL REMOTE ADCKONTROLLER
The Model RAD128 is a low-cost, eight-channel, A/D

converter/controller that provides an optically isolated
serial interface to any host computer with an RS-485
port. Typical applications include remote data acquisi-
tion, process monitoring and control, supervisory con-
trol, energy management, building automation, security
system, and other remote applications.

The Model RAD128 is housed in a rugged, stackable,
NEMA4 enclosure. It functions individually or with up

to eight 16channel  AIM-16P  analog input multiplexer/
conditioners. In this case, up to 128 single-ended or dif-
ferential analog inputs can be accepted. Each of the
RAD128’s  eight digital I/O lines may be programmed as
either input or output. There are no switches to set be-
cause all programming is accomplished in software.

The Model RAD128 also features eight single-ended
input ranges (&lo, k5, O-10, or O-5 V), an onboard  crystal
clock with three counter/timers for precision-timed A/D
conversion, and a watchdog circuit to provide automatic
reset on startup or microprocessor failure. ASCII-based
software allows the unit to be used with virtually any
host computer.

The Model RAD 128 sells for $385.

ACCES 110 Products
9400 Activity Rd.
San Diego, CA 92126
(619) 693-9005
Fax: (619) 578-9711

#506
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Video Timecode
Fundamentals

Converting
VGA Monitors

Ingo Cyliax

Video Timecode
Fundamentals

Image Filtering Theory

The Global Positioning
System

you have rows and
of home videos.

chronological-is a jumble of scenes
that doesn’t tell a story. Eventually, I
want to edit the most memorable
scenes into a few tapes.

There are several ways of doing
this. One involves pressing the pause
button on a recording VCR while play-
ing back a video on another recorder.
But, there is a better way.

The professional world uses edit
controllers, but they can be expensive.
So, I decided to build an edit controller
on one of my workstations.

But, first things first. Before I can
build an edit controller, I have to learn
about timecodes.

In this article, I’ll describe video
timecodes and how they are used. I’ll
also look at a simple timecode  reader
as a building block for my edit control-
ler. The Vertical Interval Time Code
(VITC) reader I describe extracts these
timecodes from commercial video
tapes and network broadcasts.

TIMECODES
Timecodes are essentially “real

time” labels. They have their roots in
the missile-testing industry of the ’50s.
A method was needed to label flight
data acquired during test flights and

14 Issue #77  December 1996 Circuit Cellar INK@



recorded on multitrack analog
data recorders.

The labeling was done by
encoding a representation of
the real time onto one track of
the data recorders. The time
information on the tape was
called tape time.

The collected data could be
analyzed, usually at a slower
speed, when played back and _.

I

I

I

I
I

Tape Travel ___+ Cross Sectton

correlated with data from Hgure  1-A V/-/S  has fwo types of tracks. The audio and timing tracks  are recorded

other tapes. These timecodes
longitudinally. Video is recorded diagonally across the tape with  a rofafing  head. Hi-
fi audio is carried along with the  video tracks.

Sound recordings are
usually made with separate
audiotape recording equip-
ment. During professional

shoots, several microphones record on
separate audio tracks. These are mixed
later when special effects and music
are added. The soundtrack is synchro-
nized to the visual information on
video or film by recording Longitudi-
nal Time Codes (LTC) on a separate
track on multichannel audio recorders.

SMTPE timecodes also contain user
bits which are, as the name implies,
bits which can be used by the user
(e.g., scene annotations). These allow a
program to read a tape and extract
labeling information such as:

Video

also synchronized test equip-
ment at multiple locations to a single
time standard.

In the ‘6Os, videotape recording
technology matured to the point that
it could be used to edit raw footage
into a program. During this time, vari-
ous timecode schemes were used (many
based on traditional time codes) until
the Society of Motion Picture and
Tone Engineers (SMPTE) standardized
their use. These standardized time-
codes were also adopted by the Euro-
pean Broadcasting Union (EBU) and are
thus called SMPTE/EBU timecodes.

Some professional videotape record-
ers (VTRS)  and editing systems use
proprietary timecodes internally. How-
ever, they’re converted to SMPTE
timecodes when making copies for
noncompatible equipment.

One notable exception is the Sony
RC timecode, which is showing up in
so-called pro-sumer equipment (e.g.,
camcorders and Sony VCRs). Sony RC
timecodes are sent via the remote-
control channel (Lan-C).

The most obvious use of video time-
codes is for editing visual and audio
tapes. The original source material is

usually recorded via expensive profes-
sional video and audio equipment that
has timecodes already on it.

Typically, a copy of the original
master tapes (including the timecodes)
is made in a less expensive format
(e.g., VHS tape). The video is then used
to preview and edit the film before it is
finished processing.

These edit dubs are used to select
scenes for the final product. This log,
called the edit decision list (EDL), used
to be done on paper but is now done
with computers.

The EDL is like a computer program
that lists the start and end times of
each section and notes which effects
[e.g., fade, cut, etc.) are used to switch
between the sections. The times on
the EDL are derived from the time-
codes on the edit dubs, which are the
same as on the master.

Once the EDL is complete, it and
the master materials are sent to a post-
production studio (with expensive
equipment) where editors (with com-
puters) produce the final tape.

Typically, postproduction studios
charge by the hour and are very expen-

~_____________~______63.55p__________________i___,:

7-g -1~~~~::1,~ ,
:+---- lops .___  ~~__________.~o,2gys___________): ;

Figure 2-The  I/IX  signal is encoded to look just like a horizontal line of video. Affer the horizontal sync pulse,
each bit is encoded by represenfing  a 1 as 80% white and a 0 as 0% whife (black).

sive, which is why produc-
ers try to reduce the amount
of time editing the tapes in
the studio and automate this
process as much as possible.
Many times a coarse-edit
tape is made from the dubs
so the program can be re-
viewed before the fine edit-
ing of the studio.

0:OO:Ol Scene 3, take 1
0:01:23  Scene 3, take 2. _,

With the user bits, you can record
other data. Consider a coach who vid-
eotapes an athlete with their physi-
ological data. Heart and breathing rates
are recorded from a monitor on the
athlete and transmitted via an RF link
to the VTR. Using a timecode  reader,
the coach could correlate that data
with the action on the tape.

INDUSTRY TIMECODES
Before I talk about how VITC and

LTC are formatted, let’s see how VHS
videotape is put together. To maxi-
mize the recording bandwidth (high-
speed tape movement) and minimize
the amount of tape used (low-speed
tape), video signals are encoded with a
rotating head. It records diagonally
across the tape as the tape moves.

In VHS, audio is recorded conven-
tionally by stationary heads at one
edge of the tape. This type of audio
track is called a linear or longitudinal
track since it runs along the edge of
the tape. On the other edge of the tape
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is a synchronization track
which coordinates the for-
ward motion of the tape
with the rotating head via a
servo loop.

The original linear audio
tracks on VHS tape are very
narrow and have a single
sound channel. In linear
stereo mode, this track is
divided in two, each having
less frequency response.

Hi-fi stereo is recorded by
modulating a high-frequency
audio carrier and recording
it along with the video sig-
nal using the rotating head.

r Bit Position Description Bit Position Description

42-45
46-49

Z?
52-54

5z59
60
61

62-65
66-69

70
71

72-73

;f
76-79

::
82-89

minutes
user group 5
sync 1
sync 0
tens of minutes
binary group flag
user group 6
sync 1
sync 0
hours
user group 7
sync 1
sync 0
tens of hours
unassigned
binary group flag
user group 8
sync 1
sync 0
crc (x8+1)  for O-81

Since the audio subcarrier is
at a much lower frequency

Table 1-V/JC  frames are encoded as video-/eve/ signals in one of the  horizontal lines
during the vertical blanking interval. They usually occur on fines 7, Ii, 270, or 274.

A VITC  line is shown in Figure 2.
Table 1 shows the functions of the 90
data bits.

VITC  uses an eight-bit CRC check-
sum to detect data corruption [e.g.,
dropouts). This makes it easy to build
a simple VITC decoder as I’ll show you
later. The polynomial used is (x8 + 1).

LTC is encoded using FM- 1. A single
polarity change represents 0, and two
transitions represent 1. Since FM- 1
channel coding is self-clocking, it’s
easy to recover the bit clock when the
tape is played back at a higher or lower
speed than normal. Figure 3 shows the
signal levels and channel encoding, and
Table 2 shows the bit assignments.

LTC doesn’t have a checksum, but
the check and equalization bits can be
used for error checking and framing.
LTC uses asymmetric framing bits, so
it’s easy to detect tape direction.

LTC, on the other hand,
can be recorded by simply
dubbing the audio track.
However, LTC signals have
problems at high shuttle
speed since the LTC signal
requires high-bandwidth
audio channels and heads
for playback. Also, since
they are recorded on linear
tracks, they can’t be played
back while the tape is run-
ning extra slow or paused.

Timecode  readers in
professional video equip-
ment usually read both
timecodes and select the
most reliable timecode
signal for specific modes of
VTR operation (e.g., pause,

play, and high- and low-speed shuttle).
SMPTE timecodes are identified by

their frame rate. A 24-frame timecode
(i.e., the frame number goes from 0 to
23) is denoted as SMPTE-24 (film).
There is also SMPTE-25 (PAL) and
SMPTE-30 (NTSC). Film and PAL
timecodes have an integral number of
frames per seconds.

However, NTSC has a slight prob-
lem. It is broadcast on a 59.97.Hz field
rate. So, there are slightly less than 30
frames in each second.

You can deal with this by counting
the number of frames normally (O-29),
but this introduces timing errors when
synchronized with nondrop  sources.
You can also drop a frame every time
the timing error approaches one frame.
A bit in the timecode  (drop frame)
indicates how this is handled when the
timecode  is calculated.

0

2-5
6-9
10

l2l-113
14

lzl9

z:
22-25
26-29

E
32-34

36?39
40
41

sync 1
sync 0
frames
user group 1
sync 1
sync 0
tens of frames
drop frame flag
color frame flag
user group 2
sync 1
sync 0
seconds
user group 3
sync 1
sync 0
tens of seconds
field mark
user group 4
sync 1
sync 0

than the video carrier, it can
be recorded deeper in the tape substrate
than the video signal (see Figure 1 J.

The SMPTE/EBU defines both the
LTC and VITC formats. LTC is record-
ed on linear audio or special timecode
tracks longitudinal to the tape edge.
VITC can only be used for NTSC/PAL
video signals since it is encoded in one
of the horizontal lines during the verti-
cal blanking interval (VBI).

VlTCs are encoded in the video
portion of the VBI. This method is
similar to how closed-caption codes
are enscripted (“Exploring the Vertical
Blanking Interval,” INK 45).

The most common location is at
lines 7, 11, 270, and 274. The 90 bits of
information including the sync and
data bits are encoded in NRZ (low-0
and high- 1). By making the amplitude
of the signal approximately O-80% of
video white levels and using a data
rate of 1.789 Mbps (i.e., half the color-
burst frequency), the signal can be
processed with standard video-process-
ing elements and no signal degradation.

Figure 3--The L JC is encoded using FM-I. A 0 is
represented by a single change in polarity and a 1 by
two changes in polarity within  a bit cell. FM is said to be
self-clocking since the bit clock can be recovered from an
FM-encoded datastream by locking a PLL to the signal.

You’re probably wondering why
two timecode  formats are used with
videotapes. There are several advan-
tages of using both kinds of timecodes
due to how they’re encoded.

OTHER TIMECODES

VITC  rides along with the video
signal, so no extra tracks are required.
Any equipment that processes video
signals passes VITC  without alter-
ation. Also, since it is part of the video
signal, each frame of video can be
uniquely addressed.

Timecodes used for data logging and
synchronization were standardized by
the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG).  The most popular version, IRIG-
B, is still used to synchronize equip-
ment to time and frequency references
such as GPS time receivers. A modi-
fied version of IRIG-H  is used by NIST
to broadcast standard time signals via
radio (WWV/WWVB).

The downside is that since it’s part There are other timecodes, like
of the video signal, it can’t be changed NASA’s 36-bit timecode, XR3, and
without rerecording the signal, which 2137. But, since they’re similar to IRIG
degrades video quality. timecodes, I won’t describe them here.
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IRIG-(A,B,G},  a hierar-
chy of timecodes, are
pulse-coded AM signals
or tone bursts. The car-
rier tones vary-l kHz
for IRIG-B, 10 kHz  for
IRIG-A, and 100 kHz  for
IRIG-G.

Data is encoded by
counting cycles. A 0 is
represented by 2 cycles,
a 1 by 5 cycles, and a

Bit Position Description Bit Position Description

o-3
4-7
8-9

::
12-15
16-19
20-23
24-26

27

28-31
32-35

frames
user group 1
tens of frames
drop frame flag
color frame flag
user group 2
seconds
user group 3
tens of seconds
phase correction

(even number of zel
user group 4
minutes

36-39
40-42

4::7
48-51
52-55
56-57

;:

r o s )  6C?%3
64-79

user group 5
tens of minutes
binary group flag
user group 6
hours
user group 7
tens of hours
unassigned “0”
binary group
phase correction
user group 8
binary sync
“0011111111111101”

position or framing mark Table 2-LTC contains almost the same informafion  as WC.  Nonsymmetric synchroonizafion bits
by 8 cycles of carrier. enable LTC readers to extract the data reliably at various tape speeds and in any direction.

IRIG-(A,B,G}  use the
same bit assignments as in Table 3. An
IRIG frame is a sequence of 10 sub-
frames of 10 bits each. Each subframe
is delimited by a framing mark (8
cycles), so there are 100 bits per frame.

Since pulse length is related to the
carrier frequency, the repetition rate is
also dependent on it. IRIG-B frames
repeat every 1 s, and IRIG-A and IRIG-
G repeat 10 and 100 times per second.

IRIG-B timecodes with their 1-kHz
tones are easily used with audio equip-
ment (e.g., tape recorders and audio
tracks on videotapes).

IRIG-H is a little more specialized
than IRIG-(A,B,G).  It uses a 100.Hz
carrier but is only 60 bits long, so it
transmits within 60 s. By the same
principle, two, five, and eight cycles
encode the 0, 1, and framing bits.

WWV/WWVH  uses a modified ver-
sion of IRIG-H to transmit UTC over
the radio. Table 4 shows IRIG-H’s bit
assignments as sent by WWV/WWVB.

The Navstar satellites used for GPS
contain their own atomic real-time
clocks. Each satellite transmits its
current time via the Coarse Acquisi-
tion Code (C/A Code).

It also transmits data
about its location, cor-
rections needed to syn-
chronize the satellite to
GPS time, and the offset
needed to calculate
UTC time (see Do-
While Jones’ series on
GPS, INK 77 and 78).

Even though the
timing information in
the C/A carrier is pur-
posely skewed due to
selective availability,

positions. You can also
extract vertical and
horizontal timing di-
rectly from video using
digital techniques once
the signal is digitized
with a video ADC.

Before the video
signal can be converted
to digital, it needs to be
conditioned. First, re-
store the proper DC
offset by ensuring the
sync pulses are clamped
to a known offset. you

you can achieve accuracies of better
than 1 us. Better precision (~300  ns) is
possible if a disciplined oscillator is
used at the receiver and the time sig-
nal from the GPS satellites is averaged
over a long period.

SIMPLE TIMECODE READER
Let’s look at a simple VITC reader.

VITC is used by networks so TV sta-
tions that rebroadcast network pro-
gramming can cue local advertising at
appropriate times. Some commercial
tapes also have VITCs  on them so no
modifications are needed by consumer-
grade VCRs.

Video sources typically have levels
of 1 V,~, that range between 0.5 and
2 VP,. VITC uses O-80% video levels.
Even though most network TV sta-
tions are synchronized to each other
and video timing is very accurate,
consumer VCRs may vary in their
playback accuracies. They may have
quite a bitter of jitter even relative to
the color subcarrier.

Typically, you use an analog video
sync extraction chip like the LM188 1

may want to use an AGC circuit to
guarantee consistent video levels.

After the DC offset and level adjust-
ment, low-pass filter it to reduce alias-
ing in the A/D process. A high-speed
flash ADC samples the video at a high
data rate (usually four times the color-
burst frequency).

Since high-speed ADCs are expen-
sive, this sampling is done with 8- or
even 6-bit  accuracy. The clock sam-
pling the video signal is usually derived
from an analog PLL locked to the color-
burst component in the video signal.

Once the signal is digitized, use a
counter which locks onto the horizon-
tal sync signal. A horizontal counter is
reset whenever the sampled signal
goes below the sync threshold value.

To make the counter less sensitive
to noise impulses, only reset the coun-
ter within a certain window around
the time the sync signal is expected.
Whenever the counter resets, a hori-
zontal line counter increments.

The line counter gets reset when
there’s a long sync pulse at the begin-
ning of a horizontal sync period. This

Bit Position Description Bit Position Description

104
5-8

9
10-13
15-18

2d-923
25-28

3:933
35-38

39

position identifier
seconds units
seconds tens
position identifier
minutes units
minutes tens
position identifier
hours units
hours tens
position identifier
days units
days tens
position identifier

to find the vertical and horizontal sync synchronizes the vertical counter to the
frame rate of the video
signal and makes it
possible to extract the

40-41 hundreds of days

5::8
position identifier

field number (1 or 2).

control function (CF) elements There are 525 lines

6cZ8
position identifier in a frame. Lines l-262
control function (CF) elements

69 position identifier are field one, and lines
70-78 control function (CF) elements 263-525 are field two.

807-988
position identifier
straight-binary-second (SBS) Finding the VITC

89 position identifier
90-97 straight-binary-second (SBS)

signal is now a piece of

99 position identifier cake. Just reset a shift
register at the begin-

J ning of the horizontal
line where you expect

Table 3-Since /R/G  fimecodes are more generic fhan the video fimecodes (e.g., LTC  and WC),
they contain data fields in which application-specific data can be encoded (i.e.,  CF fields).
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the code, and start shifting
at the beginning of the
VITC signal.

Of course, if you just
wanted to build a reader,
there’s a much simpler
way. Since the VITC infor-
mation is almost symmet-
ric around the ground of an
AC-coupled video signal, a
comparator can extract the

Bit Position Description Bit Position Description

0 hole 30-33 units of day

:
zero 35-38 tens of day
DST indicator 39 position

437
leap-second warning 40-41 hundreds of day
units of year 49 position

IO”13
position

5l%J5
UTC correction

units of minute tens of year
15-18 tens of minute

57%a
DST indicator

19 position UT1 correction
20-23 units of hour (0.1, 0.2, 0.4)
25-28 tens of hour 59 position

29 position

zero crossing of this signal. Table II-RIG-H  timecodes are similar to IRIG-{A,B,G)  timecodes, but they use a

Figure 4 shows the sche-
IOO-Hz  carrier and limit the number of bits fo 60. This way, one complefe  frame can be
transmitted in 60 s.

matic of a simple FPGA-

You can do this using one
of the techniques I dis-
cussed to extract the hori-
zontal and vertical syncs.
Just overlay the VITC sig-
nal with the video signal.

WHAT’S NEXT?
To edit videos, I have to

encode a timecode  signal
on them. Since they have
video and audio, I need a
way to add the timecode.

The best way would be
based VITC reader. Figure 5 gives you
an idea of how the reader works.

The bit clock is synchronized to the
edges of this zero-crossing signal. Each
bit-clock transition shifts the current
state of the video into the shift register.

When all the sync bits match up
and the CRC is correct, you know that
the received VITC word is correctly

The host interface consists of an RS-
232 interface. When a valid VITC line
has been received, the FPGA transmits
hh:mm:ss.ff [where hh is hours, mm is
minutes, ss is seconds, and ff is frame)
to the host via its RS-232 interface.

You can build an LTC reader just
like a VITC reader. In fact, a combined
VITC/LTC reader can be designed by

to convert the mono audio channel
into linear stereo audio, while preserv-
ing the original audio on one channel
and adding LTC to the other channel.
But, there’s a problem.

Most VCRs mute their audio cir-
cuitry while shuffling the tape so you
don’t hear an annoying high-pitched
squeal when fast-forwarding or rewind-

framed and the data you’re interested reusing many components. Only a ing. To use LTC while shuffling on a
in can be converted into ASCII. data/clock separator is needed. Fram- consumer-grade VCR, the muting

Without the CRC, this method is ing and direction are determined by circuitry has to be bypassed.
too unreliable since random video may the parity bits and sync characters, not I could overlay VITCs on a dub of
cause the frame-detection circuit to be a CRC checker. the original, but this adds an extra
fooled into thinking that a VITC word To build a VITC encoder, lock the generation to the final copy since it’s
has been received. VITC generator to the video source. copied from the dubs.

Figure 4-m a simple WC reader, the comparator slices the video, and the FPGA extracts the fimecode and transmits it as a ASCII RS-232  signal. The FPGA  can be
configured via serial-configuration PROM or a download tether on (J2) by selecting a jumper (JPl).
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bitclock-

Video >

-LBCD-ASCII BCD-ASCII BCD-ASCII BCD-ASCII

<CT>
f “,,, S II.,, min. LI_II h
// //

Parallel to ASYNC 1
shift-in
p /shin-out  s y n c - d e t e c t

I I *
CRC=0 Control

I 14.31818 MHz >---

Serial3 out

Figure CThis block diagram shows how the WC  serial bitstream  is sampled with  a divide-by-eight clock and then
converted to ASCII. The converted data is sent out via the  serial port (se r i a I_ o u t). The confrol  allows  data fo
be sifted  in until  a sync paffern  is defected
locks the dafa until if is transmitted via fhe

n c-de  t e c t) and the CRC is computed correctly (CRC= 0). If then

Once the timecodes have been re- By using the timecode  reader to
corded on the tapes, I can generate an generate the EDL and an IR transmit-
EDL on my computer by simply noting ter interface, I can cue up the source
the starting and ending times of scenes VCR and remotely control the destina-
I want. tion deck to record the desired scenes.

The real gem of this technique is
that I can use the same EDL to make
identical tapes for all the relatives! q
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401 Very Useful
402 Moderately Useful
403 Not Useful

This board has the I/O and

Processor power to handle ‘;
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Serial, A/D, D/A, LCD,

Keypad, Real Time

Clock, EEPROM, and

Flash. This board has

got it all at a price that is
out of this world!

* 8 High-Drive Outs & 16 Programmable Digital l/O Lines
* 8 Channels of lo/12 Bit A/D & Optional 4 Channels of 12 bit D/f
* 2, 16 bit Timers & 2 optional 16 bit Counters
* Up to 3 RS232/485  Serial Ports
* Backlit Capable LCD Interface
* Optional 16 Key Keypad & Interface
* 1Meg of Memory Space Total, 32K ROM & 32K RAM Included
* Assembler & Monitor Included. BASIC and Forth Outional

618-529-4525 Fax 457-0110 BBS 529-5708
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Peter Sorrells &
Shannon Poulin

Converting VGA Monitors
Plain-Vanilla Monitors Become
Plug-and-Play VESA-Compatible Designs

ince the advent
of the IBM PC and

PC compatibles, users

manual configuration of peripherals
and plug-in cards. DIP switches, spe-
cial software drivers, technical refer-
ence manuals, and manual software
configuration make it difficult to con-
figure a new PC or add a peripheral.

With plug-and-play peripherals, you
simply plug in a part and reboot the
system. Configuration is accomplished
automatically and transparently.

With Windows 95, Microsoft is
moving this direction. Standards com-
mittees (e.g., JEDEC and VESA) are
building uniform interfaces. PC and
peripheral manufacturers are designing
plug-and-play products. New DRAM
DIMM modules have this capability.

In this article, we look at the design
considerations for converting a stan-
dard VGA or SVGA monitor into a
DDC-compliant plug-and-play monitor.

WHY CONVERT? Section

Approximately two and a half years
ago, the VESA committee began creat-
ing the Data Display Channel (DDC)

Header string 8
Vendor/Product information 10
EDID  version, revision
Basic display parameters :
Color characteristics 10
Established timings 3
Standard timing identification 16
Detailed timing description 72
Extension flag for future 1

extended tables
Checksum 1Table l--The ED/D  table stores critical monifor

parameters for transmission to the host

standard, which includes specifica-
tions for data format and the commu-
nication bus.

In 1995, many market leaders of-
fered DDC-compliant monitors in
their product lines. Graphics chip-set
companies like S3 and Cirrus Logic
had VGA/SVGA chip sets for the DDC
bus, and PC manufacturers provided
DDC-compliant systems. The volume
of DDC-compliant monitors and sys-
tems exploded from zero to millions of
units per month, causing a fundamen-
tal shift in user expectations.

With plug-and-play capability (DDC
in monitors), installation time is great-
ly reduced. What took over an hour
can frequently be done in minutes.

As more people use plug-and-play
peripherals, demand will swell. Older-
style peripherals just won’t be bought.
To stay in the monitor business, it’ll
be necessary to provide plug-and-play.
Eventually, DRAM DIMMs,  printers,
mice, fax/modems (won’t that be nice!),
and other peripherals will need it.

There’s approximately $10-20 dif-
ference between a “vanilla” SVGA
monitor and a DDC-compliant one, all
specs being equal. If the conversion is
accomplished properly and efficiently,
the cost of additional components is
much less than the retail differential.

A monitor manufacturer gains a
greater margin due to the added feature
set and stays in business by offering
the unit in highest demand. Just as
CGA and EGA monitors fell to the
superior technology of VGA and then
SVGA, monitors without plug-and-play
capability may soon become dinosaurs.

VESA EDID TABLE
For a video-graphics adapter in a PC

host to properly communicate with a
monitor, several characteristics of the
monitor must be taken into account-

# Bytes
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resolution, horizontal and verti-
cal image size, feature support,
color characteristics, and timing.

nicating critical information.
The EDID table isn’t large-

The VESA DDC specification
includes a detailed Extended
Display Identification Data

only 128 bytes-but it stores the

(EDID)  table which stores moni-
tor characteristics in a standard
format. In this manner, all moni-
tor, PC, and video-graphics manu-
facturers use a common frame of
reference for storing and commu-

tified in the VESA standard-DDCl,

Figure 1 a-A simple  external filter  conditions the !/sync signal for the

DDC2B,  DDC2B+,  and DDC2AB.

DDC device. b-The SCL line uses a simple RC filter to attenuate
transients and prevent false switching.

necessary information for most moni-
tors. It’s organized into the basic sec-
tions shown in Table 1. A complete
specification of the EDID table can be
found in the VESA EDID standard.

the 1% bus itself, but certain addresses
and commands in the ACCESSbus
specification may cause problems in a
DDC2B-only  monitor.

Because of the detailed information
provided in the EDID table, any moni-
tor carrying this data can be instantly
connected to a host communicating
across the DDC bus. Information from
the table automatically loads into the
host graphics adapter and properly
configures the monitor. The entire
operation is transparent to the user.

Another data table, the Video Dis-
play Identification Format (VDIF),
provides extra information not in-
cluded in the EDID table. However,
most DDC-compatible monitors use
only the EDID table.

Complete specifications of the VDIF
table are found in the VESA VDIF
standard. In this article, we only ad-
dress the conversion of standard VGA/
SVGA monitors to DDC-compatible
models using the basic EDID table.

DDC COMMUNICATION MODES
The EDID table information is

stored in a nonvolatile device inside
the monitor and is trans-
ferred to the host at
powerup.  Two unused
pins in the standard VGA
connector are redefined to
provide signal paths for
one clock and one data
line for communication
of the EDID table-pin 12
for data and pin 15 for
clock (DDC2 hosts).

Four basic modes of
communication are iden-

DDCl  mode is the most basic com-
munication mode. It consists of a single
clock line and single data line. The
Vclk line is generally connected di-
rectly to Vsync and therefore runs at a
relatively slow rate. However, it can be
ramped by the host to a higher fre-
quency (up to 25 kHz) while transfer-
ring data, then slowed to its normal
60-120-Hz  rate.

In DDCl, the EDID table is con-
tinuously fed to the host and repeated
indefinitely. The host only has to look
for the header bytes to synchronize
itself to the EDID datastream. At pow-
erup, all DDC-compliant monitors
must be in DDC 1 mode.

In DDC2B  mode, the host takes
control of the communication bus and
sends its own clock (SCL, VGA con-
nector pin 15) to the monitor, separate
from the Vsync clock. The presence of
this clock causes the monitor to switch
communication modes from DDC 1 to
DDC2B.  The monitor then operates in
PC protocol.

As a DDC communication bus, it
enables clock rates up to 100 kHz

without disrupting Vclk and
enables the host to acquire spe-
cific data. Because every byte of
data in the EDID table resides in
a known location, the host can
request and receive only the
bytes it needs rather than wait-
ing for the entire table to cycle
through.

DDC2AB  signifies an AC-
CESS.bus host and ACCESSbus
monitor, using a bidirectional
bus which can operate on a full
ACCESS.bus system. The hard-
ware layer for ACCESS.bus is

A host can be a DDCl,  DDC2B,
DDC2B+, or DDC2AB type. A DDC2B+
host can translate from ACCESS.bus
to 12C by bit banging the monitor in a
bidirectional bus mode. However, it
doesn’t require the monitor to support
the rest of the ACCESS.bus command
set. In other words, in a DDC2B+  sys-
tem, the monitor is simply DDC 1 and
DDC2B  compatible.

MONITORS
All DDC-compliant monitors must

support DDC 1 and DDC2B  modes but
not necessarily DDC2AB.  Because all
peripherals attached to an ACCESS.bus
system must be capable of becoming a
bus master and interpreting the AC-
CESSbus  command set, a DDC2AB
monitor is normally required for an
ACCESS.bus  system.

Some DDC2B  monitors, however,
function properly in an ACCESS.bus
system if the host has DDC2B+  capa-
bility and only sends 1% commands to
the monitor. All DDC-compliant mon-

itors must switch from
DDC 1 mode (power-up,
basic communication
mode) to DDC2B mode
(1°C) immediately on
detecting a DDC2B  host.
This task is accomplished
by monitoring the SCL
clock line from the host.

A  DDCI/~B  (DDC-
compliant) monitor sup-
ports DDCl,  DDC2B,
and DDC2B+  hosts,

Figure 2-The  24LC41 saves
board space and cost by
combining the VESA DDC  function
wifh 4 Kb of serial EPROM.
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24LC21 l-K6 DDC Serial EEPROM
24LCS21A l-KB DDC Serial EEPROM with Error Correction and Write Protect
24LC41 1 -KB DDC Serial EEPROM plus 4-KB MCU EEPROM
24LC41  A 1 -KB DDC Serial EEPROM with Error Correction plus 4-KB MCU EEPROM

Table 2-C&  and performance requirements can be mafched  to a number of available devices.

whereas a DDC2AB  monitor supports
a DDC2AB  (ACCESS.bus) host.

HOSTS
Four types of hosts can be presented

to the monitor.
A DDCl-only  host only uses DDCl

mode and does not present an SCL
clock to the monitor. The monitor
must use Vsync to continuously clock
data to the host.

A DDC2B  host provides an SCL
clock to the monitor and requests
specific data by address and at a much
higher rate of speed. The monitor must
immediately detect this and provide
data at the very first command word.

A DDC2AB  host is an ACCESS.bus
host which may provide ACCESS.bus
commands to the monitor. It requires
a DDC2AB  monitor.

A DDC2B+  host is an ACCESS.bus
host that only presents pure PC bus
commands to the monitor. It doesn’t
require a DDC2AB  monitor-only a
DDC-compliant monitor.

Some design considerations are
prudent due to the high-noise environ-
ment inside the monitor and the real-
ity that users will hot-plug the
monitors and cycle power to the host
and monitor in unpredictable ways.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING
The Vsync signal is relatively clean,

synchronizes the monitor’s vertical
scan, and sequentially clocks EDID
data from monitor to host in DDCl
mode. But quite often, it carries high-
voltage transients and other noise that
confuse the monitor’s DDC circuitry,
which stores and transmits EDID data.

Transients and noise are sometimes
induced by the host graphics card or
other monitor components. Cleaning
up this signal goes a long way toward
eliminating switching problems be-
tween communication modes and
avoiding bit errors in transmission.

Figure la shows a circuit success-
fully used by many monitor manufac-
turers. CR1 eliminates under-voltage
transients and the RC filter helps shunt
unwanted high-frequency noise and
high-voltage transients.

A pull-down resistor is required
because Vsync is capacitively coupled
to other circuits inside the monitor.
During a short-term powerdown, these
capacitors partially discharge, giving
an analog voltage which may be be-
tween the DDC device’s V,, and V,,.
This can confuse the state machine of
some DDC hardware, preventing the
proper DDCl-DDCZB  start-up se-
quence at powerup.

The original VESA DDC standard
required the monitor to remain in
DDC2B  mode until reset by a power-
down condition. The DDC circuit may

I t-i APr I
1

~4~~fvt)q~~~~lr,-f!
FkH FPGA + FLASH Microcontroller Design Kit
v’ Learn FPGA design methods in just

one week with the epX3l self-paced
design kit and FPGA Work&  text.

ti Get a complete set of FPGA and
microcotitroller  design tools.

ti Use the 72x31 to do microcontroller

-L
designs, FPGA designs, or both!

u’ Use the FPGA as a
memory-mapped,
reconfiqurable peripheral.

I I

18’ Prototype your designs qpickly

tiepX3 1 board (/32 Kbyte RAM
r’flash EPX880 FPGA #Flash 89C52  UC
JBASIC interpreter #download cable
~/PLDSHELL J89C52 assembler
tiruntime  modules #runtime  utilities
tiFPGA  Workout text I/design examples

using thi on-board RAM&.

r’ Program your designs into the
FLASH FPGA and microcontroller F epX3 1 FLASH Versions
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not completely reset if volt-
age is continuously applied
between powerup  and power-
down. The pull-down resistor
causes a rapid discharge of
the series coupling capacitors
so that the DDC hardware
begins from a reset condition
at powerup.

COMMUNICATION ERRORS
The original VESA DDC

standard requires the monitor
and host to be powered up
together. In practice, how-
ever, users randomly power
the host and/or monitor up or
down at any time and in any
sequence. Because the stan-
dard requires the monitor to
switch from DDCl  to DDC2B
mode on any falling edge
detected on the SCL clock line, com-
munication errors can occur under
several conditions.

One condition occurs when the host
and monitor are already communicat-
ing in DDC2B  mode and the host is
powered down. When it is powered up
again, it may expect a DDCl  bitstream
from the monitor. The monitor, how-
ever, is still in DDC2B  mode, waiting
for a command byte.

There is virtually no way to avoid
this issue electronically without vio-
lating the original DDC standard,
which states the monitor must remain
in DDC2B  mode until powerdown.

Providing a manual reset on the
monitor is an option, but it isn’t popu-
lar because of the added cost
and change of philosophy.
Plug and play means no hu-
man intervention, even if, as
in this case, human interven-
tion caused the error!

Communication errors
also occur when the host and
monitor are hot-plugged
together. The voltage tran-
sients caused by hot-plugging
may result in a negative-going
edge on SCL, which switches
the monitor immediately
into DDC2B  mode.

If the host is a DDCl  host,
it will not receive any con-
figuration information from

Figure 3--The  new VESA  specificafion
(abbreviated here) allows  for mode error
correction in the absence of a valid
control byte.

the monitor. The filtering circuits in
Figure lb help reduce this problem.

Errors also occur if the monitor is
disconnected from one host and con-
nected to another while power is ap-
plied. This combines the other two
conditions.

If the new host is a DDCl host and
the monitor is in DDC2B  mode, the
host won’t receive any EDID informa-
tion due to a voltage transient on SCL
or prior communication in DDC2B
mode. The filtering circuits in Figure
lb reduce the voltage transient effect.

ERROR RECOVERY
The original VESA DDC Standard

V. 1 .O requires the monitor to switch

from DDl  mode to DDC2B
mode on any falling edge of
the SCL clock. Ideally, when
the host and monitor are not
hot-plugged or disconnected
while operating or powered
up at different times, the
criterion for switching com-
munication modes is ad-
equate. In the situations just
described, however, fatal
communication errors are
possible.

When VESA revised the
standard to V.2.0,  it upgraded
the switching requirements
and provided for more intelli-
gence in the monitor’s DDC
controller. Now a DDC mon-
itor may test the host!

A DDC 1 -only host never
sends clock pulses onto the

SCL line. A DDC2B,  DDC2B+,  or
DDC2AB  host sends clocks onto the
SCL line but also provides valid 1%
control bytes onto the data bus (SDA,
pin 12 on the VGA connector). The
DDC circuitry in a new DDC-compli-
ant monitor on receiving a falling-edge
on SCL may have the intelligence to
check for a valid control byte before
going into DDC2B.

Two options are presented for error
recovery-checking for a control byte
during 128 Vsync clocks or for 2 s of
SCL quiet. Either method results in a
return-to-DDCl mode if no valid con-
trol byte is received.

This new standard creates a much
more robust system that is essentially

“GA
Connector

RSI =  RSZ = IQ@-30%

CSl  = csz = loo-loQBDF

Figure 4-Wiring  the 24LC21  and ifs few external components to the monitor’s VGA
connector is simple. No other monitor circuitry is affected.

Circuit Cellar INK@ Issue #77 December 1996

immune to noise tran-
sients, voltage spikes, and
other spurious events.

CONTROLLER-BASED
DESIGNS

The first DDC-compli-
ant monitor prototypes
orchestrated data transfer
between monitor and host
via general-purpose micro-
controllers. In fact, AC-
CESS.bus  monitors still do.

The beauty of a field-
programmable microcon-
troller in comparison to a
custom silicon solution, of
course, is its flexibility.
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Figure 6-Cost  and board space are
minimized by the 24LC41  in applications
requiring serial EPROM for user data.

“GA
cannector

Changes in customer requirements,
anomalies in particular video-graphics
chips in the host, and nearly any sur-
prise can be made up for in software.
Its disadvantages are size and cost.

Although monitors are cavernous
inside, their circuit boards are compact
to keep cost down and address RF
interference issues. A microcontroller
in an 18-lead package and the external
serial EEPROM to store the EDID
table itself can be quite difficult to
shoehorn into some monitors.

As mentioned, the retail difference
between vanilla versus DDC-compli-
ante  for a 14-15”  monitor is about
$10-20.  After including distributor and
retail markups, a $3-5 microcontroller
solution provides virtually no margin
at all. It only helps the manufacturer
sell the monitors.

Higher-end monitors with advanced
features (e.g., ACCESS.bus) command
a much higher price tag and usually
have a microcontroller or two inside
them. Sometimes, the existing micro-
controller can be configured to control
the DDC bus in addition to other tasks.

USB may have some effect here.
Some higher-end monitors will use it
for EDID and VDIF communication.

However, the new extended VGA
connector still includes a DDC com-
munication channel. And, the cost of a
dedicated DDC-chip solution is much
lower than the controller solution.

INTEGRATED DESIGNS
Dedicated microcontroller solutions

are available from SGS-Thomson and
Motorola. Both companies provide
dedicated microcontrollers for mid-
range and high-end monitors. Now,
their portfolio includes those with

onboard  DDC data storage and exter-
nal pins for DDC communication.

However, the highest-volume moni-
tors are still in the 14-15” low- to
medium-cost families. Some of these
now use an onboard  microcontroller
and serial EEPROM to control the user
interface and on-screen display device.
But, dedicated microcontrollers from
any supplier are several times more
expensive than a dedicated silicon
solution whose sole purpose is the
storage and communication of the
EDID table.

SINGLE-CHIP SOLUTIONS
Microchip Technology introduced

the first dedicated DDC device for
monitors shortly after the VESA DDC
standard was released. The 24LC21,
named for its two clocks and 1 Kb of
memory, was designed to meet the
original standard.

This successful device is still de-
signed into most DDC-compliant
monitors. It became the de facto stan-
dard and was copied by several other
silicon manufacturers.

Although the 24LC21  met the com-
plete VESA V. 1 .O standard, the noise
issues associated with the V. 1 .O stan-
dard surfaced during the spring 1995
VESA Plugfest. During this test, scores
of monitors and PC hosts were inter-
mingled to determine compatibility.

The hot-plugging issues, power
transients, and Vsync noise issues
became apparent as the results rolled
in. At this time, the signal-condition-
ing circuits in Figure 1 were first de-
signed and implemented. With the
altered circuit design, the 24LC21  is
still used in many monitors.

“We’re impressed by the level of
documentation andparticularly
by the readability  of the code”

- M. Ryan, Cordant,  Inc.

“Fast, flexible, high-quality
code, and excellent
technical support. ”

- L. Allen, Andros,  Inc.

“Personally, Ifound  the
Adaptation Kit and tool set very
straightforward to use, making

the BIOS development
process relatively easy.”

- S. Chaplin, Software Engineer.

Includes our award-winning Run-From-Rom DOS l

Includes Flash Disk for popular Flash part

Over 300 easy configuration options

BIOS Kit includes full source cod

Royalties - $4/copy  & dow

General Softtiare’” mm
3 2 0  1 0 8 t h  A v e .  N.E..  Suite 400 * Bellevue,  W A  9 8 0 0 4
Te l :  206 .454 .5755  . Fax :  206 .454 .5744  .  Sa les :  800.850.5755

http://www.gensw.com/generol * E - M a i l :  general@gensw.com
iB 1c4f nanrrr,  *tin,*  Ik”. Oaan,  *tin,.  ,h_ C$ I _ Frnbdhui              
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Figure 7-The 24LC41A  eliminafes
external components and replaces
an existing serial EEPROM.

or microcontroller upgrades are neces-

ing monitor design is quick and easy,
using proven schematics and only a

sary.

few external components.

Connection to practically any exist-

The DDC devices are listed in
Table 2.

UNIVERSAL APPLICATION CIRCUITS
Figure 1 a and b combine in Figure 4

to form a complete application circuit
for a 24LC21-type  device. External
filtering is necessary because the 24-
LC21 meets only VESA DDC Standard

cuit for a 24LC41  dual-ported device in

V. 1 .O. Still, this option is very cost

a monitor with an existing microcon-
troller. Figures 6 and 7 provide applica-

effective and time proven.

tion circuits for the 24LCS21A  and
24LC41A,  respectively. The circuits
are much simpler because all filtering

Figure 5 shows the application cir-

is brought inside the chip.
Gaining an extra $10-20 at retail,

revitalizing an existing product design
to match new technology, and moving
into a new paradigm has never been
this easy or this inexpensive. q

Peter Sorrells is a strategic marketing
manager for Microchip’s Memory and
Specialty Products. He received a
BSEE from the University of Arizona
and holds three patents. You may
reach Peter at pete.sorrells@micro-
chip.com.

Shannon Poulin is an applications
engineer for Microchip’s Memory and
Specialty Products. He holds a BSEE
and MBA from the Florida Institute of
Technology. You may reach Shannon
at shannon.poulin@microchip.com.

24LCxx
Microchip Technology
2355 W. Chandler Blvd.
Chandler, AZ 85224
(602) 786-7200
Fax: (602) 899-9210

404 Very Useful
405 Moderately Useful
406 Not Useful

X detects AC power loss
% connects to parallel port
% provides simple interface timing

% an easy-to-use self-powered PC parallel port interface kit
% sample control software

PLIX  chip
TW523 X-10 powerline transceiver

$20 (single qty.),  $12 (lOO;l$

(Prices do not include shipping)

MICROMINT, INC.
4 Park Street l Vernon, CT 06066

Tel: (860) 871-6170 l Fax: (860) 872-2204 l http://www.micromint.com/
in Europe: (44) 1285658122 l in Canada: (514) 336-9426
Distributor Inquiries Welcome!
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w Memory mapped variables

m In-line assembly language
option

n Compile time switch to select
805 l/803 1 or 8052/8032  CPUs

H Compatible with any RAM
or ROM memory mapping

W Runs up to 50 times faster than
the MCS BASIC-52 interpreter.

n includes  Binary Technology’s
SXA51  cross-assembler
& hex file manip.  util.

n Extensive documentation

n Tutorial included
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Image
Filtering
Theory

What’s a
Convolution
Filter?

Bruce Hubbard

ost of us encoun-

V
‘transform (FT) in an

engineering class of some
sort. Whether you understood the math
or not, you probably came away with
the idea that an arbitrary wave can be
assembled by adding combinations of
simple sines and cosines.

In Figure 1, I added the first five
Fourier components of a square wave
and obtained a wiggly, but squarish-
looking profile. As more components
are added, the approximation to a
square becomes better and better.

What most people don’t realize is
that the same ideas apply to 2D images
and lie at the heart of image-processing
theory.

ORTHONORMAL BASIS
To understand image transforms,

let’s start with a vector-based analogy.
Any vector V can be expressed as the
sum of one or more vectors, which are
then said to form a basis for V.

For example, an arbitrary 3D vector
V can be projected onto three vectors,
x, y, and z, using the dot product-
V l x, V l y, and V l z. V can be recon-
structed by adding these projections
back together using ordinary vector
algebra.

Any three vectors can be used, but
selecting a normalized orthogonal set
means that the results are simpler and
that V is represented by a unique sum
of the vectors. A basis is complete if

Figure l--Nearly any shape can be consfructed  by
combining simple  sinusoidal ewes.  a--The first five
components of the Fourier expansion of a square wave
can be added together fo form the rectangular profile in
(b). b-Adding more components makes the rectangle
increasing/y perfect.

any vector can be represented as a
scaled sum of the basis vectors.

A similar process is shown in Figure
1, where a square wave is projected
onto an infinite set of sine and cosine
functions. The result turns out to be a
scaled set of sine functions. The low-
est frequency component is one-half of
a sine wave, followed by components
of increasing frequency in the sequence
3x, 5x, and so on.

BASIS IMAGES
Two-dimensional image transforms

are analogous to vector projections and
FTs. It’s possible to construct a general
orthonormal basis for any 2D image
and represent the image as a scaled
sum of these basis images.

For example, the 64 images shown
in Figure 2 form what is known as a
Hadamard basis. It is complete as these
64 are sufficient to construct any 8 x 8
grey-scale picture. The red lines sim-
ply help to separate adjacent images.

The lowest-frequency component is
in the upper left, with frequency (here
called sequency) increasing from left to
right and top to bottom. Each basis
component is orthogonal-it cannot be
made by combining any of the others.

How these components combine to
form an image is shown in Figure 3,
where five of the major components of
a diagonal line are appropriately scaled
and added together. A white base im-
age with a magnitude of 1399 is folded
into the first summation. As the se-
quency of each component increases,
finer and finer detail is realized.

a)

0 . 5 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 5 0  2 . 0 0  2 . 5 0 3 . 0 0

b)
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Figure Z-Any image can be constructed by adding
together components of the Hadamard basis, each
scaled by the appropriate signed real number. These 64
components suffice for constructing any 8 x 8 image.
White represents t 1, and black represents -1. Red
lines are simply  visual separators.

I selected the Hadamard transform
for this example because its basis func-
tions are easy to display. Its main claim
to fame is ease of computation. Its
main drawback is that it doesn’t re-
solve an image into a small number of
components.

All 64 components are needed for
this simple example-the remaining
59 cancel out each other’s undesired
high-frequency contributions. Their
absence results in the speckled back-
ground.

Small projection spaces make it
easier to use transforms to compress
images by omitting minor components
and to filter noise out of images by
removing their projection.

FTs also suffer from large projec-
tions, as well as the added complica-
tions of complex arithmetic. Note that
FTs are periodic and require an infinite
number of components. The Hadamard
transform is finite and not periodic.

So, in choosing basis functions for
image processing, look for a set that
expresses all the energy of a picture in
a small number of components. One
popular choice is the cosine transform.
Another option is to use wavelets,
which are spatially localized basis
functions.

FILTERS IN ONE DIMENSION
This brings us to filtration, which is

the heart of the matter. Images are
usually filtered for one of two reasons-
to remove noise or to change contrast
(i.e., softening or sharpening).

Filter operation is easy to under-
stand when described in terms of an
image spectrum. Filters selectively
modify frequency components. Soften-
ing filters attenuate high frequencies,
sharpening filters attenuate low fre-
quencies, and noise removal deletes
selected undesired frequencies.

Let’s start with a look at a 1D FT
example. A pure sawtooth profile con-
taining all frequency components is
shown in Figures 4a (frequency pro-
files) and 4b-d (density profiles).

Figure 4b is an unmodified saw-
tooth. In Figure 4c, the high frequen-
cies have been attenuated, thereby
broadening and lowering the saw peaks.
The resulting image looks softer, and
the light-to-dark transition is broader.
The lower graph shows the amplitudes
of the frequency components before
filtration [black) and after filtration
(red). Notice how the higher frequency
coefficients are attenuated.

In Figure 4d, the lower frequencies
are attenuated, resulting in a nearly
flat density profile. The grey-scale
ramp has all but disappeared, while the
light-to-dark transition is enhanced.

The banding-or ringing-is an
artifact of excessive frequency remov-
al. It should be minimized because it
detracts from the image and looks
amateurish.

You can see that the light and dark
juxtapose at each boundary. This is
called the Gibbs effect and results
from missing frequencies. It provides
enhanced visual contrast.

Thus, slowly changing information
(e.g., the grey ramp) corresponds to low
frequencies and is enhanced by low-
pass filtration. Edges correspond to
high frequencies and are enhanced by
high-pass filtration.

CONVOLUTION
Two main techniques are used to

filter image data. You can compute a
frequency transform, multiply the
resulting spectrum by a frequency
filter, and transform back, which is the
approach I used for Figure 4.

The other technique is to perform a
convolution of the image with the
filter. The convolution theorem states
that the convolution of two images is
equal to the product of their FTs. In

Magnitude X
Component

155

Summation

Figure 3-Six of the major Hadamard components of a
diagonal line are combined. The component and its
scaling coefficienf  are shown on the lert, and the sum is
on the right. Each row shows the effect of summing that
additional component. A// 64 components are required
for perfect reconstruction.

one dimension, the Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) is competitive with convo-
lution. In two dimensions (i.e., images),
convolution is generally faster.

The filter, which is a small (3 x 3 to
5 x 5) array, is called the kernel. This
kernel is translated over the image as
shown in Figure 5. At each point of the
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D a t a  A c q u i s i t i o n
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High  Reso lu t i on
5500HR
16 channels 16-bit A/D, +9%
DMA, 8 digital I/O

learn more:
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web www.adac.com
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American Data Acquisition Corporation

70 Tower Office Park, Woburn,  MA 01801 USA

4 b)

iT sin3x sin6x sin9x sinl2x-_-_-_-_ -...
6 6 12 18

Frequency Component

Figure 4a--The first four Fourier components of a sawtooth profile are shown in black. Their summation is overlaid
in red. b-This 2D image corresponds with the friangular profile in (a). c--The  effect of low-pass filtration of(b)
results from the selective attenuation of the high-frequency components in (a). d-The effect of high-pass filtration  of
(b) results from the selective attenuation of ifs low-frequency componenfs.  The  density profiles are in the middle
graph, and fhe attenuation of the frequency components is in the  bottom curves.

image, the corresponding kernel and
image points are multiplied together,
summed, and scaled.

The results are usually scaled by the
sum of the kernel weights. This sum
becomes the point of the output image
that lies over the kernel’s center.

You can reduce the number of mul-
tiplications by taking advantage of
kernel symmetries and caching its row
and column sums. Convolution may
be efficiently implemented in hard-
ware by cylindrically shifting image
lines past the kernel.

Finally, convolution is associative
(a[bc]  = [ab]c),  commutative (ab = ha),
and distributive over addition (u[b + c]
= ub + UC).

FILTER KERNELS
The most basic kernels are the so-

called ideal filters. These rectangular
shapes in the frequency domain are
shown in Figure 6a. Programmers
often prefer these filters because of
their simplicity.

But, the FT of a rectangle is the sine
function (i.e., sin(x)/x) which oscillates
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Figure 6-/n  the convolution process for 20 images,
the filter kernel is normal/y  an n x n rectangular array of
numbers. The kernel is /aid over the image, and each
kernel weight is multiplied by the pixel value direct/y
below if. The resulfing  n2  products are summed, scaled
by the sum of the kernel weights, and used to generate
one oufpuf  pixel (in a separate image), corresponding in
locafion  to  the  center of the filter kernel. The filter kernel
is translated by one pixel, and the process is repeafed
over the entire input image. This process is equivalent
to multiplying the Fourier transforms of the image and
kernel. Product

Array

between positive and negative up to
infinity (see Figure 6a). This oscillation
subtracts adjacent frequencies (as an
FT) or pixels (as a convolution). The
resulting sums can go negative, caus-
ing artifacts such as ringing and polar-
ity reversals in the image.

Sum
and Scale

Convolved
Image

pixels wide. It’s better to use a triangle.
Its FT is sinclx and is always positive.

If you must use a rectangle as a low-
pass filter, make it no more than two

The width and height of a convolu-
tion kernel is inversely proportional to
the width of its FT (see Figure 6a).
Wide-frequency boxes correspond to
narrow pixel sines and vice versa.

represented by small matrices of num-
bers as shown in Figure 9. Each kernel
is scaled and offset so that it is normal-
ized to 1.

sions. Here, convolution kernels are

Gaussian profiles work much better
for constructing filters because the FT
of a gaussian is also a gaussian (see
Figure bb), and these die out smoothly.
Several gaussian filters profiles are
shown in Figure 7.

The high pass with roll-off is useful
for sharpening while minimizing ring-
ing. It may be assembled by subtract-
ing two gaussians (see Figure 8a).  The
FT of this filter is shown in Figure 8b.
The inverse similarity between the
transformed gaussians changes the
profile of G,( S)-G,(S) from two peaks
in Figure 8a to the famous “Mexican
hat” profile of Figure 8b.

Several rules can be applied to gaus-
sian filters. For low-frequency filters,
G(0) represents the gain multiplier for
large low-contrast areas of the image.

If G(0) = 1, there’s no change. If it’s
greater than 1, contrast decreases
(blurs), and if it’s
less than 1, con-
trast increases. For
high-pass filters,
G(0) = Area -
Area and G,,, <
Are&,).

These ideas

ALIASING
It’s worth touching on the subject

of aliasing-a problem that plagues
any sampled signal. The Nyquist sam-
pling theorem states that a signal (im-
age) may be completely reconstructed
from a set of samples if the highest
frequency it contains is less than twice
the sampling frequency.

In simple terms, a sine wave must
be sampled at least twice each cycle if
it is to be reconstructed. Mathemati-
cally, this is often stated as F, I %A,
where F, is the maximum frequency
component of the signal, and A is the
sampling interval (in time or space).

Signals are sampled by taking mea-
surements at regular intervals as illus-
trated in Figure 10a. The signal’s time-
domain function is multiplied by an
infinite train of unit spikes called a
Shah function.

Each spike takes on the magnitude
of the signal at that point (see Figure

lob). But, the convolution theorem
states that multiplication in one do-
main (e.g., time) is equal to convolu-
tion in the other domain (frequency, as
shown in Figure 10~).

The FT of a train of spikes is just
another train of spikes, and convolving
a function with a train of spikes repli-
cates it about the center of each spike-
think of Figure 5 with a 1 in the center
of the kernel surrounded by OS. The
result is an infinite plane of replicated
FTs in frequency space, as you see in
Figure 1Od.

Now for aliasing. If the tails of the
FTs die out before they touch, all is
well. If they overlap, however, they
add spurious frequencies to their neigh-
bors, as you can see in Figure 10e.  An
alias of the tail results, seen as jaggies,
moire, and/or ringing.

Aliasing can be avoided two ways.
You can move the FTs farther apart in
frequency space, which means moving
the sample spacing closer. This means
you’re sampling at a higher frequency!

Or, you can limit the highest fre-
quency of the original image so that its
FT is no more than %r wide (center to
edge) and their tails then won’t touch.
Voila, the Nyquist limit!

The best way to avoid aliasing is to
filter out high frequencies before sam-
pling, but this isn’t always possible.
Scans of half-toned pictures are a com-
mon example.

The easiest solution is to convolve
the resulting sampled image with a
gaussian to decrease the contribution
of high frequencies in the FTs. This
technique has the effect of preferen-
tially reducing the strength of the
aliasing signal, which is generally
strongest out in the tails of the FT.

A better-but more expensive-
solution is to sample at twice the final
frequency (sample spacing) you plan to
use. Convolve this with a gaussian to

remove frequencies
above F, and then
resample by inter-
polating down to
the desired A.

A more specific
technique is to

generalize natu-
rally to two dimen- Figure B-These  waves are Fourier transform pairs for a box and a gaussian. a-The box results in the

complex sinusoid sin& b-On the other hand, the FJ of a gaussian  results in just another gaussian.

identify the actual
noise components
that the signal has
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b*;,
Figure 7-Conceptually,  an image may be filtered  by Figure Ea--High-pass  fitters are conventionally
transforming if to frequency space, failoring  ifs constructed as fhe difference of two gaussians  in
frequency spectrum by multiplying if by a filter profile, frequency space. These are shown in black, with the
and then transforming the resulfing  spectrum back difference in blue. b-These curves show the Fourier
again. Shown here are fhe frequency profiles for three
filters---low  pass (a), high pass (b),  and high pass with
high-frequency roll-off (c).

been convolved with and then specifi-
cally deconvolve them out again.

TRANSFORM DETAILS
If you plan to do a lot of work, im-

plement your own FFT and convolu-
tion codes. A good source is Numerical
Recipes. But, if you just want to ex-
periment on small images, you can go
a long way with simple matrix algebra.

The Fourier (and related) transforms
can be implemented as unitary trans-
forms. These have the property:

T-l = T*’

T*T*‘=I

where the Tare n x n matrices, l is
matrix multiplication, + is the com-
plex conjugate, and the prime repre-
sents the transpose. For real-valued
unitary matrices:

T=T*’

Two-dimensional image transforms
are computed as the matrix products:

where w is an image, T is the matrix
containing the transform’s coefficients,
and W is the transform of w. Notice
the reciprocal symmetry between w
and W-they are indistinguishable in
the equations.

As an experiment, you can generate
the transform’s basis images by inverse

transform of this pair. Notice how the proportions of the
two filter components reverse.

transforming coefficient matrices con-
taining only one 1 (with the rest as OS).
Let D’,l be a matrix that is all OS except
for element (i, j). Then, the correspond-
ing basis image B’,l  is:

BLI = T . D’J . T

There are n2 of these, each corre-
sponding to a different location for 1.
The 64 components of Figure 2 were
generated in this way.

Finally, you need to generate trans-
formation matrices, which must be the
same size (rows and columns) as the
image matrices they will be applied to.
The elements WI i of the general 2D
transform matrix are:

WO” ... wo,.-,. .
Wn-1,0 . . . Wn-l.“-,

For the 2D DFT, these elements are
defined by:

where n is the transform’s size (i.e., its
row width), i,k is the row, column
location of the element (0 to n - l), j is
thesquarerootof-l,andeis2.71828....
Remember, you can move factors that
multiply every element of a matrix out
in front of the matrix.

The discrete cosine transform avoids
complex numbers and is widely used
for compression (e.g., JPEG):

( l,m=O
ok=\ JZ-,m>O 1

The Hadamard transform features
all integer arithmetic (keep the square
root of 2 factors outside of the matrix).
The basic Hadamard transform starts
with this 2 x 2 matrix:

These are then recursively embed-
ded into the following block matrix to
generate successively larger transforms:

IMAGE TRANSFORMATION
Images have frequency spectra just

like any other signal. These spectra
may be manipulated by transforming
an image to frequency space and tailor-

Original image

Scaled by 16 Low Pass

Figure 9-These are the results of convolving a real
image with a selection of filter kernels. The low-pass
kernel has a gaussian  profile. High pass uses the profile
developed in Figure 8b.  A laplacian image operator
results when fhe weighfs  sum to 0. The result must be
offset by 128  to make it visible.

Scaled by 2 High Pass

Offset by 128 Laplacian
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Sampling in Dimensional Space Convolution in Frequency Space

-Ill(x) l G(x)

Figure IO-Here’s the  alias of a sampled image.
a--The image is sampled by the array of spikes
(Shah function, /f/(x)).  b-/n sample space, the
image is mulfiplied  by the sampling array to produce
pixels. c-/n frequency space, the fransforms
(III(S), G(S))  are convolved with each other, causing
fhe single frequency spectrum G(S) to be replicated
at each sample point. These are spaced at S=r/,
where T is fhe pixel spacing. d-/f  ‘/T  is large
enough or the  image is bandwidth limited, the
Fourier spectra G(S) do not overlap and there is no
aliasing. e-/f fhey overlap, aliasing occurs.

ing its frequency profile by simply
multiplying the spectrum with the
desired filter profile. The resulting
spectrum is inverse transformed back
into a real image.

TALI3M.  His interests include expert
systems, and he is currently president
of Direct Imagination, a producer of
educational multimedia.

This process provides a conceptually
simple basis for low-pass (blurring) and
high-pass (sharpening) filtration. Op-
erationally, it’s often easier and faster
to use the equivalent process of convo-
lution to get the same results.

However a filter is implemented, it’s
important to be aware of how narrow-
and wide-frequency spectra transform.
The most important consequence is
aliasing, which results when overly
broad frequency spectra overlap, often
due to undersampling and/or poor
filter design.

K.R. Castleman, Digital Image
Processing, Prentice-Hall, Engle-
wood Cliffs, NJ, 1996.

A. Glassner, Principles of Digital
Image Synthesis, Vol. 1, Morgan
Kauffman Publishers, San Fran-
cisco, CA, 1995.

W.H. Press et al., Numerical Reci-
pes in C, Cambridge University
Press, New York, NY, 1992.

To learn more, take a look at effi-
cient filter implementation algorithms,
sampling theory, directional filters, the
cosine transform, deconvolution, and
wavelet transforms. Good hunting. q

Many thanks to Mathematics for
Figures 14, 8, and 10 and to Photo-
shop for Figure 9.

For Web resources and IP share-
ware, check out the HREM facility
at Northwestern University at
<http://riscl  .numis.nwu.edu/
internet/>.

Bruce Hubbard has worked on imag-
ing processes at TRW, JPL, and COM-
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ceiver clock. Similarly, the true dis-
tance to point PZ is:

R, = c (t, + t,)

where te is the same time error of the
receiver clock.

So, you really have three equations
with four unknowns. The simple solu-
tion-measure the distance to a fourth
satellite-gives you four equations
with four unknowns (x, y, z, and t,).

As long as the clock doesn’t drift
appreciably while you measure the
four distances, you can remove all the
receiver clock errors. Since you can
remove the errors, you can use GPS to
build a clock that’s accurate to +150 ns.

In the Navstar system shown in
Photo 2, 24 GPS satellites are arranged
so that at least four are always in view.
Since six satellites are usually visible,
you can overconstrain the solution and
improve the accuracy of your position
with the redundant data.

SATELLITE SYNCHRONIZATION
Of course, the satellite clocks have

to know the right time, too. The U.S.
government spent big bucks for some
of the best clocks money can buy and
put them in these satellites.

But, even these clocks need to be
corrected from time to time. They are
stable enough that they drift so little
in a 12-h period that setting them
twice a day is more than adequate.

The tax dollars spent on these satel-
lites came from the Department of
Defense’s budget. These satellites are
up there to help American military
forces navigate to precise locations.

Most places the U.S. government
has traditionally wanted to destroy are
outside the U.S. If the U.S. had parked
navigation satellites in geosynchro-
nous orbit over foreign countries, it’s
pretty unlikely that the leaders of
those countries would be willing to set
the satellite clocks every day just so
the U.S. could blast them to bits any
time they desired.

Therefore, the satellites are in or-
bits that pass over the U.S. every 12 h.
This gives U.S. tracking stations an
opportunity to accurately measure the
trajectories of the satellites and correct
their orbits and clocks.

How accurate are these clocks? GPS
satellites use 10.22999999543.MHz
oscillators to compensate for relativis-
tic effects. To observers on the ground,
it appears that they are running at
exactly 10.23 MHz. Yes, this truly is
rocket science.

SATELLITE POSITION
The fact that the satellites are mov-

ing is another one of those nasty little
details. The positions of points P,, P,,
P,?,  and Pd are all functions of time. So,
the GPS receiver needs to know where
the satellites are at any given time.

When the ground stations correct
the satellites’ clocks, the ground sta-

Getting a GPS reading
is not trivial. Timing

errors, satellite
positioning, weak

transmission signals.. .

all add up to fancy
engineering challenges.

tions also send them parameters that
describe their current orbits. The sate l-
lites broadcast these parameters to the
GPS receivers in the precisely timed
messages they transmit.

When the GPS receiver gets the
message, it must do three things. It
must determine the exact time it re-
ceived the beginning of the message. It
must decode the message’s time tag to
determine when it was sent. It must
read the orbital parameters and com-
pute the satellite’s position at the time
the message was sent.

RECEIVER DESIGN
Suppose all 24 satellites transmitted

their information on separate frequen-
cies. You’d have to build at least four
tunable receivers to receive data on the
four different frequencies. That could
be expensive.

To maintain lower costs, all the
satellites broadcast simultaneously on
the same frequency. You might think
this would cause terrible interference.

It doesn’t really. The signals are so
weak that by the time they reach the

GPS receiver they’re already 65 dB
below the noise floor! They’re so
weak, they won’t cause interference.

There are some good reasons why
the signals are so weak. The satellites
have limited power and are in very
high orbit.

As well, GPS receivers usually have
size and weight limitations (e.g., they
have to fit in a missile or be carried by
a person) which prevent them from
having big, high-gain antennas. Even if
you use a narrow-beam, high-gain
antenna, you can’t aim it at four satel-
lites at once.

Of course, receiving -65 dB signals
isn’t trivial, but it’s possible if you
trade time and bandwidth for power.
Each satellite transmits a different,
known pseudonoise (PN)  sequence.
The receiver on the ground correlates
the received signal with a reference PN
sequence that’s identical to the one
used by the satellite.

If the transmitted signal’s polarity
matches the polarity of the reference
sequence, the correlator output is
positive. If the polarity of the transmit-
ted signal is reversed, the output is
negative. And, if the transmitted signal
doesn’t match the phase and bit pat-
tern of the reference sequence, the
average output is zero.

The receiver adjusts the phase of its
reference sequence until it correlates
with a satellite sequence. When this
happens, the correlator gives a strong
positive or negative output.

The satellite uses the polarity of its
PN sequence to transmit 1s and OS.
The correlator output yields this bi-
nary series, allowing the receiver to
decode the data. The data includes the
time when the frame started and the
satellite’s orbital parameters.

The amount of phase shift neces-
sary to make the sequence correlate
tells the time it took the signal to get
from the satellite to the receiver, which
is proportional to the distance. The
receiver uses early and late correlation
gates to stay phase locked with the
transmitted PN signal until the satel-
lite disappears over the horizon.

It isn’t quite this simple. Since the
satellites move fast enough to circle
the earth twice per day at a very high
orbit, there’s a Doppler shift on the
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satellite’s signal. The frequency is
higher than nominal as the satellite
rises above the horizon and lower than
nominal as it sets.

Since the receiver is trying to re-
ceive a -65dB  signal, the receiver IF
(intermediate frequency) bandwidth
has to be as small as possible to cut
out the noise. The Doppler shift is
larger than the IF bandwidth, so you
have to tune the receiver to account
for the Doppler shift.

WARM-UP TIME
A GPS receiver contains a micro-

computer that remembers each satel-
lite’s PN code and its last set of orbital
parameters. The microcomputer is
programmed to predict when the vari-
ous satellites rise and set.

It can therefore optimize the search
for new satellites by looking at the
right frequency for the correct code
and phase shift. It can find the satellite
shortly after it comes into view.

But, when you first turn on a GPS
receiver, it doesn’t have any idea what
satellites are on its side of the earth. It
doesn’t know if the satellites are rising
or setting. So, it has to guess many
combinations of satellite codes, code
phases, and Doppler shifts before it can
dig a satellite’s signal out of the noise-
and this can take a long time.

This so-called warm-up time is
similar to the delay in old tube-radio
receivers. Remember how you had to
wait a while after you turned on the
radio before you could hear any music?

Photo 2-A consfellafion
of24 navigation satellites
circles the globe twice per
day. Data broadcast
continuously from these
satellites can be used to
find your position.

Photo l-G/-3
technology has advanced
to the ooint that hand-held
receivks  like this one are
affordable for recreational
use.

It took time for the tubes’ iilaments to
warm up enough for the electrons to
flow through the vacuum tube. The
GPS receiver’s delay is even longer.

The classic way the warm-up prob-
lem was solved for vacuum tube radios
was to leave the radio on all the time.
The volume was turned all the way
down when it wasn’t being listened to.

You should do the same thing with
a GPS receiver. Once it’s on, don’t turn
it off if you can help it!

If you design a GPS navigator sys-
tem for a car, don’t turn off the re-
ceiver when the ignition is switched
off. Turn off the display, but keep the
receiver, correlators, and microproces-
sor running. Otherwise, the car prob-
ably won’t know where it is until after
it reaches its destination.

If you carry a hand-held GPS re-
ceiver into a metal building, it’s going

to lose all the satellite signals. If it’s
smart and has a stable clock, it can
dead-reckon the satellites’ positions.
And, if you don’t spend too much time
inside, it can acquire the satellites
quickly when you emerge.

But, if you leave the receiver some-
place where it can’t receive signals for
several months, don’t expect it to tell
you where you are when you take it
out of storage.

MULTIPLE CHANNELS
The receiver needs to know the

distance to at least four satellites to
compute its position. Although the
satellites all transmit the same fre-
quency, the Doppler shift makes them
appear at slightly different frequencies.

The preamplifier probably has a
wide enough bandwidth to pass all the
satellite signals. But, the IF stage needs
at least one demodulator consisting of
a tunable IF filter and correlator.

A single demodulator can be multi-
plexed to find the distances to the four
satellites sequentially. This makes
processing more difficult because the
distances to the four satellites are
found at four different times. It has to
extrapolate the data to find the dis-
tances at a common time.

If the position of the receiver moves
during the time it takes to make the
four distance measurements, accuracy
suffers. Better receivers have at least
four demodulators (i.e., channels), so
they can determine the position to
four satellites at once. A six-channel
receiver can track six satellites simul-
taneously.
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SELECTIVE AVAILABILITY
The U.S. didn’t put all these satel-

lites in space just so your golf cart can
tell you how far the next green is-
although it can, as you see in Photo S!
GPS was developed by the U.S. mili-
tary for military purposes.

But, if the U.S. can use GPS satel-
lites to guide its weapons to precise
locations in foreign countries, then
foreign countries can use them to
attack U.S. targets. Since this concerns
the Department of Defense, they tried
to solve the problem by encrypting
satellite signals.

Signals from the satellites are no
good unless you know when they were
sent and where the satellites are. If the
transmission time and orbital param-
eters broadcast by the satellites are
encrypted, the satellites are useless to
any receiver without the encryption
key.

Such action would mean that en-
emy weapons couldn’t use GPS to
attack American targets. But, it also
would mean commercial airliners
couldn’t use GPS to find airports, hik-
ers couldn’t use GPS to find their way
through the woods, surveyors
couldn’t.. .

Since it would be a shame to have
GPS technology in place but unusable
to anyone except the military, the
military graciously added a second,
lower accuracy channel for commer-
cial use.

This channel is not encrypted, and
it is used by all the commercial GPS
products that are becoming so popular.
This secondary channel has lower
resolution, and the military intention-
ally introduces errors to degrade the
accuracy.

The politically correct term for
these little white lies is Selective
Availability (SA). SA errors are unac-
ceptable for GPS receivers of commer-
cial aircraft autopilots. The airplane
must land gently on the center line of
the runway. So, the Federal Aviation
Administration uses differential cor-
rection to give back what the DOD
takes away.

DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION
If you have a GPS receiver on the

ground at a known location, you can

compare the true location with the and computers. Now, we can’t func-
slightly incorrect location you get tion without them. Our increasing
from the GPS receiver. You then broad- reliance on GPS may someday make it
cast differential corrections that allow just as essential. It may soon be just as
other GPS receivers to figure out where impractical to turn off (or seriously
they are by removing the errors inten- degrade the data from) the GPS satel-
tionally inserted by the military on the lites as it would be to shut off all our
civilian channel. computers and phones.

Of course, if American companies
can build autopilots that use differen-
tial correction to land airplanes pre-
cisely on the runways at Chicago’s

Besides, it’s clear that one doesn’t
need GPS to navigate a truck full of
explosives into the World Trade Cen-
ter parking garage or to the Federal
Building in Oklahoma City. If anyone
did attack Chicago (with or without
GPS-guided weapons), they could
expect a retaliatory strike of such
magnitude that they’d surely regret
the attack.

Photo 3-A GPS  receiver can be combined with a
database containing positional data to create a product
fhaf does more than sirnp/y  tell you your position. This
golf cart can fell  you how far you are from the nexf
green.

O’Hare Airport, then foreign countries
can use differential correction to build
an autopilot that sends a missile
through the window of any specified
building in Chicago.

If U.S. defense systems detect a
weapon flying toward Chicago, they
could increase SA errors and make the
FAA shut off their differential-correc-
tion broadcasts. The weapon might
miss the intended target-and hit an
elementary school instead! It might
also guide Flight 1256 through the fog
and straight into Lake  Michigan. Most
military experts consider that to be an
inappropriate countermeasure.

The civilized world got along for
thousands of years without telephones

That’s why there’s a growing senti-
ment that SA is unnecessary, ineffec-
tive, and just plain stupid. The military
is considering the proposal to stop
intentionally introducing errors in the
civilian channel. I don’t expect unre-
stricted access to uncorrupted GPS
data for a few more years, but sooner
or later, I think it has to happen.

OTHER ACCURACY FACTORS
There are two other problems to

address-refraction and multipath.
Radio waves tend to bend as they

pass through the atmosphere, espe-
cially at low elevation angles. Military
systems correct for this effect using
both classified and unclassified data.

These two channels operate in
different frequency bands which are
affected differently by refraction. You
can determine the amount of refrac-
tion by determining the difference
between the two signals’ times of
arrival.

If there is no difference, then refrac-
tion is negligible. If the difference is
large, you can compensate for the large
refraction.

Multipath causes trouble two ways.
First, destructive interference can
make the signal disappear. Second, the
indirect path can make the satellite
appear farther away than it actually is,
resulting in an incorrect position com-
putation. Multipath can be minimized
by proper antenna placement and clever
antenna design.

Geologists can get highly accurate
measurements of earth crust move-
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ments because they can be very pa-
tient. Time can buy more accuracy.
They can set their GPS receivers on
the rocks of interest and take data
every few minutes for a couple of days.
The errors introduced by SA have zero
mean. After averaging all those mea-
surements, geologists come pretty
close to the true position.

(indecipherable) military PN code to
further refine their position measure-
ment.

That’s how geologists get measure-
ments accurate enough to measure
motion that is only a few centimeters
per year.

USING GPS
Once they are close, a clever trick GPS can tell you where you are in

gets them even closer. Although they geocentric coordinates. But unless
can’t decipher the encrypted data sent you’re flying a spacecraft, you probably
on the military channel, they can tell don’t want to know how far you are
when the bits change state. from the center of the Earth.

After days of observations, they
know approximately when each mes-
sage must start. If they know that time
to within half the bit period of the
military PN code, they can figure out
which bit transition marks the begin-
ning of the encoded military PN se-
quence.

You probably want to know your
latitude, longitude, and altitude so you
can find yourself on a map. You may
want to know how to use GPS to navi-
gate from one location on the surface
of the earth to another.

Once the start bit is identified, they
can determine the precise time when
the military PN code begins, even
though they still can’t read it.

Then, they can take more measure-
ments using the start times of the

Next month, I’ll show you how to
take the x, y, and z GPS positions and
convert them into useful working
coordinates. q

Many thanks to Lea Ann McNabb  of
Trimble Navigation for providing
photos for this article.

Do- While [ones has been employed in
the defense industry since 1971. He
has published more than 50 articles in
a variety of popular computer maga-
zines and has authored the book Ada
in Action. You may reach him at
do_while@ridgecrest.ca.us.

GPS products and services
Navtech GPS Supply
2775 S. Quincy  St., Ste. 610
Arlington, VA 22206
(703) 931-0500
Fax: (703) 93 l-0503

Trimble Navigation Ltd.
645 N. Mary Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 481-8000
Fax: (408) 481-7744
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DEPARTMENTS
MicroSeries

From the Bench

Silicon Update

ConnecTime

APPlying
the HCS II

Ken Davidson

Part 1: Of
Consoles and
Criminals most common question

I’ve heard since the HCS II was first
introduced almost five years ago.

Since everyone’s situation is unique,
I’ve always been reluctant to provide
sample code. I can’t anticipate what
code would be useful.

As well, sample code might artifi-
cially restrict what people think can be
done. It’s better for you to decide how
you want it to work and then worry
about the implementation.

Steve and I have both been asked to
publish the code we use for our houses,
so people get ideas of what can be done.
But, that’s like asking me to publish
my will. Sure, it might help you, but it
gives strangers an unwelcome glimpse
into my private life.

Instead, Steve and I are giving you a
peek into what we’re using in our own
HCS II installations without telling
all. My examples might be obvious to
some but will offer others a spring-
board for their own projects.

Next month, Steve will introduce a
new HCS network module based on
the Answer MAN serial data-acquisi-
tion module. He’ll show how he’s using
several of them in a detached building
to replace unreliable X-10 modules.

USER INPUT
I’m often asked what I use as a

console to interact with my HCS II
setup. My quick answer is, nothing.
Instead, I rely primarily on passive
input to the system, and the system
reacts with preplanned events.

For example, if the light-level sen-
sor shows that it’s dark out and the
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Listing 1-hexpensive X- 10 miniconfrollers  can be used to send commands to fhe HCS.

DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DErINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE
DEFINE

Mode
Daytime
Evening
Night
Movement
NightOn
Chandelier
Torchiere
EndLight
KitchenLight
DiningLight
BathroomLight
HallLight
BedLight
KidsLights
HallMotion
BathroomMotion
LivingMotion
KitchenMotion
MasterMotion
KidsMotion
KidsAwake
HallTimer
BathroomTimer
KidsTimer
KidsTimer
LivingTimer
KitchenTimer
MasterTimer
HouseMotion
RandomTimer
HallDimmed
BathDimmed
LightLevel

= Variable( .O)= 1
= 2

= 3
=  Variable( 2(
= ModuleCHl
= Module(L1
= Module(L2
= Module(L3
= Module(L5
= Module(L6
= Module(L9
= Module(L1
= ModuleCBl
= Module(B9

1

= Input
= Input
= Input
= Input
= Input
= Input
= Input
= Timer
= Timer
= Timer
= Timer
= Timer
= Timer
= Timer
= Timer
= Timer
= Varia
= Varia

1)

183)
182)
181)
180)
179)
178)
161)
4)
67)
68)

Z$,
70)
71)
73)
74)
le(12
le(13

= ADC(128)
= 55DEFINE DayEveningLow

DEFINE DayEveningHigh  = 70
!==============================================================~==

BEGIN

IF Reset THEN
Refresh = 0; Mode = Daytime

END
~_~~____~~~____~~~___~~~____~~---_----------------_-
IF LightLevel<=DayEveningLow THEN
Mode = Evening

END
IF LightLevel>DayEveningHigh THEN
Mode = Daytime

END
IF LightLevel<=DayEveningLow AND Mode=Night AND Time>G:OO:DY AND
Time<ZO:OO:DY THEN
Mode = Evening; HallLight = OFF; BathroomLight  = OFF
HallDimmed = FALSE; BathDimmed = FALSE

END

IF NightOn=ON THEN
Mode = Night: NightOn  = OFF

END

IF Mode=Night THEN
BedLight=OFF; BedTVTimer=ON; Chandelier=OFF: EndLight
Torchiere=OFF; KitchenLight=OFF; DiningLight=OFF; Sin
DeckLight=OFF; LowerLanding=OFF: GarageInside=OFF;
GarageOutside=OFF:  FrontDoor=OFF; BasementLights=OFF;
HallLight=Dim(ZO);  BathroomLight=Dim(ZO);
HallDimmed=TRUE; BathDimmed=TRUE;

END
~..~~____~~~~__.~~~____~_~__.~~~__.~~~-.-~~~....~~~...-
IFA Mode=Night THEN

IF HallMotion=ON AND HallDimmed=TRUE THEN
HallLight = Bright(8);  HallDimmed = FALSE

END
END

=OFF;
kLight=OFF;

IF HallMotion=ON THEN
HallTimer = ON

FNn-..I
IFA HallTimer>  THEN ! 30 s

IFA Mode=Night THEN
HallLight = Dim(20); HallDimmed = TRUE: HallTimer = OFF

(continued)

motion sensor sees movement in the
living room and if we’re not in bed yet,
the living-room lights come on. I didn’t
actively do anything, but the system
still received input from me.

However, there are still times when
it’s nice to “tell” the system to go into
a different state. It doesn’t require a
full-blown console, nor does it even
require an LCD display and push but-
tons. All you need are unobtrusive
devices you already have in the house.

A moment ago, you may have asked,
“So, how does the system know he’s in
bed?” I use a simple trick that takes
advantage of the HCS’s  two-way X- 10

capability and the X- 10 minicontrollers
I already have around the house.

Listing 1 shows some sample code. I
assign a dummy house code and mod-
ule number [e.g., Hl) to an event I
want to take place (e.g., bedtime).
When we climb into bed, I reach over
to the minicontroller next to the bed
and press the “Hl  On” button.

When the HCS sees module Hl
change state, it initiates a series of
actions. It turns off all the lights in the
house, dims the hall and bathroom
lights all the way down, and goes into
night mode.

There is no physical Hl module,
but the HCS doesn’t know that. It
simply receives the On command and
acts on it. Notably, the last step in the
action list is to turn module Hl off.
That way, the HCS can sense when I
press the On button again.

As an aside, let me point out an-
other little trick that gets around a
shortcoming of X-10 lamp modules. As
I’m sure you’ve found out the hard
way, when a lamp module is off, it
must come full on before it can be
dimmed. That may be fine in the even-
ing when you’re adjusting the lights
for watching TV, but it’s rather rude to
be blinded in the middle of the night.

However, a lamp module that’s
dimmed all the way to black can be
gradually brightened in a soft, con-
trolled manner. As part of the good-
night routines, the HCS dims the hall
and bathroom lights to black.

The lights look like they’re off and
they don’t use any power, but the lamp
module still considers them on. When
someone gets up during the night, the
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HCS can brighten the hall and bath-
room lights just enough to light the
way, without blinding the person.

When the sun comes up and the
HCS automatically goes into day mode,
it sends true Off commands to the
lights so they are ready to blink full on
in the evening when it gets dark out.

NAP TIME
I have motion detectors in every

room of the house. Combined with the
light-level sensor and evening and night
modes, the HCS can pretty effectively
know when the lights are supposed to
be on or off in specific rooms.

It worked fine until we threw a baby
into the picture. With babies come
naps.

When our first daughter was born, I
set the system up so the lights in her
room wouldn’t come on at all during
the day-even on dark, rainy days. That
way, they never came on during naps.

I also picked an arbitrary time in
the evening when the system stopped
turning on the lights in her room in
response to motion. That way, we
could check her after she went to bed
without disturbing her.

But, add a second baby to the same
room with different naps and bedtimes.
I needed an easy way to tell the system
that someone was sleeping. I could
have used an X- 10 minicontroller like I
do at our bedtime, but I wanted it to be
even easier to use and instantly appar-
ent when it was in nap mode.

The light switch turned out to be
the perfect solution. I didn’t want to
rewire the room, so I plugged a wall
transformer into the outlet that’s con-
trolled by the switch.

I ran the low-voltage output to a
direct input on the HCS. When one of
the girls goes to bed, we simply flip off
the wall switch and the HCS no longer
responds to motion in the room. When
they wake up, we flip the switch on
(see Listing 2).

How does this differ from simply
manually controlling the room lights?
Flipping the light switch on doesn’t
necessarily cause the lights to come
on. They only come on if it’s dark
enough outside to require them. And,
the lights still come on automatically
in the evening when the girls go to bed.

Listing l-continued

ELSE
HallLight = OFF: HallTimer = OFF

END
END
~____~~~~___~~~~-__~~~~~__~~~~~___~~~~-_--~~-------------~~-~---
IFA Mode<>Night THEN

IF BathroomMotion=ON THEN
BathroomLight = ONA: BathroomTimer  = ON

END
IF BathroomTimer>  THEN

BathroomLight = OFF: BathroomTimer  = OFF
END

END

IFA Mode=Night THEN
IF BathroomMotion=ON THEN
BathroomTimer = ON

END
IF BathroomMotion=ON AND BathDimmed=TRlJE  THEN

BathroomLight = Bright(8);  BathDimmed = FALSE
FND- ._
IF BathroomTimer>  iHEN
BathroomLight=Dim(ZO);  BathDimmed=TRUE; BathroomTimer=OFF

END
END

I added one more function to the
setup. Once in a while, we get the girls
up without opening the shades. Since
it’s light out, the HCS won’t turn the
room lights on. But, since the shade is
closed, we may want them on anyway.

As the latter half of Listing 2 shows,
if I flip the switch off and on within 2 s,
the system turns the lights on regard-
less of the outside light level.

LIVED-IN LOOK
Experts agree that one way to dis-

suade burglars is to make your house
look as lived-in as possible when you’re
away. Simple timers are a start, but
burglars can see the regular pattern if
they watch your house for a few days.

The HCS and its smarts can improve
that lived-in look.

The technique I use separates the
steps to turn lights on and off (see
Listing 3). I first deal with motion (or
simulated motion) in a room. Then, I
decide when to turn lights on and
when to turn them off.

Obviously, when someone is home,
motion detectors decide if someone is
in a room. That input, the time of day,
outside light level, and so on deter-
mine when a light should come on.

A fixed timer decides when to turn
lights off. By decoupling the turn-off
control from the turn-on control, I can
have the system turn off lights that
were turned on manually.

Listing 2-Another unobtrusive input device is a standard wall  switch controlling a low-voltage transformer
which then goes to an input on the KS.

IFA Mode=Evening THEN
IF KidsMotion=ON AND KidsAwake=ON THEN

KidsLights = ON
END

END

IF KidsMntion=ON THEN
KidsTimer  = ON

END
IF KidsTimer>  OR KidsAwake=OF

KidsLights = OFF
KidsTimer = OFF

F THEN

END

IF KidsAwake=OFF THEN
KidsTimer  = ON

LNU
IF KidsAwake=ON AND KidsTimerZ<Z THEN

KidsLights = ON; KidsTimer  = ON; KidsTimer  = OFF
END
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Listing 3-For that  lived-in look when you’re away, the HCS simulates motion fhroughouf  the house.

I
IF Reset THEN
Refresh = 0: Mode = Davtime: HouseMotion = ON

IF HouseMotion>GO THEN
Away = TRUE

ELSE
Away = FALSE

END

RandomTimer = OFF
END

IF RandomTimer>=lO THEN
RandomTimer = ON: Movement = Random(200)
IFA Movement>=100 AND Movement<150 THEN

LivingMovement = TRUE
END
IFA Movement>=150 AND Movement<165  THEN

KitchenMovement  = TRUE
END
IFA Movement>=165 AND Movement<170 THEN

BathroomMovement  = TRUE
END
IFA Movement>=170 AND Movement<185 THEN
HallMovement = TRUE

END
IFA Movement>=185 AND Movement<195  THEN
KidsMovement = TRUE

END
IFA Movement>=195 AND Movement<200  THEN
MasterMovement  = TRUE

END
END

IF LivingMotion=ON THEN LivingMovement = TRUE END
IF KitchenMotion=ON THEN KitchenMovement  = TRUE END
IF BathroomMotion=ON THEN BathroomMovement  = TRUE END
IF HallMotion=ON THEN HallMovement  = TRUE END
IF KidsMotion=ON THEN KidsMovement = TRUE END
IF MasterMotion=ON THEN MasterMovement  = TRUE END
~_~~~__~~~__~~~___~~~___~~__-~~__-~~~_-~~~_---_~~~
IFA Mode=Evening THEN

IF LivingMovement=TRUE THEN Torchiere = ON: EndLight  = ON END
IF HallMovement=TRUE  THEN HallLight = ON END
IF MasterMovement=TRUE THEN BedLight  = ON END
IF KidsMovement=TRUE AND KidsAwake=ON THEN KidsLights  = ON END
IF KitchenMovement=TRUE THEN KitchenLight = ON END

END

IF LivingMovement=TRUE THEN
LivingTimer = ON; HouseMotion = ON LivingMovement = FALSE

END I
IF LivingTimer>=PO THEN
Torchiere = OFF; EndLight  = OFF: LivingTimer = OFF

END

IF KitchenMovement=TRUE THEN
KitchenTimer = ON; HouseMotion = ON: KitchenMovement  = FALSE

END I
IF KitchenTimer>=  THEN

KitchenLight = OFF; DiningLight = OFF; KitchenTimer = OFF
END

IF HallMovement=TRUE  THEN
HallTimer = ON: HouseMotion = ON: HallMovement  = FALSE

FNn- ._
IF HallTimer>=  THEN
HallLight = OFF; HallTimer = OFF I

END -

IF MasterMovement=TRUE THEN
MasterTimer = ON: HouseMotion = ON; MasterMovement  = FALSE

END
IF MasterTimer>=lO THEN
BedLight = OFF; MasterTimer  = OFF

END

ccelerated  Technology, Inc.
I 1

I
I
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bcleus Real-Time Software]

call 800-468-6853 today
7for more  information and &a demo disk!

Accelerated Technology, Inc.
Post Ofice  Box 850245
Mobile, Alabama 366X5

(334)bbL5770  -fax:  (334)bb/-5788
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Listing 3-continued

IF KidsAwake=OFF THEN
KidsTimer- = ON

END
IF KidsAwake=ON AND KidsTimerP<Z THEN

KidsLights  = ON
KidsTimer = ON; KidsTimer  = OFF

END
IF KidsMovement=TRUE THEN

KidsTimer = ON; HouseMotion = ON
KidsMovement = FALSE

END
IF KidsTimer>  OR KidsAwake=OFF THEN

KidsLights  = OFF
KidsTimer  = OFF

END

cant house and an occupied house is
The only difference between a va-

the lack of input to motion detectors.
All other factors should remain the
same. If you want a truly lived-in look,
you need to simulate motion.

I selected six areas of the house that
we spend the vast majority of our even-
ings in and that contain lights visible
from outside. I determined the percent-
age of time we spend in each of those
areas. Table 1 lists those numbers.

When the HCS hasn’t detected any
motion in the house for an hour, the
system goes into away mode. It gener-
ates a random number between 0 and
200 every 10 min. and uses that num-
ber to simulate motion in the house.

moving in the room would do.
it retriggers the timer just as someone

Note that it’s still possible to react
to real motion in a room if the system
is set up to generate an alarm condi-
tion when the homeowner is away.
Simulated motion simply turns a light
on. Real motion triggers the sirens.

I’m still fine-tuning the time be-
tween random numbers and percent-
age values assigned to each area, but it
certainly doesn’t have to be perfect.
And, it definitely beats simple timers.

I figure that 50% of the time there’s
no motion at all. That covers values
ranging O-100. For the other half of the
range, I use the numbers in Table 1.

So, when the random number falls
between 100 and 150, for example, the
HCS sees “motion” in the living room.
The code handles that motion as if
there were a person in that room.

It turns on the appropriate lights,
starts the timer for that area, and turns
the lights off when the timer runs out.
If simulated motion is detected in the
same room before the timer times out,

Area

Living Room
Kitchen
Bathroom
Hallway
Kids’ Room
Master Bedroom

Chance of
Movement

50%
15%
5%
15%
10%
5%

Table l-Motion is simulated throughout the house by
assigning values fo each room fhaf represent fhe
likelihood of mofion.

JUST THE TIP
I’ve barely scratched the surface of

what I’m doing with the system, so
perhaps I’ll write up some more ex-
amples in the future.

Next month, Steve takes the helm
and spends time with some new hard-
ware and the XPRESS code to run it. q

Ken Davidson is the editor-in-chief
and a member of Circuit Cellar INK’s
engineering staff. He holds an M.S. in
computer engineering from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. He may be
reachedatken.davidson@circellar.com.

HCS II
Circuit Cellar, Inc.
4 Park St.
Vernon, CT 06066
(860) 8752751
Fax: (860) 871-0411

413 Very Useful
414 Moderately Useful
415 Not Useful

( CONNECTS ~0  w-232)

AR-16 RELAY INTERFACE (16 channel) . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 89.95
Two 8 channel (TTL level) outputs are provided for
connection to relay cards or other devices (expandable
to 128 rela

dyretays car
s using EX-16 expansion cards). A variet of

s and relays are stocked. Call for more In o.,fy
AR-2 RELAY INTERFACE (2 relays, 10 amp)....$44.95
RP8 REED RELAY CARD (8 relays, 10 VA)......$49.95
RH-B  RELAY CARD (IO amp SPDT, 277 VAC)...$69.95

ANALOG TO
DIGITAL

’ (CO NNECTS ~0 ~(8-232)
ADG16 AID CONVERTER* (16 channel/8 bit)..5  99.95
AOC-BG A/D CONVERTER’ (8 channel/l0 bit).$124.99
Input voltage, amperage. pressure, energy.usage,  light,
joysticks and a wide variety of other types of analog
signals. RS-422/RS-485  available (lengths to 4.000’).
Call for info on other A/D configurations and 12 bit
converters (terminal block and cable sold separately).
lnctudes  Data Acquisition software for Windows 95 or 3.1
ADDBE TEMPERATURE INTERFACE* (8 ch)..$139.95
Includes term. block & 8 temp. sensors (-40‘ to 146’ F).
STA-8 DtGITAL INTERFACE’ (8 channel) . . . . . . . . . $99.95
Input on/off status of relays, switches, HVAC equipment,
security devices, keypads, and other devices.
PS-4 PORT SELECTOR (4 channels RS-422)....$79.95
Converts an RS-232 port into 4 selectable RS-422 ports.
CO-422 (F&232 to RS-422 converter) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 39.95
l &XPANDABLE...expand your interface to control and
monitor up to 512 relays, up to 576 digital inputs. up to
128 analo
the PS-4, f

inputs or up to 128 temperature inputs using
X-16, ST-32&AD-16  expansion cards.

l FULL TECHNICAL SUPPDRT,...provided  over the
telephone by our staff. Techmcal  reference 8 disk
including test software 8 pro

9 .$J
rarnmin  examples in

QuickBasic,  GW Basic, Visua  Baw, usual  C++.
Turbo C, Assembly and others are provided.

* NiGH  RELIASILITY...engineered  for continuous 24
hour industrial a plications  with 10 years of proven
fwfwmanca  in t e energy management field.

. f?@$NEC+rS  TO’RS-232  RS.422  or RS-495 use with
I and compatibles, M&c and most comp&.  All
atanda.rd baud rates and protocols (50 to 19,200 baud).

eAEE INFORMATION PACKET...use  our BGO  number.
faxor  E-mail to order. or visit our Internet on-lie  catalog.

URL: http~lwww.wcf.com
Technical Suwort  1614~  464-4470

j-i International & Domestic FAX:  (614) 4S4-9S%
.‘i,. ” ihe  for information. technical support 8 orders.
$8

$‘&
ELECTRONS  ENERGY CONTROL,  INC.

380  South  Fffh Street, Suite  604
& Columbus. Oh!! 43215-5491
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WEB SERVER FOR EMBEDDED DEVICES
The world’s smallest Web server for embedded devices has

been announced by Phor tap Software. It is based on their
Embedded Web Technology, which includes the Realtime ETS
Kernel for embedded development, TCP/IP  support, and an HTML-
on-the-fly package.

The Web server enables developers to make embedded de-
vices universally accessible via the World Wide Web from any PC
or workstation with a Web browser. This technology can be used
to develop embedded systems for monitoring a wide range of
activities via the Internet, including weather stations, seismo-
graphic monitors, and floodwatch systems. Alternatively, the
technology can be used to develop lntranet applications, such as
in-room patient monitors, factory-floor controller monitors, and
office systems (e.g., “smart” copiers).

The Phar tap weather station is a working example of the Web
server. The demonstration runs on a 4” x 4” ‘386 single-board
computer and provides worldwide access to the local weather
outside the company’s office via chttp://smallest.pharlap.com/>.

The Embedded Web Technology is based on the Realtime ETS
Kernel, a 32-bit  ‘x86-based embedded kernel, which provides a
complete development system for building intelligent embedded
computing products. The Realtime ETS Kernel is featured in the
company’s TNT Embedded ToolSuite Realtime Edition develop-
ment system.

The Embedded Web Technology package is priced at $4995.

Phar lap Software, Inc.
60 Aberdeen Ave. l Cambridge, MA 02 138
(617) 661-1510 l Fax: (617) 876-2972
http://www. pharlap.com/

#510

LOW-COST GRAPHIC LCD KITS
The Simplicity Kit line of

passive color and B/W graphic
LCDs  with PCcompotible ISA-
or PC/l 04-bus  controllers has
been introduced by Apollo Dis-
play Technologies. These LCD
kits feature high-contrast dis-
plays with low-cost prototype
and production system imple-
mentations for OEM users.

Standard models are avail-
able in both color and B/W in
several versions-VGA (7.5”,
9.4”, and 10.4”) with 640 x
480 resolution and Q-VGA
(5.7”) with 320 x 240 resolu-
tion. All displays are CUT
backlit and include the CUT

inverters and cable. Designers
can choose either an ISA- or
PC/l O4-bus  controller card
with display-matched data
cable. All display voltages are
generated by the controller.

Sample prices start at
$ 3 5 0 .

Apollo Display
Technologies, Inc.

194-22 Morris Ave.
Holtsville, NY 11742
(516) 654-l 143
Fax: (5 16) 654- 1496
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SINGLE-BOARD COMPUTER
The PCM-5860 is a compact, all-in-one Pentium single-board

computer for embedded-PC applications. It accepts Intel Pentium
7%166-MHz  CPUs with up to 64 MB of normal or EDO-type
DRAM. It features onboard  PCI SVGA/flat-panel display, PCI
Ethernetinterface (Novell NE2000compatible),  PCIenhanced  IDE
controller, and a PCI expansion slot.

Its second-level cache supports both asynchronous SRAM and
pipeline-burst SRAM modules with up to 512-KB cache memory.
Also onboard  are two high-speed serial ports, one multimode
parallel port, a floppy-drive controller, keyboard, and PS/2 mouse
interfaces. A watchdog timer with time intervals of 1 .6 s automati-
cally resets the system. The Award flash BIOS features an advanced
power-management system that offers green functions to save
power.

The PCM-5860 with a Pentium 75MHz CPU measures 5.75” x
8” and sells for $680.

American Advantech Corp.
750 E. Arques Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245-6678 l Fax: (408) 245-8268

PC/l 04 VIDEO MODULE
A high-resolution SVGA video and flat-panel PC/104 bus interface directly with each different panel. The module therefore

controller is available from WinSystems.  Ideal for small (3.6” x supports various panels and automatically configures the BIOS for
3.8”) embedded applications, the PCM-FPVGA is an off-the-shelf the correct panel type.
product that supports multiple LCD panels and CRT displays. Up to 15 PCM-FPVGA boards can be installed on a stack to

The PCM-FPVGA is based on the
Chips and Technologies 65540
high-performance flat-panelandCRT
controller. The module supports high-
resolution fixed and variable fre-
quency analog monitors in inter-
laced and noninterlaced operation
modes. This module also supports
all flat-panel display technologies
including plasma, electrolumines-
cent (EL), and active and passive
matrix LCDs.  It simultaneously sup-
ports CRT and LCD operation.

Currently, notwoflat-panel manu-
facturers’ display interface require-
ments are alike. Different signals,
timing needs, and connectors re-
quiredifferent hardware and BlOSs
for each flat panel. The PCM-FPVGA
solves this problem by defining a
special panel-personality module to

drive different displays simulta-
neously, which is useful when a
single system needs to display mul-
tiple pages of information.

The PCM-FPVGA provides a
complete 16-bit PC/l 04 interface.
It attaches to any PC/l04-bus  ex-
pansion stack, or it can be added to
a larger host embedded single-
board computer. The PCM-FPVGA
sells for $275 with 5 12 KB ofvideo
RAM and $300with 1 MB of RAM.

WinSystems,  Inc.
715 Stadium Dr.
Arlington, TX 76011
(8 17) 274-7553
Fax: (817) 548-1358
info@winsystems.com
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PC/ 104~PLUS  SBC
Based on a  166-MHz

Pentium CPU and a PCI-en-
hanced  version of PC/l 04, the
little Board/Psi  provides a
25fold increase in I/O through-
put (to 132 MBps) over the
standard PC/104 bus. The
5.75” x 8” board is function-
ally equivalent to a fully popu-
lated Pentium workstation. It
has four serial ports, one paral-
lel port, floppy and enhanced-
IDE drive interfaces, PCI
UltraSCSI,  1 OBaseT  Ethernet,
and a GUI-accelerated PCI
LCD/CRT SVGA display con-
troller. A bootable solid-state
disk, ruggedized embedded-
PC BIOS, watchdog timer, and
other specialized enhance-
ments support the reliability
requirements of embedded
applications.

Other features include a
256-KB L2 cache, support for
Intel’s new voltage-reduction
technologyCPUs,  upto  128-MB
ED0 parity DRAM, APM power
conservation, single +5-V sup-
ply, and extended temperature
operation.

PC/ 104~Plus  is a proposed
standard that can be used with
a wide selection of existing 8-
and 16-bit PC/l 04 modules,
as well as with newly designed
modules that support the
standard’s high-speed PCI in-
terconnect. A combination of
8- and 16-bit (ISA) PC/104
modules and 32-bit  (PCI)
PC/l 04-Plus modules can co-
exist in the same stack.

Little Board/PSi  is priced at
$ 1 2 4 5  ( 1 0 0  M H z )  a n d
$1545 (166 MHz) in OEM
quantity.

Ampro Computers, Inc.
990 Almanor Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 522-2 100
Fax: (408) 720- 1305

#514

SERIAL PORT MODULE
The Emerald-MM PC/104 module for embedded systems

provides four RS-232 serial ports operating at up to 1 15.2 kbps.
A key feature of the unit is its flexible configuration capabilities. In
addition to the standard lower-numbered interrupt levels (2-7)
available on the basic 8-bit PC/l 04 bus, the Emerald-MM uses the
16-bit PC/l O4-bus extension to access interrupt levels 1 O-l 5. This
reduces the potential for conflict with other system resources and
peripheral boards. A total of 10 interrupt levels can be used. The
user can also select from among 16 different I/O addresses for the
ports, including COMl through COM4.

The Emerald-MM requires only +5 V for operation and main-
tains full compliance with all EIA standards for RS-232 communi-
cations. The board supports standard operating parameters of
even, odd, or no parity, 5-8 data bits, and 0, 1, or 2 stop bits. The
four serial ports are made available on two 20-pin headers, with
two ports on each header. Multiple boards can be installed in a
single system.

The PC/l 04 form-factor board (3.6” x 3.8”) sells for $180.

Diamond Systems Corp.
450 San Antonio Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
(415) 813-1100
Fax: (415) 813-l 130
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DATA-ACQUISITION BOARDS
The BIM16-1  /lo41 is a 16-bit, 1 00-kHz  analog-input board

that provides 85 dB of spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) with
software-selectable inputs of 10,5,2.5, and 1.25 V. The AIM1 2-
1 /lo41  is a 12.bit, 1 00-kHz  analog-input board providing 75 dB
of SFDR with software-selectable inputs of 10 V, 1 V, and 100 mV.

Both products conform to the PC/l 04 format and feature 16
single-ended or 8 differential analog-input channels, 16 lines of
digital I/O, flexible triggering options, DMA, and interrupt opera-
tion. Both products also feature an extended temperature option
that guarantees full specification over a temperature range of
-40°C to +85”C. The onboard  DC-to-DC converter, powered by a
single +5-V supply, provides noise isolation from the system
switching.

The AIM1 6-1 /104T and AIM1 2-1 /104T are priced at $699
and $499, respectively.

Analogic Corp.
Data Conversion Products Gr.
360 Audubon Rd. l Wakefield, MA 01880
(508) 9774000 l Fax: (617) 245-l 274 #I516
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Touch The Future ,>a_ w  ..jr
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LCD Touch Monitors
LCD Touch Screens
VGA LCD Displays
LCD Controllers

ISA, PC 104, Analog, Video

@ E A R T H lowest Prices on Earth1---A
rr/ Computer Technologies

27101 Aliso Creek Rd - # 154 - Aliso Viejo  - CA - 92656
Ph: 714-448-9368 - Fax: 714-448-9316

Email: oemsales@flat-panel.com
FREE CATALOG available at http://www.flat-paneLcorn

RTKerneI
Professional, high-performance real-
time multitasking system for DOS
and I6-bit Embedded Systems.
For Borland C/C+ +,  MicrosoR  C/C++. and Borland Pascal.

L i b r a r i e s :  $ 5 5 0  S o u r c e  C o d e :  a d d  $ 5 0 0

RTTarget-32
Cross Development S stem
for 32-bit Embedded ystems.!!
Support>  Intel 186  and h1gher.a bttle  ar l6k  RAM/ROM.
for Borland C/C++,  Microsoft C/C++, and Watcom C/C+ +.
L i b r a r i e s :  $I 7 0 0  S o u r c e  C o d e :  a d d  $I 0 0 0

RTKernel-3 2
Professional, high-performance real-
time multitasking system for 32-bit
Embedded Systems.
Iupportr  Intel 386  and higher.
far Borland C/C++, Microsoft C/C+ +,  and Watcom C/C+ +,
L i b r a r i e s :  $  I950 S o u r c e  C o d e :  a d d  $ I650

In North America,  please contact:
On Time
BB Christian Avenue, Setauket,  NY 11733. USA

Other Countries:
On Time lnformatik  GmbH
Hofwtg  49,220BS  Hamburg. GERMANY
Phone +49-40.1279405
Fax +49-40.2279263
email  102212.3101 @tompurewe.tom
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Oli as&e Backplanes

For high-speed bus and CPU performance, you need fo satisfy current ISA
requirements yet provide PC/ support. Kent and Clint show us how the PICMG
standard offers this better  edge to industrial-PC applications.

Prior to the advent of the PICMG stan-
dard, designing full Pentium performance
intoa  passive-backplane industrial PC with
support for both ISA and PCI cards was a
bit like wrestling a tiger. It could be done,
but painfully.

PCs in embedded applications can use
either passive backplanes or mainboards.
The correct choice is made once operating
constraints and specifications are fully de-
fined.

Industrial and Computer Telephony In-
tegration (CTI) applications, for example,
often favor passive-backplane systems. In
these cases, the passive backplane en-
ables the designer to accommodate the
large number of expansion slots necessary
to implement such systems.

If the system is highly  cost driven without
the typical environmental, large interfac-
ing, and performance constraints of em-
bedded systems, a commodity mainboard
might be the best fit. (“Commodity” refers
to equipment intended for the general desk-
top-computer market.)

Unlike mainboard systems, however,
passive systems are extremely versatile
and durable. Contrary to the huge systems
needed for CTI, passive systems are also a
good fit for small embedded controllers
with minimal I/O.

For some embedded applications, a
two-card system may be enough to accom-
plish the objectives without sacrificing the
large amount of space needed for the
mainboard equivalent. Such modularity
enables these passive systems to accom-
modate backplanes from 2 to 20 slots.

Often, designers looking for such versa-
tility are designing systems for a harsh
environment. Hardware designers for pas-
sive-backplane systems realize this and
design durability into their products. Typi-
cally, specifications on products designed
for use on passive backplanes are much
more stringent than the specifications on
mainboard products.

A passive backplane is nothing more
than a highway that carries information
between the single-board computer (SBC)

(see Photo 1) and all of the other devices
connected to the backplane. Since the
backplane doesn’t play an active role in
the system’s operation, it is referred to as
passive. The passive backplane is a PCB
populated with connectors only, thereby
making them the most reliable component
in the entire computer system.

Operational failures rarely involve the
backplane. Because of this, repairs to the
overall systemcan be taken careofquickly.

In a mainboard system, ifthe mainboard
causes the operational failure, all cards
need to be removed from it prior to its
replacement. Once replaced, the main-
board needs to be repopulated with the
removed cards.

In a passive-backplane system, an SBC
failure requires a single-card replacement
withoutcompletedisassembly, saving large
amounts of service and down time. This
also holds true for system upgrades.

Since passive backplanes are intended
to be simple and carry many advantages,
initial design of an all-encompassing form
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proves to be quite chal-
lenging. Demanding appli-

cations like motion control, vi-
sion systems, and video have

e industrial market to in-

’
elude  higher speed busesand  CPU perfor-

r mance.  With a current data path of 32 bits

, and a bandwidth of up to 133 MBps, PCI
offers the high throughput demanded by
the latest high-speed peripherals.

The PCI bus has developed with the
Pentium processor in the commodity mar-
ket to be the dominant bus standard. And,
standards that become dominant in the
commodity market eventually dominate in
the industrial market, too. The lag between
the two markets can be attributed to the
longer development times associated with
industrial components and the consistency
that many industrial customers demand.

. ^..................“.......... _^
Photo 1: SgCs designed to the PICMG  stondord  are commonplace in indusfriol and
embedded applications.

P C I  M A I N B O A R D  L I M I T A T I O N S
As computers get faster and more so-

phisticated, designers have increased the
throughput to peripherals by building on
the backboneof theoriginal 8-bitXT (8088)
architecture.

faceplates. This approach was the one
adopted by the marketplace.

New development of commodity pe-
ripheral boards using ISA and VESA buses
is becoming increasingly rare. Although
these devices are slowly becoming obso-
lete in the commodity market, the industrial
market needs to accommodate ISA tech-
nologies as well as embrace the up-and-
coming new technologies.

The bus architecture evolved from this
8-bit bus to the 16-bit bus of the ‘286 and
‘386. This progress was achieved by add-
ing another connector to the 8-bit bus. With
the ‘486 , the 32-bit VESA Local bus (VLB)
standard was adopted. The shift to 32 bits
was gained by adding a 16-bit  connector.

Although this idea was great in theory,
it added complexity to mainboard designs
because it required both ISAand PCI traces
to run in the same area. As you see in
Figure 1, this required mainboard  design-
ers to add layers to the PCB, creating
substantial additional cost.

In this evolution, backward compatibil-
ity ensured the availability of existing pe-
ripheral cards. When the market moved to
the Pentium, it faced two options for incor-
porating PCI performance.

However, most mainboard designers
did not stagger the slots. Instead, they put
PCI and ISA slots on their boards, thus
limiting the number of ISA slots available
for most industrial applications.

An example of this transformation to PCI
isalreadyapparent in highendvideocards.
These inevitable transformations are the
primary cause of long-term implementation
problems for OEMs and system integra-
tors, who want to minimize change in
components yet maintain adequate com-
ponent availability.

Trying to satisfy current ISA require-
ments with Pentium performance, while at
the same time providing PCI support for the
future, makes industrial PCI-
backplane design very chal-
lenging.

It could replace the existing VLB slots
with the PCI bus. This change would force
add-on peripheral-board designers to build
longer cards. But, that adds cost-a maior
complaint among VLB peripheral-board
manufacturers.

This arrangement worked well for the
commodity-PC market. Customers who
specified PCI mainboards usually only re-
quired standard I/O peripherals, which
are available in ISA and PCI form factors.
In the industrial market, this staggered-slot
design created new challenges for indus-
trial-PC designers and OEMs alike.

Or, it could place the PCI slots between
the existing ISA slots and use the same

The PICMG (PCI Indus-
trial Computer Manufactur-
ers Group) standard has
started to open the door to
many new exciting indus-
trial applications of PCI SBCs
with passive backplanes. Re
markably, this standard has
the support of a large num-
ber of industrial-computer
manufacturers. This early
agreement between such a
large portion of the market
should result in quicker and
more thorough implementa-
tion throughout the industry.

.
1

I

PCI Peripheral Slots0 I

I N D U S T R I A L - P C  C H A L L E N G E S
Without a technical standard to follow,

early PCI passive backplanes required pro-
prietary designs to accom-
plish the difficult task of in-
terconnecting the SBC to
both PCI and ISA peripher-
als. Since the PCI architec-
ture was designed to be
used instead of ISA and to
occupy the same space, it
was difficult to design an
SBC and backplane to ac-
commodate both buses.

I
0

ISFVPCI  CPU Slot
I
/ I

Standard ISA
Slots

Figure 1: A PICMG-compliant bockplane creates the interface to both ISA and PCI
peripherals.

5 8

A major advantage of
the new design was back-
ward compatibility with
standard ISA 16-bit back-
planes. This capability en-
ables existing applications
to upgrade to Pentium per-
formance.



But, without some
standard, SBC manufactur-

ers ran the substantial risk of
creating a proprietary backplane,

only to see a different design adopted
as the industry standard at a later date.

CHALLENGES FOR OEMS
Unlike the consumer market where card

makers began the move to PCI at the same
time as the bus was developed, the indus-
trial market has a 3-4-year  replacement
cycle. And, without a PCCbackplane  stan-
dard, there was no compatibility between
plug-in SBCs and backplanes from differ-
ent manufacturers.

Another challenge was balancing the
need to use existing, field-proven designs
for their applications-rather than adopt-
ing riskier (and often more expensive) pro-
prietary technology-with the need to plan
for future upgrades in performance.

Also considered was how design lon-
gevity should be managed. The product an
industrial PC isembedded in may be manu-
factured in its present form for 4-5 years
before its next scheduled upgrade. But,
half a decade is an eternity in the PC
market, where processing speed doubles
every 18 months and new standards are
constantly created to keep upwith growing
CPU and peripheral throughput demands.

Faced with such long end-use product
life cycles, OEM designers need to use ISA
cards and commodity I/O devices now
(most industrial I/O boards don’t need PCI
performance) to keep costs down and
maintain consistency of the purchased prod-
uct. And yet, they need to provide an
upgrade path to PCI backplanes and pe-
ripherals.

It’s also a challenge to
balance the tradeoff be-
tween proprietary industrial-
PC designs and the com-
modity-PC market. Because
the commodity-PC market is
so large, has so much tech-
nical development .behind
it, and is so well-supported,
it’s impossible for OEMs  to
ignore it.

Figure 2: PICMG SBCs  can be
installed in either ISA- or
P I C M G - c o m p l i a n t  b a c k -
planes, adding great/y ta their
versati/ity.

The market changes faster than most
industrial-product life cycles, and today’s
cutting-edge standards may be tomorrow’s
dinosaurs. Clearly, OEMs and industrial-
PC designers needed a PCI backplane that
could replace proprietary designs already
on the market with a single standard.

This standard would allow them to de-
sign around current ISA mainboards and
I/O cards, yet upgrade to higher perfor-
mance CPUs (e.g., Pentium and Pentium
Pro) at a later date without penalties.

For applications where full Pentium per-
formance is required but ISA slots are
needed for compatibility with current I/O
boards, it’s also desirable to be able to
drop a Pentium SBC into an existing ISA
backplane. This provides an upgrade path
for applications that require the additional
computational horsepower of the Pentium
PC but don’t necessarily need the full ben-
efits of PCI speed and throughput.

THE PICMG SOLUTION
The emerging generation of PCI passive

backplanes is based on the PICMG stan-
dard. These backplanes bypass these short-
comings and enable integrators of passive-
backplane systems to install a PICMG-
compatible SBC into an existing ISA
backplane (with the PCI connector hang-
ing above the backplane) or into a newer
backplane with PCI and ISA slots (see
Figure 1). Therefore, OEMs can use popu-
lar ISA backplanes and peripherals now
and later switch to PCI.

The new PCI passive backplanes better
customize the number and mix of ISA and
PCI slots needed for each industrial appli-
cation (see Figure 2). These current-genera-
tion backplanes are also better suited to

handle the next generation of CPUs,  includ-
ing the Pentium Pro and multiple processors.

For industrial-PC designers, the PICMG
standard makes higher performance video
and I/O possible, and it has the ability to
design around an architecture that’s gain-
ing ground as the bus of the future. It also
provides opportunities for growth beyond
the current maximum of eight card slots.

The PICMG standard is a new standard
for card vendors which should take full
advantage of the high-throughput PCI ar-
chitecture. But, aswenoted, industrial-card
vendors have been s low to bring
noncommodity PCI boards to market.

The PICMG is continuing development
of a PCI-to-PC1  bridge, which would allow
the industrial market to expand the number
of possible slots available for I/O cards.
But BIOS systems also need to be devel-
oped that support PCI-to-PC1  bridging.

Current BIOS designs may not see the
bridge, and CPU and add-on card bus
drivers may not generate enough current to
adequately drive the bus. Support for this
extension of the PICMG standard is start-
ing, but it probably won’t be practical for
industrial-PC applications until BIOS manu-
facturers develop a standard for it.

PCI OR ISA?
So, is a PCI backplane right for your

industrial-PC application?
Here are some questions you need to

consider when comparing conventional
ISA backplanes to PCI backplanes based
on the PICMG standard.

Is Pentium performance really needed?
PCI is ideal for applications with intense
graphics or a large number or rate of
calculations, such as high-speed video and

_

PC1 Bus Standard ISA Bus
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high-performance peripherals (e.g., frame
grabbers, vision systems, and motioncon-
trol/feedback  applications).

Is a GUI required? The adoption of
better GUls  is driving industrial applica-
tions to the PCI architecture. The industrial
marketisalmostall Windows based. Many
applications are moving to Windows 95
and Windows NT, which require more
CPU horsepower and the PCI bus.

Can you get by with a 3-6-month  life
cycle? If so, a conventional PCI mainboard
may be attractive because of its lower cost.
In these applications, the industrial-PC de-
signer may view the entire PC as a compo-
nent and simply exchange it when it fails.

But, this approach may lead to compat-
ibility problems caused by slight differ-
ences in mainboard designs and BIOS
systems. If you can’t get by with such a short
life cycle, a passive backplane based on
the PICMG standard is the clear choice.

What are your I/O requirements-
present and future? If a product with ISA
slots has a 3-year life cycle but the industrial
I/O vendors are planning a switch over to
PCI in the next few months, you’ll want to
seriously consider a passive backplane in
the design.

And finally, how many ISAand  PCI slots

are needed? If a product requires only one
or two ISA slots, it may be more cost-
effective to stay with a mainboard. On the
other hand, if your product uses seven ISA
slots now and you’re planning to phase
them out, a passive backplane based on
PICMG provides that flexibility. $‘pc

Kent Tabor  is president of Granite

Microsystems. As an electrical engineer

with I I years’ design experience, he has

worked on development of SEES and in-
dustrial I/O peripherals, as we// as system-
/eve/ design of SBCs in machine-control
and medical apphcations.  You may reach

Kent at tabor@granitem.com.

Clint Hanson is a senior design engineer at
Granite Microsystems. He is responsible
for new development of SBCs and indus-
trial f/O peripherals. You may reach Clint
at hanson@granitem.com.
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Starting at $1350
Get the speed you need with our
instruments. Our 500 MHz PC
based logic analyzers with up to
160 channels, 512K  of memory per
channel, and optional digital pattern
generation.

200MSls Digital
logic Analyzer

Oscilloscope &

channels with long 128K
memory buffers, 8 or 16

channels of logic analysis, and FFT spectrum analysis, all
integrated into one card. Easy hardware setup and
straight forward DOS and Windows software get you
started right away.

Model 3100 Device Proarammer
$475 - Our device programmer
3100 programs PLDs, PAL, GAL:
EPROM, Flash, serial memories,
and microcontrollers.

Link Instruments
(2011  808-8990

369 Passaic Ave l Suite 100 l Fairfield, NJ 07004 l Fax (201) 808-8786

Web: www.Linklnstruments.com  l Email:  Sales@Linklnstruments.com
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Narcn Nachiappan

Many companies using industrial automation need real-time processing, but
they also need compatibility with the desktop. Nat-en suggests that Ven furCorn’s
development tools enable Windows NT to be an effective solution.

T
1r-1 Part 1 (INK75), I described the busi-
ness and technological trends forcing a
maior change in industrial-automation con-
trol technologies from the older, highly
integrated, proprietary architectures to
modular, open, embedded-PC architectures.

A critical component of this new PC-
based architecture is a robust, open oper-
ating system that supports a vast range of
commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) software
and hardware modules. Currently, there
are only two reasonable candidates for
such an OS-UNIX and Windows NT.

While we can debate the relative tech-
nical merits of these systems, it’s clear that
market acceptance, especially in the re-
cent past, is shifting to Windows NT. But,
despite its vast amount of COTS software
and hardware support and mainstream
programmer acceptance, Windows NT
isn’t a natural fit for industrial-automation
applications-especiallysinceitsuffersfrom
some critical technical deficiencies.

Crucially, Windows NT lacks real-time
support, which I define as the ability of a
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task to schedule its response to an external
event within bounded times. The specific
requirements for the bounds on these times
are a function of the application.

As I described in Part 1, industrial-
automation applications span a range of
response requirements-from soft real-time
needs of several hundred milliseconds for
process control to the hard submillisecond-
response needs of motion control.

The standard Windows NT system dis-
tributed by Microsoft is capable of, under
controlled conditions, reasonably deter-
ministic response rates, which qualifies it
as a suitable platform for most process-
control applications. However, it doesn’t
support the next rung of applications, from
discrete logic all the way to motion control.

In this article, I’ll focus on the enhance-
ments VenturCom has developed to extend
the real-time capabilities of Windows NT
for use in the entire spectrum of industrial-
automation applications. I’ll begin with an
overview of approaches to implementing
real-time functionality on nonreal-time OSs.

CIRCUIT CEl_lAR  INK DECEMBER 1996

Then, I’ll describe the design parameters
and give an architectural overview ofventur-
Corn’s RTX approach to enhancing Win-
dows NTwith real-time functionality. I’ll also
discuss the programming interface to real-
time functionality, RTAPI, and performance
characteristics of the RTX implementation.

After looking at application design in
the RTX environment, I’ll check out other
supporting enhancements that complement
RTX. I’ll conclude with a discussion of the
expected impact of this technology on the
automation and related real-time applica-
tion industries.

R E A L T I M E  O N  N O N R E A L - T I M E  O S
The conceptof making a standard, time-

sharing OS-I’ll call ita hostOS-real time
is not new, either in industry or in academia.
RT-Mach (developed at Carnegie Mellon
University), VENIX (from VenturCom),
Real/IX (from ModComp),  and PowerMAX
and MAXION/OS  (from Concurrent) are
examples of real-time OSs derived from
existing time-sharing OSs.



A key design criteria for these real-time
implementations was to support existing
COTS applications designed for the host
OS (with varying levels of compatibility),
while also providing a real-time environ-
ment for embedded applications. The un-
derlying methodologies adopted for such
implementations fall into the broad catego-
ries of clean-room, layered, dual-OS, and
internally reengineered approaches.

In clean-room implementations, a brand
new OS is designed from the ground up for
real-time performance. This OS shares an
API (or API subset) with a host OS, but little
else. The OS internals are designed in a
manner optimized for real-time perfor-
mance.

A significant disadvantage of this ap-
proach is that compatibility with the host
OS at anything other than the most super-
ficial levels is impossible to achieve.

In particular, device-driver compatibil-
ity cannot be achieved, necessitating an
entire suite of custom-designed device driv-
ers for this type of RTOS.

performance at the expense of compatibil-
ity with COTS APls.

In a dual-OS approach, two operating
systems work together on a single proces-
sor. Typically, the RTOS functions as the
master OS with control over the hardware
assigned to it. Interrupts are vectored to the
RTOS, which then processes them and
passes them to the host OS.

There are several problems with this
approach. The overall stability of the imple-
mentation is questionable in most cases,
and the performance and stability of the
host OS are compromised.

Also, there is no easy mechanism for
IPC between tasks running on the two
different operating systems. The presence
of a dual programming environment with
dissimilarAPlsforcessubstantiaIadditional
life-cycle costs to be incurred by the devel-
oper in terms of initial development and
maintenance costs.

In the internally reengineered approach,
vendors begin with the source code to the
host-OS kernel and modify it to make it fully

Win32 RTAPI  and Win32
Process Process

NT Driver ISR
Win32 W i n 3 2  ( RTAf’l ,_____ -__-____,

-1 -1
I RTAPI-only :II Process :
I I

Windows NT
I RTAPI I
I ,

Executive Kernel,
and Drivers

Modified HAL-Virtualized Interrupt and Clock Subsystems

Figure I: This diagram
depicts various mod-
ules of VenturCom’s
hard real-time exten-
sions for Windows NT
and the intermodule
relationships.

Another disadvantage is the inability to
leverage the continuing development of
technology in the host OS. Every new
technological development has to be
reengineered from scratch for the RTOS.

preemptible and real time. The results (in
real-time performance and compatibility)
are impressive.

However, the complexity and costs of
making itworkand reengineering the imple
mentation to match continuing updates in
the host operating system is excessive.

Layered approaches are most typically
used by vendors of existing RTOS products
(e.g., the UNIX-like API offered by most
maior RTOS vendors). The basic concept is
to provide a library layer that emulates a
host OS API on top of the RTOS API.

Needless to say, the layered approach
is fraught with peril. Incompatibilities, both
jubtle and obvious, are a natural result.

However, it is perhaps superior to the
:lean-room  approach because the design
radeoff is made in an obvious direction-
oward ensuring the best possible real-time

Additionally, it isvulnerable to deficien-
cies in device drivers written for the host

OS. Poorly written drivers easily compro-

mise real-time performance, necessitating

a careful reengineering of all device driv-

ers in the deployed system.

At one time or other over the past 1 5
years, VenturCom has developed all of
these implementations of RTOSs.  Over the
years, VenturCom has maintained compat-

ibility with a market-leading OS as a criti-

cal design criterion of

its RTOS implementations.

Hence, there is a collective

knowledge base that has been

critical in the design of a new, more

enlightened approach to RTOS imple-

mentation that combines the advantages of

all the above approaches in a novel way to

produce a superior implementation.

D E S I G N  P A R A M E T E R S
We wanted 100% source and binary

compatibility to be preserved at all NT
interfaces, both documented and undocu-
mented. This requirement, which automati-
cally implies no changes to the NT kernel or
to device drivers, ensures that all COTS
software packages run unchanged in the
real-time NT environment.

As well, the performance had to be

comparable to that of the best real-time

executive for the same processor. And,

minimal reengineering should be needed

for compatibility with new versions of NT

and the continuing stream of bug fixes and

updates from Microsoft.

A R C H I T E C T U R A L  O V E R V I E W
At a high level, we can characterize the

RTXapproach  in the following manner. The

approach is based on the principle that

application-level partitioning can efficiently

split real-time tasks from nonreal-time tasks.

Real-time tasks are typically those en-

gaged in hard real-time control. By defini-

tion, they require an API focused primarily

on real-time tasks and then rely on normal

Win32-based processes to perform all the

nonreal-time processing. The maior advan-

tage with this approach is that the vast

majority of Win32 services need not be

modified.

The key additions are a very small set of

modifications made to the COTS OS at

certain spots-in particular, the points

where the OS interacts with hardware-to

enable a hard real-time tasking and sched-

uling mechanism to be implemented.

VenturCom also added a small and

powerful set of deterministic IPC mecha-

nisms to allow the RT tasks to communicate

with COTS OS tasks.

The basic architecture of the RTX imple-
mentation consists of:

l Virtualized Interrupt System (a modified
version of the NT HAL [Hardware Ab-

straction Layer])-allows hardware in-

6 3
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terrupts to be vectored

7

n
to special RTX code before

being passed on to the NT-
kernel

l RTX Nucleus-performs schedul-

ing and other support functions
l RTX Support Module-provides support

from the Windows NT subsystem for
services such as access to shared re-
sources (e.g., memory)

l RTAPI Dtts-implement the API to the
real-time system services

Functionally, RTX 4.1 distinguishes be-
tween two types of processes-those that
only use services provided by RTAPI (desig-
nated RTAPI-only processes) and those that
use a hybrid of RTAPI and Win32 services
or, perhaps, purely Win32 API (desig-
nated as Win32 processes).

The fundamental difference between
the two is the fact the RTAPI-only processes
are run entirely within an interrupt context.
They are locked in nonpageable memory
and are essentially a part of the kernel
context. Context switching to such a thread
is, therefore, extremely fast.

The other Win32 processes call a DLL to
access RTAPI services. The DLL is imple-
mented at user space and accesses the RTX
support module (which is an NT device
driver) to implement some of the required
functions.

Figure 1 highlights the significant archi-
tectural details of the RTX implementation.
The start-up phase of an RTAPI-only process
is accomplished by a special loader utility.

This loader utility transparently relo-
cates thecode  into the RTX nucleus environ-
ment before passing control to the RTX
scheduler. The scheduler then invokes the
task.

R T A P I
The RTAPI services function as a self-

contained program-supportenvironmentfor
hard real-time tasks and as a set of supple-
mental functions to Win32 processes. In
either case, the focus is on the real-time
services necessary in a wide variety of real-
time applications.

RTAPI defines interfaces to functions for:

l clocks and timers
l fixed-priority scheduling
l I/O bus and physical memory access
l memory allocation and page fault elimi-

nation

l device interrupts and interrupt priority
setting

l PC with semaphores, messages, and
shared memory

l initiation and termination of real-time
processes and threads

The syntax of the interface closely paral-
lels existing Win32 system calls, providing
a seamless environment in which the ap-
propriate service can be selected by the
developer.

A P P L I C A T I O N  D E S I G N
In the RTX environment, application

partitioning enables efficient use of real-
time facilities. Real-time applications are
typically a combination of the following
activities.

Computing typically involvesdata trans-
formation. In closed-loop control applica-
tions, feedback from the physical process is
transformed to compute new output values
to the process.

Control is the physical process or equip-
ment to which the control computer is
interfaced and fed new control output. For

robot arm, for example, does not receive
Table 1: The table shows the reponse  latencies
for NT timing mechanisms in microseconds.

trajectory information in a timely manner,

Thedata  wasgatheredover30sona  I50-MHz it may exhibit a stuttering motion or fail to
Pentium system. reach the required destination.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIST ICS
The performance characteristics of the

RTX timers were measured against the
equivalent performance characteristics of
DPC (Deferred Procedure Call) level timers
and user-level multimedia timers. A stan-
dard PC with a 150-MHz Pentium proces-
sor was used as the testbed.

A software mechanism was created to
record latencies of each timer by
snapshooting the onboard  Intel 8254 timer.
Minimum, average, and maximum laten-
ties were recorded for each timer mecha-
nism. The data in Table 1 was collected for
a single run of 30 s.

The test environment was a standard
Windows NT system with a moderate level
of disk activity. The RTX timers peak at a
maximum of 36 ~_rs for response latencies.
The other two timers are essentially un-
bounded under identical operating condi-
tions.

These performance metrics were de-
rived from an early release of the RTX real-
time programming environment. Like any
preliminary metrics, they should not be
taken as definitive benchmarks. It is quite
possible that final performance will be
significantly different.

However, the data clearly indicates the
success of the RTX implementation strategy
in terms of creating a very deterministic
real-time programming environmentwithin
a Windows NT system.

A network interface is a typical require
ment of today’s control systems. A link to
theenterprisecomputersystem allowsonline
data to be uploaded for analysis. It allows
new process information to be downloaded
to the control environment.

Sophisticated operator interfaces are a
hallmark of today’s control systems. In
process-control applications, for example,
several hundred process variables may be
displayed on compactvideo screens, along
with their set points and alarm conditions
for easy inspection by factory operators.

Local data logging on storage media is
an important requirement of many high-
bandwidth data-acquisition applications.
The real-time natureof  the acquisition makes
local storage essential before the reduction
and transformation phase.

Thus, the ability to store, retrieve, and
otherwise efficiently manage large vol-
umes of data is a critical aspect of such real-
time systems.

The design of the RTX implementation of
real-time NT requires that users partition
the application to separate the real-time
versus the nonreal-time processing.

As we see from the analysis of most real-
time applications, the tasks they perform
naturally map into multiple modules, with
the hard real-time operations typically be-
ing performed in the control module.

The real-time task responsible for the
control activities is required to use RTAPI
services, along with RTAPI services. The
key to the overall synchronization and
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coordination of the application is the deter-
ministic IPC mechanism through which the
two categories of tasks communicate.

O T H E R  E N H A N C E M E N T S
While these real-time enhancements to

Windows NT are critical requirements of
many applications, they don’t meet the
entire range of needs peculiar to industrial-
automation applications.

A typical application that needs real-
time responsiveness from NT has other
needs as well. Two of the more important
ones are the embedded operation and
development tools.

VenturCom provides Component Inte-
grator 3.4, an embedded application de-
velopment platform which provides a num-
ber of features to support target system
development and deployment. Cl 3.4 lets
you select from over 50 NT service sets
(e.g., RAS services, print utilities, etc.) to
customdefine a target NT system which is
the precise set of services necessary to
support embedded applications.

Cl 3.4 has a sophisticated knowledge
base which incorporates information about
interset dependencies enabling the validity
of configurations to be analyzed.

Resource requirements of the specified
configuration can also be determined by
Cl. Many options are available for start-up
and installation scenarios.

Cl 3.4 also incorporates import func-
tions for integrating COTS software into the
target-system configuration. Finally, Cl 3.4
functions as a repository in which all infor-
mation about deployed target systems is
stored and which can be used to recreate
any deployed target at a later point in time.

The following embedded-operation func-
tionality was added by VenturCom as part
of its ECK (Embedded Component Kit) suite
of enhancements:

l headless operation-operation without
a console or keyboard

l flash support-support for popular
PCMCIA-based flash media

l minimal footprint support-minimal con-
figuration templates for NT which oper-
ate in 8 MB of RAM and support 8 MB
of flash

Several other embedded enhancements
[e.g., operation from read-only media,
diskless operation, and fast boot support)
Ire also under development.

R E A L - T I M E  F U T U R E
Such technological development is ex-

pected to have a significant impact on the
development of the next generation of
industrial-automation applications.

This novel approach to the implementa-
tion of real-time performance in a main-
stream OS with a vast amount of COTS
software and hardware support leads to an
environment where 100% compatibility is
maintained with the host OS.

At the same time, it implements a level
of real-time performance that favorablycom-
pares with native RTOS implementations.

Traditionally, automation systems have
been islands in the enterprise network-
islands which required proprietary solu-
tions to communicate with other corporate
information-processing facilities. With the
implementation of real-time embedded
Windows NT, the automation industry can
finally break free and benefit from the cost
savings integral to COTS-based solutions.

In the short time since the announce-
ment of VenturCom’s  real-time Windows
NT product strategy, leading industrial-
automation companies have ioined in the
development and deployment of this prod-
uct. In the near future, I expect it will
become a standard platform for the devel-
opment and deployment of industrial-auto-
mation applications. EPC

Naren Nachiappan is vice president for

strategic relationships at VenturCom and is

directly responsible for sales and market-

ing initiatives in the Asia-Pacific region.
Naren initiates, develops, and manages
critical business relationships with major
suppliers, customers, and partners. You

may reach him at naren@vci.com.
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for Mobile Envfronments
Mobile environments ure an electronics nightmare. Power surges, EMI and RF/
sparks, loud dumps, and environmental factors make it a challenging locale.
Ed, however, shows us how to stabilize power in the midst of the storm.

M y car was having a tough time

starting, so the mechanic-checked-out the

alternator and battery. He yanked the bat-

tery cables and connected them to the

service computer. Eventually, he replaced

the battery, and I left, $95 poorer.

But, aftera meeting, I discovered my car

fax machine wasn’t working. After reciting

all of Murphy’s laws, I figured out that

when the mechanic yanked the battery

cables (with the motor running), he inter-

rupted the flow of current into the battery,

resulting in a load dump. The electrical

energy charging my battery built in magni-

tude and sought a new way to escape.

My fax machine, which was on, couldn’t

withstand this sudden onslaught, and its

power supply was destroyed. Worst of all,

I doubt the mechanic will pay for repairs.

A load dump is only one of many

sources of power surges in a vehicle. And,

these power surges can occur at any time.

The vehicle environment is an electronics

nightmare, with EMI  spraying and RFI spark-

ing everywhere and electrical transients
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running amuck, zapping the embedded

electronics. Electronics in this environment

must withstand 600-V transients and load-

dump situations (see Table 1).

Although the automotive market is grow-

ing about 2% yearly, the amount of elec-

tronics introduced in vehicles is much higher.

Vehicle electronics are no longer limited to

the radio and engine computer. There are

now cellular phones, portable computers,

fax machines, “smart” navigation with GPS

receivers, and caralarm systems.

Many of these new embedded systems

take advantage of PC software. Since

PC/104 equipment is smaller, more rug-

UINb

Figure 1: Here’s a schematic representation
of the “perfect” switching buck regulator.
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ged, and lower in power than its desktop

relatives, embedded applications can be

quickly and economically brought to mar-

ket.

Designing a PC/l 04 form-factor power

supply that runs a PC/104 embedded

application and survives the mobile and

vehicle environment is challenging. Such

power supplies often supply power not

only for the PC/l 04 stack but also for

external equipment (e.g., flat-panel dis-

plays and disk drives).

In addition, the PC/104 size restricts

component height to 0.435”. All PC/l 04

modules require +5 V, but other modules

and attached accessories require +12, -5,

and -12 V. A PC/l 04 power supply may

only have a total usable PCB area of 9 in?

but must supply four different output volt-

ages, operate from 6 to 40 V, supply 50 W,

and stay within the small PC/l 04 format.

It’s tough, but it’s possible with high-

performance regulators, MOSFETs,  and

most importantly, organic semiconductor

capacitors.
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Components is an amaz-
ing improvement over con-
ventional low electrolytics.

These capacitors provide very
lowequivalentseries resistance (ESR),
a high ripple-current rating, and they’re
compact. The OS-CON has about a tenth
of the ESR and four times the ripple current
rating of electrolytic capacitors.

At low temperatures, the OS-CON ad-
vantage is even greater. Since the ESR of
OS-CON capacitors is nearly constant from
-55°C to 1 OYC,  it’s ideal for extended
temperature operation.

This capacitor is an solid aluminum
capacitorwith organicsemiconductiveelec-
trolyte. It uses the same construction tech-
niqueasaluminumelectrolyticcapacitors-
a rolled aluminum foil in its element.

The OS-CON differs, though, because
in place of the electrolyte solution, an
organic semiconductor crystal is impreg-
nated, which uses a highly conductive,
solid TCNQ complex salt. As well, it is
encased with an impervious epoxy resin,
not rubber.

C A P A C I T O R  S I Z E  S E L E C T I O N
OS-CON capacitors are the perfect

size for PC/l 04. Their 1 OS-mm height lets
a heatsink  be installed above them to
dissipateany heatproduced bytheMOSFET
switches (see Photo 1). The capacitors
enable a 50-W, multiple-output DC-to-DC
converter with extended temperature op-
eration and in the PC/l 04 form factor.

The filter capacitors are the most impor-
tant elements in buck-switching regulator
design as they supply the instantaneous
current requirements and absorb the ripple
currents generated. The Ci, capacitor must

L O A D  D U M P S  A N D  T R A N S I E N T S
toad dumps are an energy surge result-

ing from disconnecting the battery while
it’s being charged. The alternator, with a
finite response time of 40-400 ms, gener-
ates power that has nowhere to go. Thus,

an energy surge forms.

The resultant overvoltage is the most
formidable transient in the automotiveenvi-
ronment. It’s exponentially decaying posi-
tive voltage, whose amplitude depends on
alternator speed and the level of alternator
field excitation. It can exceed 100 V.

What makes the load dump dangerous
is not just the voltage level, but the amount
of energy in it-up to 500 J. Since a joule
equals a watt-second, that’s a lot of energy
to be absorbed in a fraction of a second.

The most efficient and cost-effective
method to clamp overvoltage is to shunt the
current to ground using a surge suppressor.
A surge suppressor relies on the vehicle’s
wiring and alternator impedance as the
current limit. It remains in a high-imped-
ance state until an overvoltage condition
occurs. Only use high-energy devices, as
20-50-A peak currents must be shunted.

Several companies (e.g., Motorola,
Harris, and Siemens) make suppressors for
automotive applications. The Tri-M Engi-
neering PC/l 04 vehicle power supply
(seePhoto 1) usesTaitron5KP43Atransorbs
rated at 5 kW.

Some devices provide zener-diode-style
protection, while others have back-to-back
zener-diode bidirectional protection. How-

photo I: T&M Engineering’s
PC/l 04 vehiclepowerrupply  user
OS-CON capacitors to provide a
50-W,  high-efficiency DC-to-DC
power conversion.

ever, unless they’re used cor-
rectly, they don’t protect the
electronics.

Ratings on the transient
suppressors can be con-
fusing. A suppressor with
an avalanche voltage of
24-32 V has a clamp-off
voltage of over 40 V.

toad dumps occur in-
frequently, but mobile
electronics must be able

to withstand such assaults. toad dumps
cooperate slightly though. Their worst-case
voltage occurs with higher source imped-
ance, not worst-case source impedance.

In fact, although the total energy of a
load dump may be 500 J, a transient
suppressor capable of 70 J is usually ad-
equate because of the vehicle’s distributed
electronics. This holds provided the sup-
pressor avalanche voltage ratings are the
same or larger than other suppressors
throughout the vehicle.

Quick-thinking engineers take advan-
tage of this and design power supplies and
transient protection to withstand higher
voltages, which lets everyone’s transient
suppressors do the work.

O R G A N I C  C A P A C I T O R S
The organic semiconductor (OS-CON)

capacitor developed by Sanyo Electronic

Length of
Transient Cause

Energy Voltage Frequency of
Capability (J) Amplitude (V) Occurrence

Steady State Failed voltage Infinite +18
regulator

Infrequent

3-5 min. Jump starts Infinite t24
with 24-V battery

Infrequent

200-400 ms Load dump from >lO ~125
battery disconnection

Infrequent

~320 ms

200 ms
90 ms

1 ms
15ps

while at high charging
inductive-load <l -300 to t80 Often
switching transient
Alternator field <l -100 to -40 Each turnoff
Ignition pulse <0.5 <75 ~500 Hz, several
Battery disconnected
Mutual coupling <l <200

kim~:, in vehicle life

Ignition pulse <O.OOl 3 ~500 Hz continuous
Accessory noise <1.5 50HztolOkHz
Transceiver feedback -20 mV R.F.

Table I: Automotive transients can be caused by many factors and have unique characteristics.
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Figure 2: This buck-switching regulator (a) uses linear Technology’s LTCI 159 regulator to achieve a very high efficiency (b).

supply the switching currents required for
square-wave input currents.

This capacitor must have ripplecurrent
ratings large enough to avoid the overheat-
ing created by ESR and ripple current.
Input ripple current is given by:

IRMS = I mclx
o.5  ( Vout  ( vin  -  vout I 1

\I
“in

If the input range is 6-40 V, the maximum
ripple current occurs when:

Vi, = 2V,,,  or Max IRMS = %

Therefore, if the supply has a maximum
output of 10 A, an input capacitor with a
ripple-current rating of 5 A is required.
Capacitors can be paralleled to achieve
the required ripple-current rating.

The selection of Co”, is driven by the
need for output-ripple voltage. The output
ripple is determined by both the inductor
value, output capacitor, and frequency.

You can calculate the ESR for any out-
put-ripple level knowing the inductor and
the frequency set by the regulator IC. No-
tably, in Co”,, the output-ripple voltage is
independent of output current.

For a wide input-range switching regu-
lator, the worst-case ripple voltage can be
approximated by:

0.13 16 0.5
0.39 1.5
0.80 2: 3.2

Table 2: Here’s a comparison of transition
losses to input voltage with fixed-output
operation (I,,,, = 5 A, C,,  = 200 pF, freq [f] =
100 kHz, and V,,,  = 5 V).
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where 1 is the inductor and f equals the
frequency of the regulator. If V,, needs to
be less than 25 mV,  I is 50 pH,  and f i s
100 kHz, then ESR equals 0.025 R.

The microfarad capacity of the capaci-
tors is not used in the formulas. At frequen-
cies of 10 kHz and above, a capacitor’s
total impedance is almost identical to ESR.
Its ESR is the design element used in switch-
ing-regulator equations.

EFFICIENCY AND SWITCHES
The success and popularity of PC/l 04

is largely due to readily available software
and standard development tools for the PC
architecture. PC/l 04, however, requires
much less power than its desktop cousin.
The embedded PC/l 04 application may
interface with other accessories (e.g., a
flat-panel display) or additional power re-
quirements.

Operating a linear regulator is imprac-
tical due to the large heat dissipation
required, but a buck-switching regulator
operates from 6 to 40 V. It’s 90% efficient
over its entire range. Thus, a PC/104
embedded system with a load of 40 W
needs to dissipate 4 W of heat.

Figure 1 shows the “perfect” basic buck
regulator consisting of two switches, an
inductor, and an outputcapacitor. Switches
Sl and S2 open and close alternately so
the voltage applied to inductor I can be
either Vi” or 0.

The DC output voltage is then the aver-
age voltage applied to I. Vour is y,, multi-
plied by DC, where DC is the duty cycle.

The perfect switching regulator doesn’t
dissipate power in converting one voltage
to another. It’s 100% efficient. But, induc-
tors, switches, capacitors, and circuit board
wiring aren’t perfect. 12R  power is lost.

CIKC1JlT  CELIAK  INK LMXMKER  1996

Total power loss = L, + L, + L, + . . .

where I,, I,, I,, and so on are the individual
losses from each component.

The choice of switches for the buck
regulator greatly affects its efficiency. Fig-
ure 2a shows a typical buck synchronous
switching regulatorwithMOSFETswitches.
Figure 2b shows the high efficiency
achieved by this register.

To achieve an efficiency of 90%, the
MOSFET switches must have a minimum
power loss. Choosing a MOSFET with a
very low Rds  results in large transition losses,
but a MOSFET with a high Rd,  results in
large 12R losses.

Transition losses (see Table 2) can be
estimated by:

Transition IOSS = SVi,’  x lmCIX x C,,, x f

l*R losses can be easily predicted be-
cause, in continuous mode, the output cur-
rent is chopped between the two MOSFETs.
If the two MOSFETs  have the same Rd, then
the resistance of one can be summed with
the resistances of the inductor, PCB traces,
and current sense resistor.

If MOSFET Rd,  equals 0.028 Q then
inductor DC resistance is 0.02 Q, sense
resistor equals 0.02 Q, and PCB traces
area 0.01 R. The total resistance equals
0.078 R (efficiencies calculated with Vou+ =
5 V) as shown in Table 3.

Amp I*R  Losses Efficiency
Output W) Loss (%)

:5
01078 1.56
0.487 3.89

5 1.95 7.8
I I

Table 3: PR losses are a function of load
current.
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Table  4: If’s importcmt  to keep in
mind the individual losses for a
high-efficiency 25-W buck-swifch-
ing regulator.

Transition Core and Capacitor

Choose a MOSFET-package style that
dissipates the generated heat. A SMD-220
surface-mount package has a thermal resis-

tance of 4O”C/W mounted on a 1 in? PCB.
Using an SMD-220 at an elevated am-

bienttemperaturelimitstheamountofpower
that can be handled. Smaller parallel
MOSFETs help dissipate heat, but with the
PC/l 04 form factor, this isn’t practical. A
TO-220 package is better because a
heatsink  provides better thermal resistance.

The life expectancy of OS-CON capaci-
tors is typically rated at 2000 h at 105°C
(the long-life SH series is rated at 5000 h).
However, the life expectancy increases 10
times for every 20°C drop. Thus, they have
an expected life of 200,000 h at 65°C and
20,000 h at 85°C.

Other losses, including Ci, and Gout ESR
dissipative losses, Schottky losses during
dead time, and inductor-core losses, gener-
ally account for 2-3% total additional loss.
Total losses for a 25-W supply operating at
16-V input are shown in Table 4.

High temperature also negatively af-
fects MOSFET switches. The MOSFET Rd,
typically rises by 50% with an increase of
80°C in junction temperature. At elevated
ambient temperatures, it’s difficult to dissi-
pate heat and the resulting higher Rd,
causes them to generate even more heat.

This additional heat has a direct impact
on the efficiency of the power supply.
Fortunately, MOSFETs don’t mind the cold.

W I D E  T E M P E R A T U R E  O P E R A T I O N
Unlike your air-conditioned office, mo-

bile and vehicle environments have tem-
perature extremes of -40 to 50°C. Filter
capacitors and MOSFETs are most affected
by temperature extremes, which reduce
component life and decrease performance.

Even with 90% efficiency, heat must
dissipate. If the power-supply module is in
a PC/104 stack, forced ventilation is re-
quired.

Traditionally, low-ESR electrolytics  were
used with switching power supplies. At
normal ambient temperatures, their perfor-
mance may be adequate. But at -4O”C,
their ESR may increase by well over 10
times as shown in figure 3.

By placing the power supply on the

stack’s top, a heatsink with approximately

10 in? can be used for a thermal coefficient

of about 10 C/W. Also, if the heatsink is in

contact with an enclosure wall, heat is

dissipated for the enclosed environment.

In a buck converter, output-ripple volt-
age is proportional to Gout  ESR. A drop in
ambient temperature may result in so much
ripple voltage that the PC/104 modules
shut down or act erratically.

At high temperatures, electrolytic ca-
pacitors have a very limited life expect-

for every 10°C below lOS”C,  so

ancy. At 105”C,  they are rated at

that at 65°C operation, the ex-

2,000 h. Life expectancy doubles

pected life is 32,000 h. At 85”C,
the expected life is reduced to
8000 h.

CAPACITORS-CHEAP INSURANCE

In designing PC/l04 power supplies

h

for the mobile and vehicle environment,
reduce the length of traces carrying heavy
currents (see Figure 4) and use separate
power and signal grounds. The internal
reference voltage of the regulator IC is
referenced to ground. Any error in ground-
pin voltage is multiplied at output. To en-
suregood  load regulation, thesignalground

Figure 3: Depending on how Q capaci-
tar is made, it’s more suitable for
particular applications. As you can
see, each capacitor type has different
ESRs  over a range of temperatures
(Tantulam  = Ta, Aluminum = Al, Film =
MY, and Ceramic = CR).

:
MY

OS

CR

- 5 5 -25 0 +25 +85 +105

Temperature (“C)



Figure 4: Note the high-current paths in this buck-switching regulator.

pin of the regulator IC directly connects to

the output node or capacitor.

The best way to deal with heat dissipa-

tion is to not produce heat. While 100%

efficiency is not attainable, better than

90% is. With high efficiency, only a mod-

erate-sized heatsink of 10 in? is necessary.

If the application draws 15 W or less, a
heatsink may not be needed. PC/104

module stacks aren’t designed for optimum

heat dissipation. However, by placing the
power supply at the top of the stack, heat
dissipation is reasonably good.

The OS-CON capacitors are revolution-
izing the filtering of switching regulators.
Theyhaveaveryflat-temperatureESRgraph
from -55°C to 105”C, very low ESR, and

a high ripple-current rating. For example, a

6SH330M (0.4” x 0.4” radial OS-CON,
6.3 V, 330 $) capacitor has an ESR of
25 mR and ripple rating of 2.5 A at 85°C.

OS-CON capacitors run $1.25-1.50
each in lOOO-piece  quantities. But with
their low ESR and flat temperature curve,
fewer are needed. On a dollar-per-ESR
basis, the OS-CON is an even better buy.

Compact OS-CON capacitors reduce
the overall size of the switching regulator.
At full switching current, the switching tran-
sients at the input MOSFET get large.

Tests indicate the inductance from board
traces can cause inductive spikes of about
2 V per inch. These switching spikes can
cause erratic operation.

When I’m asked about the three most
important elements in a good switching
regulator, I answer, “Capacitors, capaci-
tors, and capacitors.”

There’s more cost in the capacitors than
in any other component of the design, but
they have the greatest impact on power-

supply performance, and they determine
its life expectancy.

Any vehicular power supply is a hazard
to itself and the equipment it powers-
unless attention is paid to high-energy tran-
sient suppression. Protection costs $2-5,
but it’s cheap insurance! PCQ.@C

Ed Foster has over 20 years’ electronic

design experience. He cofounded  Tri-M

Engineering, a leading supplier of power
supplies for the mobile and vehicle embed-
ded-control market. You may reach Ed at
efoster@fri-m.com.
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SetsThe Pace

Am5x86’” 133 MHz
PC/l 04 cpuModules Exceed

Pentium-75 Performance

The CMV566DXt33  offers
versatile embedded functionality

ISA Bus Intelligent Data
Acquisition and Control

Boards Multiply Your PC’s
Processing Power

The IDAC5210 with PC1104 extension bus,
500 KHz analog and digital front-end

is powered by on-board
Am5x66  133MHz CPU and TMS320C50  DSP

Our PC/l 04 and ISA Bus
product lines feature

Analog and Digital I/O, CPU, DSP,
Shared Memory, SVGA, PCMCIA,

CAN Bus and Intelligent GPS

&Real Time Devices USA
200 Innovation Boulevard l P.O. Box 906

State College, PA 16804-0906 USA

Tel: 1 (814) 234-8087 l Fax: 1 (814) 234-5218
FaxBack?  1 (814) 235-l 260

www.rtdusa.com  l E-Mail:salesQrtdusa.com

RTD Europa RTD Scandinavia
Budapest, Hungary Helsinki,  Finland
Fax: 36-l -326-6737 Fax: 356-9-346-4539

RTD IS a founder of the PC/104 Consorturn  and the
world’s leading supplier of intelligent  ISA DAS interfaces
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Using Visual C++ and the Intel ‘386EX evaluation board, Fred has a blast
showing us how Phar lap’s TNT Embedded Too/Suite is assembled and how
applications interface with it. It represents the birth of a new and powerful tool.

lou-yes, you!-were born to be wild
for embedded PCs.

WHAP!! Gasp! You are breathing...
you’ve just been born (“spawned” if you’re
a UNIX type or a fish). For the past nine
months, your embedded biowore has pre-
pared you for this moment.

This is it.. .lifeus interruptus, power-on-
reset time. Welcome to the new world,
homey.

All that time you were in the womb, your
embedded biosystem was operating in
what we embedded heads call “real mode,”
building and initializing all your bodily
functions. Those of us that follow the way of
the embedded know this world as “pro-
tected mode.” Your PE bit was set as soon
as you gasped for that first breath of air.

Close by, parental biosystems (i.e., hosts)
use their internal counters and I/O ports to
confirm that you have the correct number of
toesandfingers. Yourfirstindirectchecksum
calculation!

And, as if life isn’t tough enough al-
ready, the nurse is calling you “cutie  pie.”

An external interrupt (the doctor’s gentle
and loving slap on your butt) causes an
embedded program within you to kick off.
You scream, announcing to your hosts that
your processor clock is running. All you
know is that you require input-now!

Yourembedded biowarereal-timeclock
has initialized and started to run, and
interrupts are coming in at a fantastic rate
from no less than five input sources you
didn’t even know you had a few minutes
ago! Your highest priority is to establish
contact with a host and download suste-
nance for your brand-new embedded
biosystem.

Soon enough, you link up with your
host, service the pending interrupts, and
produce your first output. It’s a little messy,
but at least the ports are operational.

Over time, your embedded bioware
becomes more capable and begins to

handle interrupts and I/O with ease. Input
and output become logical functions. You
can handle repetitive tasks once taught to
do so. In other words, you get programmed
just like your firmware-laden embedded-
PC counterparts.

You were bred to compute, analyze,
and react. Your embedded intelligence
can now run multiple program sequences
simultaneously.

In time, you find you can control com-
plex machinery. You’re even capable of
running programs dependent on your sur-
roundings. Just like your firmware first cous-
ins, you’ll do these things and much more
up until, at last, your power is removed.

R I G H T  T O O L  F O R  T H E  J O B
How did all of your biological perfec-

tion come about? Simple. Your Maker has
a very fine bioware development toolkit.
Good tools produce good products consis-
tently.
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Dr. Frankenstein is
the only other gentleman I

know that blso possesses such
tools. But, Dr. Frankenstein was

not available for consultation.
F

. Obviously, you and I cannot pur-

. chase a bioware toolkit. But, from an
embedded-PC standpoint, with the right set
of tools, we embedded programmers can
come real close to being divine.

LIFE IN AN EMBEDDED WORLD
Building embedded-PC applications is

a logical process involving a fairamountof
trial and error, pain and suffering. The pain
involved with debugging and final test is
relieved somewhat by a good set of
embedded-PC firmware tools. In most situ-
ations, the hardware is a fairly stable
‘386/‘486/Pentium_based  system that pre-
sents a minimum of hassle.

Judging by the previous paragraph,
what do you think we’re doing today? You
guessed it. We’re constructing embedded
firmware using Phar Lap Software’s very
fine embedded-PC development toolkit.

TNT EMBEDDED TOOLSUITE
Phor Lap’s Embedded ToolSuite  (ETS) is

primarily aimed at the C programmer, but
it’s also useful to the hard-core 80x86
assembler programmer. ETS comes in two
flavors-standard and real-time.

The ETS Realtime Edition adds features
to the Standard Edition that involve devel-
oping real-time multitasking 80x86 em-
bedded systems. For now, I’ll concentrate
on using and understanding the Standard
Edition. The ETS replaceable-module archi-
tecture is the same for both editions.

The TNT ETS Standard Edition enables
the embedded-PC programmer to build
32-bit  applications using any 32-bit  C or
C++ compiler offered by Microsoft,
Watcom, or Borland. These ‘386/‘486/
Pentium-based applications run under con-
trol of the ETS kernel. As a bonus, CodeView,
386lSRCBug,  or Turbo Debugger can de-
bug your embedded application.

The added value the TNT ETS brings to
your keyboard is that you, the embedded
programmer, can assemble and debug
embedded programs much like you do for
desktop-PC applications. With the excep-
tion of ETS, you can use the same tools for
embedded and desktop development.

To successfully run the ETS environment,
you need:
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Listing I: It ain’t complicated, but it works.

#include <studio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

void main0
1

i n t  i ;

printf(“\n ***CIRCUIT CELLAR APPLIED PCS ***\n"):
printf("\n ***Phar  Lap Embedded ToolSuite ***\n");
printf("\nFLASH  code entered through BIOS extension method.\n\n");

for (i - 0; i < 10: i++) {
printf("It doesn't have to be complicated to be embedded...\n");

1
printf("\nThis is what it's all about!\n\n");
printf("\nWE'RE  OUTTA  HERE...\n");
exit(O):

I

l ‘386 or higher host PC
l host serial ports COMl and/or COM2
l host parallel ports
l LPTl, LPT2, or LPT3
l 4 MB of host memory
l 20 MB of host free disk space
l MS-DOS V.3.0 or above (host resident)
l 32-bit C or C++ Compiler by Microsoft,

Borland, or Watcom

That’s all the TNT ETS requires.
Since the ETS environment targets the

industry-standard PC/AT architecture, you
can even tie two desktop mongrels together
with a null modem cable and use the TNT
ETS to develop 80x86 embedded applica-
tions. There’s even a 32-bit  TNT DOS-
Extender that lets you begin embedded
development before the target hardware
walks through the door!

Although the PC-to-PC hookup has its
strong points, most hired embedded guns
shoot from the host PC at an embedded
version of the PC/AT standard sitting at the
opposite end of a communications cable.

Speaking of cables, the TNT ETS comes
equipped with industry-standard Laptink
parallel and serial cables. These are great!
The genders of the serial cable are correct
(for a change), and both 9- and 25pin
connectors are placed at each end.

I don’t know about you, but I hate wiring
null modem cables and then having to pull
out the data scope to shoot the wiring bugs.

ETS KERNEL
for a programmer, there’s nothing worse

than a totally dumb embedded system.
Poorthings, youcanonlyfeel sorryforthem

when you take them out of the antistatic
bag and find that they don’t have a boot
ROM or BIOS.

Usually, you take them in and take the
time to code a simple monitor just to get
them to the point where they can hold up
their heads and speak. If you don’t have
precanned monitor code in the cupboard,
you spend precious time writing and de-
bugging a custom monitor before begin-
ning your real work. Depending on the
complexity of your embedded peripheral
subsystem, this could take a while.

The ETS kernel eliminates the need to
spoon-feed a brain-dead embedded micro
and its associated peripherals. It initializes
the target embedded system to run in 32-bit
protected mode and provides a foundation
to support a C/C++ run-time library.

The ETS kernel automatically sets code
and data selectors to a flat memory model
with 4 GB of address space. In addition,
the kernel can be configured to provide
host communications support, which estab-
lishes a link between the host and target
systems via the serial or parallel ports.

These features provide any program-
mer familiar with MS-DOS and Windows
development tools a means of easily devel-
oping 80x86 embedded firmware. Since
the ETS system is based on replaceable
software modules, it adapts to almost any
80x86 embedded system.

LECTURE OR LAB?
Once again, it’s decision time. The Phar

Lap TNT Embedded ToolSuite  documenta-
tion stacks in at approximately 1’ including
the companion Intel tech manuals.
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In the past, I’ve
asked for a show of hands

about how to present all this
knowledae. But, since we’ve all

just sufferedyhrough  yet another big
election year, I’m giving our president

the opportunity to make this maior  deci-
sion for you. After all, he is an elected

r
official sworn to serve the people.

I spoke to him briefly-he’s a very busy
guy-and he stated that he’d rather see a
hands-on approach than an academic trea-
tise when it comes to embedded-systems
programming tools. Thank you, Mr. Presi-
dent.

EMBEDDED BUILDING BLOCKS
Don’t get me wrong. Phar tap’s ETS

documentation is excellent. It iswell-written
and caters to the beginner as well as the
seasoned embedded engineer.

But, the best way to understand the ETS
architecture is to break it down into indi-
vidual modules. Once  you understand how
one particular module interrelates to oth-
ers, you feel the power the TNT ETS exudes.

Modularity and replaceable software
modules are the pillars that enable ETS to
wield this power. The TNT ETS is composed
of five maior  components-the ETS kernel,
Visual System Builder, Linktoc (32-bitlinker/
locator), shells for embedded cross-debug-
ging, and C and C++ run-time support.

We already have a pretty good idea
about what the ETS kernel does, so let’s get
with it, build our own ETS kernel, and run
an application under it.

OUR EMBEDDED ENVIRONMENT
Man has been to the moon, women

have set records in space, the B-2 flying
Wing is reality, probes are reaching the
atmospheres of remote planets, and alumi-
num cans have pop tops.... So, why write
a complicated program to demonstrate our
ETS kernel? I won’t.

The object here is to show you how the
ETS kernel is assembled and how applica-
tions-both simple and complex-interface
with it. I’ll be working with Microsoft’s
Visual C++ Compiler V.4.0,  targeting an
Intel ‘386EX hardware platform. The test
code is shown in Listing 1.

VISUAL SYSTEM BUILDER
Visual System Builder is a Windows-

based application that ships with the TNT
ETS. VSB is essentially an interpreter that

Photo 1: The first sten toword a workina EfS Monitor is a default debugging setup for the
Microsoft Visual C+ + bompiler.

interfaces you, the programmer, with the
linker/locator Linktoc.

The idea is to eliminate memorization or
misinterpretation of the numerouscommand
line switches needed to build a custom
embedded application with LinkLoc.  When
you make the VSB choices for your hard-
ware target, VSB writes this information to
linker command files which Linktoc refer-
ences when you build your application.

VSB allows the system builder to choose
one of three predefined hardware tem-
plates. These templates determine what
replaceable-module configuration VSB
loads.

The selectable hardware platforms in-
cludea generic PC/ATcompatible, a Forth-
Systeme Module ‘386EX board, and an
Intel ‘386EX evaluation board. I’ve se-
lected the Intel board as the target.

Photo 1 shows the VSB property sheets.
Let’s eliminate the default sheets and study
the rest. The Compiler/tinker defaults to
the Visual C++ and assumes we want
debug values set accordingly.

The Components sheet relates to the
Realtime Edition. Nothing to fill in there.

The Drivers tab takes us to PC/AT-
compatible land, and that’s where we
want to be. The Extra tinker Switches tab
allows input from VSB to each individual
linker file.

These areas are useful for overriding
switches in the linker command files. Since
I won’t be taking advantage of that feature
either, that leaves Monitor Options and
Memory Layout for this application.

One of the parameters presented when
selecting the Monitor Options tab is Boot
Method. The three options include Boot
Diskette, BootJump  ROM, and BIOS Exten-
sion ROM.

The ‘386EX  evaluation board can’t host
a diskette drive, so scratch the Boot Diskette
option under Boot Method. The Boot Jump
ROM method assumes that no BIOS is
present to initialize the target chip set.

Grammar Engine’s Forth-Systeme board
is an example of an embedded platform
that can employ the Boot Jump method
since it comes with no installed boot de-
vices. I could also wipe out the BIOS on the
Intel board and use the Boot Jump method
there, but in this case, there’s no good
reason to.

Hosing a perfectly good BIOS is like
bailingoutofa perfectlygoodairplane.The
logical choice is to stay in the plane and
choose the BIOS Extension ROM method.

By making this choice, I’m using BIOS
capabilities that let me be found after the
BIOS has completed its power-on, self-test,
and initialization routines. BIOS searches
for a signatureofthree bytes-Ox%, OxAA,
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PC/104 Serial I/O
l W-232 and FtS-422/485
l New MIDI  Version Available
l ASYNC  or SYNC
l Single & Multi-Port Modules
l In Stock, Call
l Made in USA
* Free Technical Support from the

Leader in PC Communications

XALEVKCOMM”NICATIONS  8 110
P.O. Box 830 l Liberty, SC 29657

(864) 843-4343

Photo 2 As you can see, you have full control of the memory areas. Note the option to build a
downloadable RAM-resident image as well.

and the number  of  512-byte blocks in

ROM.
Normally, after the BIOS search, the

BIOS looks for the “Ox55 OxAA” pattern
starting at location OxCOOOO  and contin-
ues searching in 2-KB increments through
addressOxDFFFF.  An addition look istaken
at OxEOOOO.  The search at OxEOOOO as-
sumes the entire 64-KB area will be used.

In our case, the ETS Monitor is booted
instead. Our kernel is in ROM, and control
is passed to the beginning of the code.

The Interrupt Stacks area is a VSB de-
fault and should work well with our small
application. Note that the Monitor inter-
rupts are disabled, allowing cleaner and
faster downloads from the host during
debugging. I could enable interrupts, but
the code downloads are painfully slow
when the embedded system is servicing
application-oriented interrupts.

Under the loader/Debugger, I want to
select options that let the kernel communi-
cate via COM 2 at the highest possible
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Photo 3: Everything I told VSB  about the ETS Monitor configuration is here.



speed with the host.

COM2 is the load port on

the Intel system. The “Wait at

’ k

startup for host” box tells the

ernel to wait for a signal from the

host before starting the application.

Otherwise, the kernel starts the appli-
.

cation immediately after gaining control

from the BIOS. The start signal is issued by
the cross-debugging shells (CVEMB and
RUNEMB for the Microsoft Compiler).

The Memory Layout property sheet is

shown in Photo 2. I don’t want to play hide-

and-seek with the BIOS, so take note that I

have placed the code start address for

monitor memoryatOxD0000.  Also, I chose
to position the monitor data beginning at

address 0x1000. The application code

follows the monitor code.

Application data space begins at ad-

dress 0x8000. The ETS Monitor automati-

cally unpacks global variables from ROM

and places them in RAM, so the kernel has

room to maneuver. Because our target has

a BIOS, the target RAM size is retrieved via

a BIOS call.

Notice an area that allows us to build a

RAM Loadable  Application. If this box
were checked, a third linker command file
is generated to facilitate this action. We
won’t do that right now.

That’s it! I’ll save the file as C I RC E L L .
VSB, so there are three new files in the
working directory:

l CIRCELL.VSB-VSB data file
l CIRCELL. LKR-linker file for the ETS

Monitor

Photo 4: This linker command file uses the results of the Linkloc operation against the
CI RCEL L . L KR file to build the downloadable memory image.

l CIRCELL. LNK-linkerfilefortheappli-
cation

Understanding what’s in each linker
command file is the key to understanding
the ETS replaceable-module system.

CIRCELL. LKRistoolongtolisthere,soI’ll
pull out the important parts. What I want to
show is that all of the selections made
within the VSB application are reflected in

the CIRCELL.LKR and CIRCELL.LNK
files.

The Monitor l inker command fi le,

Cl RCELL. LKR, beginsbyspecifyingother
linker command files to include. The . emb
files are identical to the . LKR files gener-
ated with VSB.

Photo 5: Once the environment is set and LinkLoc  has done its thing, the rest is automatic.
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Within the VSB property sheets, I speci-
fied that I required host communications
support. Photo 3 shows that a supporting
linker command file hostcomm. emb links
into the ETS Monitor.

I also told VSB that the target couldn’t
support a diskette drive. A replaceable
module in the form of a linker command file
called noappds k. emb ensures our inten-
tions are fulfilled. A closer look at Photo 3
reveals my soon-to-be monitor’s name
(BIOSMON.EXE) as well as the PC/AT
support requested on the Drivers property
sheet.

TheCIRCELL.  LNKfiledepictedinPhoto
4 almost speaks for itself. Within the con-
fines of this file is a linker command file that
specifies how to link the application versus
the compiler selected via VSB (@v c ba s e .
emb).

Going down a little further, I see my
PC/AT timer functions being linked in from
the timer library. This line is followed by a
directive to name the file C I RCELL. HEX
and thus put it in Intel hex format.

This change is made because the actual
final application file is in PE format. I’ll
download a memory image of the PE-
formatted file to ROM with the “real mode”
stub BIOSMON. EXE that’sgeneratedwhen
I perform the final link.

The rest is logical and follows the data
I fed the VSB application. That’s what the

ETS replaceable-module architecture is all

about. To perform this same task for a

different embedded target, the ETS system,

under your control of VSB, simply plugs in



Photo 6: The dynamite is in place and the fuse is lit.

the correct modules from the appropriate file to generate our application. I took the
linker command files. liberty to do this while you were in the

bathroom.
PLACING THE DYNAMITE My handiwork is shown in Photo 5. This

Now that you’ve seen the hows and simple batch file uses the Visual C++ com-
whys of the linker command files, you piler to compile C I RCELL. C, resulting in
should have a good idea what’s about to thecreationofC1 RCELL. OBJ.Thesecond
happen. The next step is to create a make command line links the ETS Monitor using

t h e  C I R C E L L . L K R
linker command file I cre-
ated with VSB.

As a result, two files-the
moni tor  B IOSMON.  EXE  and
B I OSMON . MAP-are generated. The
last command line links the application
using the CIRCELL. LNK and CIRCELL.
OBJfilestomakeCIRCELL.HEX,thedown-
loadable  file.

C I RC E L L . H E X contains the ETS Moni-
tor and my application. Debugging infor-
mation was also requested, and C I RC E L L .
SYM and CIRCELL.MAP files are also
created in this process.

Checkpoint time! To generate an ETS
Monitor and the resulting application, I did
the following.

I was born. I produced a C application
source file. I used VSB to generate linker
command files for use by Linktoc. I created
a simple batch file to invoke the C compiler
and Linktoc functions.

LIGHT THE FUSE AND RUN!!
The only thing left to do is test-drive the

application. Using the FLASHLDR utility
included with the ‘386EX target, I down-

H A L - 4
The HAL-4 kit is a complete battery-operated 4-channel  electroenceph-
alograph (EEG) which measures a mere 6” x 7”. HAL is sensitive enough
to even distinguish different conscious states-between concentrated I ’
mental activity and pleasant daydreaming. HAL gathers all relevent alpha,
beta, and theta brainwave signals within the range of 4-20 Hz and presents
it in a serial digitized format that can be easily recorded or analyzed. HAL’s
operation is straightforward. It samples four channels of analog brainwave
data 64 times per second and transmits this digitized data serially to a PC
at 4800 bps. There, using a Fast Fourier Transform to determine frequncy,
amplitude, and phase components, the results are graphically displayed in
real time for each side of the brain.
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’ IoadedtheCIRCELL.
HEXfiletobootflash.Let’sr

do a debug run first and see

, if VSB put all that stuff in the right
place. At the command line, I enter

cvembcircell.sym.
,

After a little magic, Photo 6 appears. In
the memory1 area of the CodeView  screen,
note that the telltale “55 AA” pattern is
located at OxDOOOO,  and it looks like our
data at 0x8000 in memory2.

Take a look at the registers. You’ll notice
that they are initialized-a no-charge fea-
ture provided by the ETS Monitor.

SEE THOSE STONES SHATTER
Doing the article has been a blast. Phar

tap’s TNT ETS is a perfect companion for
theseriousembedded-application program-
mer.

The inherent flexibility of the replace-
able-modulearchitecturemakesETSa  must-
have for any embedded-application pro-
gramming. If that in itself is not enough, the
documentation and technical support are
without compromise.

The TNT ETS is another powerful devel-
opment tool that supports my premise-it

doesn’t have to be complicated to be
embedded. APC.EPC

Special thanks to Marty Bakal and Jim

Phillips at ETS Support for supplying the

blasting caps. Also, thanks go out to Scoti

Cope/and at Grammar Engine for check-

ing the fuse when it got short!

Fred Eady has over 19 years’ experience

as a systems engineer. He has worked with

computers and communication systems

large and small, simple and complex. His

forte is embedded-systems design andcom-

munications. Fred may be reached at

edtp@ddi.  digital. net.
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425 Very Useful

426  Moderate ly  Usefu l

427  Not  Usefu l

RIGEL Corporation introduces its newest line of boards,
the CANABLEsrT”.  Our 8 and 18-bit  CAN-ABLEtTM)  boards

are designed for immediate placement into a
Controller Area Network.

The RMB167-CRI  features the Siemens SAB C167-CR
processor, and includes : an RS232 serial port, 111 I/O bits,

five 16-bit  timers, 20MHz system clock, built-in CAN
interface, 4 channels of PWM, upto  1 MB of FLASH memory

and upto IMB of SRAM.
THE RIGEL DIFFERENCE
All of our boards uxne  with:
Machine screw  sockets
Power on LED
All system signals

and I/O available
on headers

Sample programs
Circuit diagrams
Assembly language

IDE software
READS

Our entire line of
boards are
programmable in
Assembly, “C”,
and Forth.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT OUR WEB SITE

http://vww.rigelcorp.com
or contact us at

RIGEL Corporation,
PO BOX 90040, GAINESVILLE, FL 32607

Telephone (352) 373-4629 FAX(352) 373-l 786
sales@rigelcorp.com
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Tools

Jeff Bachiochi

Part 2:
PCB Layout-
Time to Place
the Donuts

needed a wheel-

amount of brush I had
to move was more than I

was willing to carry by hand.
I started with the downed branches.

Some large limbs required a chainsaw.
Finally, clear of most of the movable
obstacles. I brought in the mower to
cut down the tall grass and small brush.

Having the right tools enabled me to
clean up this eyesore in one weekend. I
couldn’t have managed without them.

This month, I’ll discuss tools of a
different sort-the PCB tools available
to us thanks to the spread of PCs. Al-
though many high-powered programs
cost thousands, lower-cost PCB pack
ages are well within everyone’s reach.

Like the schematic-capture packages
I discussed last month, PCB layout
software has three distinct pieces-the
parts library, the layout editor, and the
postprocessor. Layout editors vary the
most among manufacturers because
they may include some high-powered
and expensive options like autorouting.

OF TAPE AND DONUTS
After hours of sketching parts’ place-

ments, I’d fit the necessary boundaries
of the proposed PCB outline. The frus-
tration level was high as unworkable
layouts were crumbled and tossed.

I try to remember the good side-
once the layout worked on paper, it was
easy. I just had to follow the sketch to
lay down a little tape and a few donuts.

For the final phase, I cleared off the
light table (a backlit drafting table) and
placed a gridded mylar sheet on top to
keep the tape on grid.

I worked on a 2x artwork. The do-
nuts or pads were selected by their

outside diameters. The pad’s diameter
was based on the part’s lead, associated
hole size, and leaving sufficient meat
around the hole so the part had ad-
equate pad area for a solder joint.

Pads for each pin of every part stuck
onto the mylar. I checked each part’s
footprint for interference between
parts when the PCB was assembled.

Since all parts were two times real
size, it was easy to place the pads with
a high degree of accuracy. Once all the
parts’ pads were placed on the mylar,
the taper began laying down intercon-
nections. He chose the appropriate
width 2x tape and physically connected
the pads according to the layout sketch.

Most PCB boards were single sided,
so it made sense to spend a lot of time
on parts placement since the traces
could not cross one another. When a
component’s pad on one side of a trace
needed to get to a component on the
other side [see Figure l), a jumper or
O-R resistor bridged the existing trace.

This added parts and labor cost. If
one part could be repositioned to serve
as the jumper, it saved money. With
double-sided and multilayer boards,
this process became less critical.

LAYER IT ON
It was common practice to use

multiple sheets of mylar for the differ-
ent layers of artwork-the silkscreen
outlined all the physical parts, a drill
pattern held all the through-hole pads
(e.g., one drill layer per pair of routing
layers), and routing (from one to many,
usually in pairs). Each routing layer
carried connections either vertically or
horizontally, and a change in direction
(i.e., a corner) used an arc or a 45”
angle to reduce signal reflections.

I’ve known some incredibly fast
tapers. Laying tape in layers reminds
me of how cartoons are made. The
background and foreground are painted
on separate layers, so they can move
independently.

A 2x artwork was reduced by photo-
graphic means to lx positives. This
reduced alignment and registration
errors by 50%. Can you imagine trying
to place a lx 50-mil  pad and 8mil
trace with any accuracy? Next, films
were sent to a PCB manufacturer for
prototypes and/or production boards.
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ENTER CAD
Years ago, I was embarrassed when

the only way I could show off a good
computer was to use the latest word
processor or game. Today’s CAD tools
change this. They use computing
power to the max. They’re far from
perfect, but they save time and money.

PCB layout process hasn’t changed,
but the tools sure have. Let’s look at
the basics for designing a layout using
a CAD program as a parallel to the
hand-sketched and -taped artwork.

PARTS LIBRARY
The parts library is by far the most

important part of the PCB layout pack-
age. A schematic-capture package with
complementary PCB layout tools has
many links that define how a sche-
matic part translates into a footprint
part on a new PCB layout.

The postprocessing of the sche-
matic drawing prepares a netlist  file
for the PCB layout program. Here’s
where you must make sure your two
programs are compatible.

Don’t assume all the translations
are handled perfectly. Pay attention to
the way the schematic part’s pin is
numbered and how it relates to the
PCB part’s footprint. E, B, and C of a
transistor are not always 1, 2, and 3 on
the physical part. For example, the 78-
series positive and negative regulators
are physically pinned out differently
(see Figure 21,  even though they can
use the same footprint.

Like schematic libraries, parts li-
braries come well-stocked with the
basic parts needed for any simple PCB.
More expensive packages have exten-
sive libraries from many of the leading
parts manufacturers.

However, you always have to build
special parts. The parts library can be
as simple or complex as you need.

Full BOM (bill of materials) infor-
mation can be stored with each part
name if you wish to create a PCB with-
out first using a schematic-capture
program (PCB without a netlist)  and
still track the parts. On-the-fly change,
add, and delete commands let you
create a PCB with parts and connec-
tions from scratch.

Using separate mylar layers to hold
different information on the old hand-

taped artworks was the key to creating
successful CAD artworks. A typical
double-sided PCB for through-hole
parts (not SMT) may have four layers-
a silkscreen, soldermask (used for both
top and bottom masks), top routing,
and bottom routing. Once each layer is
defined, the CAD program places the
right data with its associated layer.

The decal or footprint for each part
is defined by creating separate entities
(i.e., lines, pads, and text) and placing
them on predefined layers. When I
define a new part’s decal, I start with
the part’s pad definition.

Measure the part’s dimensions to
get the physical pin-to-pin relation-
ships. The pin’s cross section gives the
necessary hole size and outer pad di-
ameter. Give the hole size -10 mils
beyond the actual pin measurement.
This extra space depends on the fit you
want the assembled parts to have.

If you have a spec sheet on the part,
use the suggested hole size. Also check
the pin-size tolerance, so you won’t be
caught when the next batch of parts
comes in with slightly thicker pins.

Pads can be many different shapes,
but the most common are round or
square. Each layer-top, bottom, and
inner (if needed for multilayer)-must
have a pad definition.

Pads for surface-mount parts are
unique. They’re normally rectangular
and are defined for only the top layer
since they don’t have through holes.

Unlike a through-hole PCB, where
the solder pads are identical on both
sides, the SMT PCB has a separate
soldermask for the top and bottom
layers. The soldermask prevents solder
bridging by covering all but the solder
pads with a nonstick mask.

The thickness of the donut or pad
around the hole should be a minimum
of -10 mils or the same width as the
traces I’m connecting to it. Power
traces require a wider pad to reduce the
drop across it and maintain a higher
mechanical bond (heavier parts).

After sizing and placing the pads in
the footprint (make sure they’re num-
bered the same as the schematic), draw
the silkscreen decal on the schematic
layer along with any text (e.g., mark
pin 1 with a 1 or a dot, or a + for the
polarity of a capacitor).

4
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Figure l-Sing/e-sided boards need additional thought
to eliminate unwanted components.

Since parts like resistors come in
different sizes, the resistor part name
can be linked to a number of alternate
part decals. The netlist doesn’t include
data on the physical size of a part-
only how it’s connected to other parts.

So, the PCB designer must pay at-
tention to the schematic notations to
determine the correct part decal. Once
all the parts are defined in the library,
continue on with parts positioning.

PCB LAYOUT
Most designs have a predefined PCB

size. You have to fit all ten pounds
inside the proverbial five-pound sack.

You begin the second phase by
defining the outside board dimensions
and any necessary mounting holes.
The layout editor simplifies this job.
Draw the boundaries, and then cut,
push, and pull them until you’ve got
the right size and shape.

It’s helpful to have a laser printer.
Print out a lx artwork of the board
outline and mounting holes. Cut out
the board and place it in your enclo-
sure so you can check the actual fit
and location of the mounting holes.
Any errors seen here are much easier
to fix before any traces are laid.

Next, read in the netlist created by
the schematic-capture package. This
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list pulls parts from your parts libraries
and places them one on top of another
at the origin (i.e., 0,O grid intersection]
of your PCB outline.

Some PCB layout packages have an
autoplace module that spreads the parts
out on a predetermined x-y grid. Al-
though it’s useful in totally digital
designs where the parts are similar in
size, most designs have parts of radi-
cally varying sizes. I prefer to find the
best placement (thank you very much).

When you move a part to a free
location on the PCB, notice how con-
nections to other parts stretch (rubber-
band). You can easily see where the
shortest connections are by moving a
part around on the PCB and paying
attention to the rubberbanding.

Jockey the parts around until you
find the best possible placement. It’s a
whole lot easier than sketching lay-
outs with a paper and pencil.

Place decoupling capacitors on the
ends of all the ICs to keep trace lengths
as short as possible. Keep input and
feedback components as close to am-
plifiers’ inputs as possible. Keep com-
ponents for analog and digital circuitry
separate.

Once you’re happy with the parts
layout, print out another copy to check
connector placement and areas where
component height might be a problem.

AUTOROUTE
Every manufacturer likes to brag

about their autorouter. I rarely use
them because they slap down traces
without letting me critique. If it does a
dumb thing, I don’t get to slap its hand.

Use a part’s pin to change layers if
possible. This reduces the number of
vias (i.e., unsupported holes). Although
a via isn’t a problem, it’s one more hole
to drill and it all adds up.

Sure, I can clear the slate, alter the
parameter it used, and rerun it. But,
you can spend a lot of time fine-tuning
the rules and rerunning a job. And, it
isn’t always clear why the router made
the choices it did. It’s usually a combi-
nation of factors.

Keeping horizontal routes on one
layer and vertical routes on another
increases the usable area per layer. But,
no matter how you route it, there are
times you can eliminate vias by run-
ning counter to the established direc-
tion for that layer. This is OK unless it
cuts off a major throughway needed by
other connections.

Most of my designs are fewer than Some layout packages include inter-
50 parts on a board less than 25 in.*, so active routing, which I think is more
I like to route the connections myself. important than autorouting. With

I start with the power and ground interactive routing, you can drag a
connections. When a design has more connection through the area you want
than two layers, a set of layers can be and the route is automatically placed.
used as power and ground planes. Push-and-shove routing forces pre-

This technique has two advantages. placed routes off to the side, so you
First, it removes the burden of wasting can squeeze a new route right through
precious routing space on power and the middle.

78xx

Gnd
Input Output

Input
Gnd Output

TO-220 Plastic Package

Figure 2-The same footprint may be used here.
However, the pin numbers must  match those in the
schematic-created netlist.

ground. Secondly, the planes act as a
capacitor, reducing the need for bypass
capacitors on every IC.

The biggest disadvantage is the extra
cost for the PCB. Making a multilayer
(i.e., >2 layers) board is like making
multiple double-sided boards and glu-
ing them together. But, that’s a whole
other story.

Without power and ground planes,
the power and ground traces (normally
wider than signal traces) need to be
placed first. Often, with minor reposi-
tioning of some parts, I can lay in a
fairly straight gridwork.

If all this sounds easy, it can be.
However, your machine’s speed and
available RAM determine how well
these functions operate. Be sure to try
out these important features before
you plunk down any cash.

And, prepare for a lot of mouse
clicking. Every function entails end-
less pointing and clicking. Most pack-
ages have special key combinations
that replace clicking through pull-
down menus.

One thing Windows has accom-
plished (good or bad) is that the pro-
grams are becoming similar in look
and feel. These days, it’s clever pro-
gramming which sets off one package
from another-not their looks.

Once fully routed, pay attention to
the silkscreen layer. The part designa-
tions are usually every which way,
depending on the placement rotation.

Choose an orientation for the PCB,
and rotate or move all the designations
so they are near their respective com-
ponents and in the correct orientation.
Avoid placing any silkscreen informa-
tion on top of a hole or via because the
ink disappears into the hole and can
cause solder problems.

Documentation you may wish to
include might be the board name or
stock number, company name, and
revision number. It’s also a good idea
to include some kind of layer designa-
tion on routing layers (e.g., component
side, solder side, ground plane, power
place, or just a number).

If you can afford the space, leave
room for labeling jumpers. Jumper
documentation is greatly appreciated
by those who come after you. I hate
looking up jumper configurations!

POSTPROCESSING
If we’d actually hand-taped a cir-

cuit, at this point, we’d need to visit
the photo house to get lx positive
artworks for fabricating the board.
With the CAD software, we can de-
liver or modem the files to them for
photoploting.

In fact, in many cases today, this
step is skipped entirely. Fab houses
can take the photoplot files and make
the product without films-which can
save big dollars. Postprocessing pre-
pares these files and more.
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Once routing has taken place, test
your masterpiece. Although autorout-
ing never (ha ha) disobeys any rules
and creates errors, we humans might
introduce a mistake here or there. So,
it’s wise to do a few checks.

First, run a connectivity check that
compares your layout to the input
netlist files and points out any discrep-
ancies (e.g., an unrouted connection or
a misconnected  pin).

The second test I run is a spacing
violation check, which can get confus-
ing since there are rules for minimum
spacing between everything (e.g., holes,
pads, traces, corners, lines, text, board
outline, etc.).

Since netlists don’t carry informa-
tion on parts placement and special
connectivity concerns, here’s where
you don’t want to leave things up to a
machine. Sometimes, just connecting
parts in the same net isn’t good enough.
They need to connect in a particular
fashion (e.g., controlled impedance or
multiple grounds).

Keeping analog and digital grounds
separate is a must. However, they do
need to be connected together at one
point. To the CAD program, they are
either connected or not. If you say they
are, then the autorouter connects them
anywhere, and the chances of a good
choice here are nil to slight.

I add a small two-pin connector on
the original schematic in which the
grounds are connected one to each side.
When the part is placed, I can easily
control where the connection is made.
I can place a small copper trace be-
tween the two pins or leave them to be
connected physically by a shorting
jumper placed on the pins later. The
copper shows up as an error you can
choose to disregard.

CAM (computer aided manufactur-
ing) tools are the bridge to fabrication.
The industry standard here is the Ger-
ber photoplot file structure. Essentially,
it describes how to move an x-y head
and apply a tool-in our case, to open
and close specially shaped apertures
between a laser and the work surface.

The files are created by selecting
items on various layers of the PCB
layout. The selected items (or more
accurately, how to draw the selected
items) are all included in the file.

It’s wise to also build print files of
the same items. A printed picture is
worth a thousand bad PCBs, if you get
my drift.

There are Gerber photoplot viewers
and editors available for checking the
actual photoplot files. I find this pru-
dent insurance against a bad file, but
with a bit of confidence, a print file
should do the job.

Along with each photoplot file is an
associated aperture report file-a list of
the aperture sizes and shapes necessary
to plot the photoplot file. Each aper-
ture is given a position number match-
ing that in the photoplot file.

NOW WHAT?
Getting your circuitry produced in

fiberglass is relatively easy. You might
wish to use a PCB prototype house to
produce a few PCBs.

Prototypes often don’t have silk-
screen or soldermask and are intended
to be used for testing. However, today’s
prototyping houses get you excellent
quality at very reasonable cost.

It’s well within everyone’s means to
get a real board made instead of hand-
wiring one or two boards. Check the
back pages of your favorite magazine
(hint) or other electronic periodicals
for some contacts.

I’ve barely scratched the surface on
creating a PCB layout using CAD tools.
But, I hope I have taken a bit of the
mumbo jumbo out of using CAD soft-
ware and have enticed you into trying
it out. For a source list of PCB layout
tools, see last month’s column.

If you want me to expand on any of
these areas or even give an overview of
what happens at the fab house, drop
me a line. Your ideas are always appre-
ciated. q

/eff Bachiochi (pronounced “BAH-key-
AH-key”) is an electrical engineer on
Circuit Cellar INKS engineering staff.
His background includes product
design and manufacturing. He may be
reached at jeff.bachiochi@circellar.com.
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Powerful Tools,
Reasonably Priced.

$199.00" s.. .
Supports EPROMs to 128K x8
27C64 to 27COlO (1MEG)
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$249.oou.s.
Supports EPROMs to 512K x8
27C64 to 27CO40  (4MEG)

l Powerful PC software tools

l Full screen & command line modes

l Supports all data formats

l Software configurable

4 85nS  access time standard, 35nS optional

.@ 32 PIN PLCC adapters $65.00

.# 3.3V  version, operates at both 3.3V  and 5V

l Memory backup feature

l High-speed downloading (LPTl-3)  with

error checking and correction

l Non-intrusive CMOS LP design

l Chain up to 8 units -any configuration

l Compact size in hard protective case

l 1 year warranty & free software upgrades

l Discounts on 2+  units

5224 Blowers St. Halifax, NS Canada
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T o l l  F r e e  i n  N o r t h  A m e r i c a
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Motorola
Lights
ColdFire Tom Cantrell

’ front is a full-time job,
what with dozens of architectures and
suppliers competing for attention.
Things happen quickly, making un-
pleasant surprises for the unwary.

Only a year ago, the AMD 29k,
enjoying great success in the laser-
printer market and backed with a broad
spectrum of chips and tools, resided
near the top of the design-in contend-
ers list. Suddenly, AMD decided to
“Dr. Jack” the apparently suffering
(from limited internal design resources
given the ‘x86 focus) CPU. Overnight,
the 29k went from riches to rags, no
doubt widowing more than a few sys-
tem designs along the way.

Other RISC suitors mourned the
untimely demise of their fallen com-
rade-for about a nanosecond. Hey, life
is for the living and who cares if it
isn’t good form to ask the widow for a
date at the funeral.

Those chasing the 29k estate had
better keep one eye over their shoul-
der, though. A new and formidable
suitor has come a-calling.

NEW KID IN TOWN
Actually, Motorola has been mak-

ing ColdFire CPUs for some time,
working on a custom basis with pre-
mier printer customer HP. (In fact, HP
has licensed the core for internal use.)

What’s new is-coincidental with
the latest internal Motorola reorgani-

Figure l--The ColdFire  programmer’s mode/ is almost
exactly the same as the 684 composed of eight data
and eight address registers. One difference is, although
ColdFire  retains fhe 68k  user/supervisor privilege
scheme, only one stack pointer (A7) is provided.

zation-ColdFire  is taking its place in
the 32-bit lineup squarely between the
68k and PowerPC.

The need for a product to fill the
‘ISC gap is driven by the emergence of
low price ($lO-2O),  consumer- and
controller-oriented 32-bit RISCs  like
the ARM, Hitachi ‘SH, MIPS-deriva-
tives from LSI Logic, IDT, and others.
These chips are up to the task of com-
peting with the aging 68k portfolio.

Meanwhile, bet-the-farm stakes on
the desktop are propelling the Power-
PC inexorably toward performance at
any price.

The result is a widening and poten-
tially threatening gap between the
commodity CISC “controllers” and
expensive RISC “computers.”

Be warned that the arrival of Cold-
Fire in the market and the need for
Motorola to juggle three different ar-
chitectures necessitates nimble (to put
it politely) marketing. Motorola touts
ColdFire as a “revolutionary RISC,”
while competitors claim it’s neither
revolutionary nor a RISC.

Ultimately, the datasheet specs, not
PR spin, tell the whole story. So, check
it out and decide for yourself.

C_ _
The ColdFire architecture certainly

achieves a level of truth in advertising
in calling itself a RISC. Strictly speak
ing, the instruction set is reduced,
since it’s a subset of the 68k.

Indeed, 681~  users will be instantly
familiar with the ColdFire architecture
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Figure P-Though the first
parts  are focused af fhe low
end @W-20),  Motorola plans
fo enhance ColdFire  clock
rafe,  archifecfure,  and cache
in the future.

shown in Figure 1.
Essentially, Motorola
simply took out the
more complicated
and rarely-generated-
by-compiler instruc-
tions, data types, and
addressing modes.
Switching from mi-
crocode to hardwire  control with a
four-stage pipeline speeds the stream-
lined instructions.

Though few may grieve over the
passing of BCD and bitfield  support,
the trimming also includes stalwarts
such as RO L / RO R (rotate) and the tran-
sistor hungry D I V (divide).

Despite the downsizing, competi-
tors will likely point out that this 68k-
on-a-diet meets few-if any-of the
original technical requirements of
RISC. For instance, RISC traditionally
calls for lots (typically 32 or more) of
registers, while Coldfire offers only the
68k complement of 16. Furthermore,
RISC registers are supposed to be gen-
eral purpose, while Coldfire, as the 68k
before, splits the register set into ad-
dress and data functions.

Traditionally, RISCs  use the load-
and-store concept in which instruc-
tions operate only on registers while
memory is only accessed by load-and-
store instructions. ColdFire axes load
and store since instructions can oper-
ate directly on memory.

A final, though perhaps less contro-
versial, departure from RISC dogma is
the fact that ColdFire instructions can
be one, two, or three 16-bit words.
Compared to the traditional fixed
32-bit instructions of RISC, ColdFire
achieves better code density, according
to Motorola.

Motorola isn’t the first to raise code
density as an issue (the Hitachi ‘SH
and ARM Thumb come to mind). It
doesn’t matter much on the desktop,
where it seems to take 16 MB to boot
no matter what CPU you’re using.

However, in the cost-driven embedded
world, code density may be a big deal.

I say “may” because the jury is-
and should be-still out on this one.
First, the truth of the matter must be
decided, given the analysis is compli-
cated by the usual benchmark and
compiler caveats. Second, the overall
impact must be assessed for a particu-
lar application.

For instance, the cost of memory
continues to decline. Any code density
difference might simply be hidden in
ever-chunkier memory granularity. On
the other hand, denser code squeezes
more mileage from on-chip cache,
achieving a higher hit rate per a given
capacity.

CACHE ME IF YOU CAN
Speaking of cache, this is another

area where conventional wisdom can
and should be questioned. Once again,
it’s an issue where truth must be de-
termined and the impact assessed.

The truth is that the degree to
which cache has been dissected in the
computer world is counterbalanced by
a nearly complete lack of research on
proper cache organization for embed-
ded systems.

Should the cache be unified or sepa-
rate for instructions and data? How
much cache is required and, if sepa-
rate, what’s the instruction/data split?
Direct-mapped or set-associative and
how many sets? Line size? Write-back
or write-through? Coherency?

At this point, I don’t think anyone
really knows the answers, so there’s a
lot of variation across the spectrum of

embedded RISCs.  Entry-level chips
may include only a small (or no] cache,
perhaps offering a small scratchpad
RAM instead. High-end chips often
feature the huge and complicated
caches more typically associated with
a computer than a controller.

More than the “right” instruction
set, the best chip for a given applica-
tion is likely the one with the “right”
cache organization.

Such variability can be seen even
within the ColdFire lineup as shown
in Figure 2. The lean-and-mean (16-bit
bus, 100 pin) 5204 relies on a simple
5 12.byte  direct-mapped instruction
cache combined with an instruction-
or data-capable 5 I2-byte RAM.

Meanwhile, the more powerful
(32.bit  bus, 160 pin) 5202 features a
rather hefty 2 KB unified four-way set-
associative nonblocking (i.e., “hit

JTAG Interface

bl

Figure 3-The 5202 (a) is the baseline Coldfire  CPU,
while fhe 5204 (b) and 5206 (c) cut cache size in favor
of integrated /IO and sysfem logic.
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under miss”) cache with a
variety of programmable fea-
tures, including write-back
versus write-through, cache
locking, and write buffer. As
Figure 2 shows, ever larger
caches are expected to accom-
pany future architectural en-
hancements.

Taking a quick look at the
chips announced so far, the
5102 is intended as a bridge for
existing 68k customers. As
such, it’s provided with the
otherwise-missing ‘040 instruc-
tions and addressing modes for
complete binary compatibility
with existing software. The
idea is to get existing 68k code
running on a 5 102,  establishing
a solid hardware base for future
software migration.

Photo l--This 5204 die ~hofo  proves  that  loqic  svnfhesis  is becoming as
viable as a main&earn  design  technique. - .

In turn, the 5206 (see Figure 3c)
Those prepared to abandon the past builds on the 5204 with 32.bit  data

should skip directly to the 5202 which bus, glueless DRAM interface, and
dispenses with the 68k baggage. As something called the M-Bus, which is
shown in Figure 3a, the 5202 combines apparently-I don’t have any details
the CPU with the previously described yet-intended to accommodate some
2-KB unified cache, dynamic sizing (8, or all of the popular clock-serial inter-
16, 32 bit) bus controller, debug mod- faces like PC, Microwire, and Motor-
ule, and JTAG interface. ola’s own SPI.

If you prefer more I/O and less CPU, Expect Motorola (and big custom-
the 5204 shown in Figure 3b and Photo ers) to easily and quickly spin new
I combines the cost-reduced cache- application-oriented ColdFires. Like
plus-RAM setup mentioned earlier, a the 68k before (and unlike the Power-
I6-bit  bus, and a typical lineup of inte- PC), the ColdFire core can be inte-
grated I/O including timers, UARTs, grated into Motorola’s large library of
and PIO, among other things. well-proven peripheral functions.

Command Mnemonic Description CPU Impact

Read A/D Reg. RAREGiRDREG

Write A/D Reg. WAREG/WOREG

Read Memory Location READ

Write Memory Location WRITE

Dump Memory Block DUMP

Fill Memory Block

Resume Execution

No Operation
Read Control Reg.
Write Control Reg.
Read Debug Reg.
Write Debug Reg.

FILI

G O

NOP
RCREG
WCREG
RDMREG
WDMREG

Table l-Background Debug Mode (BDM)  offers a set of basic commands that allow a development system fo
establish control over the CPU. ln the CPU lmpacf column, “Halted”  means that  the  CPU must be ha/fed fo perform
this command, “Steal” indicates that  the command generates bus cycles  which can be interleaved wifh CPU
accesses, and “Parallel” means that  the command is execufed  in parallel wifh  CPU activity.

Halted

Halted

Steal

Steal

Steal

Steal

Halted

Parallel
Halted
Halted
Halted
Halted

Read selected address or data register and return
result via serial interface

Data operand is written to specified address or data
register

Read sized data at memory location specified by the
longword  address

Write operand data to memory location specified by
the longword  address

Use in conjunction with READ to dump large blocks
of memory. An initial READ sets up the starting
address of the block and retrieves the first result.
Subsequent operands are retrieved with DUMP.

Use in conjunction with WRITE to fill large blocks of
memory An initial WRITE sets up the starting
address of the block and supplies the first operand.
Subsequent operands are written with FILL.

The pipeline is flushed and refilled before resuming
instruction execution at the current PC

Null command
Read the system control register
Write the operand data to the system control register
Read the Debug Module register
Write the operand data to the Debug Module register

PIN DE BUG DOWN
Systems-on-a-chip are a

great idea, until debug time
rolls around. There’s no room
between the transistors for a
scope or analyzer, not to men-
tion the cold coffee, stale mun-
chies, and dog-eared copies of
INK that litter my bench.

Actually, humor is probably
the best way to cope with
what’s actually a pretty grim
situation. Indeed, emulation
and debugging problems have
been embedded RISC’s dirty
little secret from day one.

Cache is one major culprit
since the better it works, the
less you can monitor activity
from outside. In the extreme
case (i.e., approaching 100%

hit rate), the chip won’t disclose any-
thing about what’s going on inside.
Typically, the solution is to debug
with the cache disabled, and then turn
it on and hope that the timing changes
and cache-management software aren’t
too hard to fix.

The problem gets worse with the
inexorable growth of on-chip buses and
functions. For instance, an on-chip
DMAC could be performing an I/O
transfer in parallel with all the other
activity. The climbing number and
speed of the signals to be tracked com-
bined with the proliferation of chips
and packages renders the historical
bondout emulation-chip approach
infeasible.

Recognizing the real-world chal-
lenges developers face, ColdFire goes
further than perhaps any other CPU-
RISC or CISC-in addressing the prob-
lem. It’s to Motorola’s credit that they
devote significant die real estate to
debug instead of more esoteric archi-
tectural features.

Taking a divide-and-conquer ap-
proach, ColdFire provides a variety of
debug aids and regimes matching the
various phases of hardware and soft-
ware debug.

Current 68k users are likely famil-
iar with the Background Debug Mode
(BDM) scheme introduced on later
members of that family. ColdFire car-
ries the BDM concept forward with
minor modifications.
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Essentially, BDM provides the equi-
valent of a small ROM monitor in
hardware with a special three-wire
clock serial I/O port (instead of the
usual UART) handling the host com-
munication. The principle is that,
relying on a “smart” host (i.e., PC or
workstation), only the few simple
commands shown in Table 1, such as
read/write memory, read/write control
register, and GO, are needed to estab-
lish complete control.

Implementation of the monitor
function in hardware rather than CPU
software means none of the target
address space is consumed and the
monitor and application needn’t con-
tend for shared resources like inter-
rupts. Furthermore, unlike the typical
software monitor, BDM allows a de-
gree of overlap between application
and debug operations. For instance, the
debugger can read or write memory by
stealing a few cycles from, rather than
completely halting, the processor.

A software monitor’s breakpoint
function is typically limited to jam-
ming a trap at the break address and
thus is limited to catching instruction
fetches from RAM. By contrast, Cold-
Fire includes a full complement of
hardware breakpoints including in-
struction address, data address, and
data value.

Far from simple address compara-
tors, the breakpoint scheme is quite
complex and powerful. A wide variety
of break conditions is configurable
since qualifiers (e.g., address, transfer
type, transfer size, etc.) can be masked
and logically inverted (i.e., trap on an
address or data within or outside a
range).

The conditions are organized in
programmable two-level hierarchy,
allowing precise targeting of ornery
code. For example, you can configure
the debug module to break on the
instruction fetch from address x that
follows a data transfer at address y.

These are all well and good, but
they don’t solve the problem of tracing
real-time activity in the cache. Motor-
ola adds yet another resource in the
form of 8 pins comprising 4 bits of
processor status and 4 bits of debug
data pumped out synchronous with
the CPU clock.

PST[B:O]  Definition

0000 Continue execution
0001 Execute an instruction
0010 Reserved
0011 Entry into user mode
W&l Execute Pul se instruction

Execute taken branch
0110 Reserved
0111 Execute RTE instruction
1000 Transfer 1 -byte on ddata
1001 Transfer 2-byte on ddata
1010 Transfer 3-byte on ddata
1011 Transfer 4-byte on ddata
1100 Exception processing’
1101 Emulator-mode entry

exception processing’
1110 Processor stops, waits for

interrupt’
1111 Processor is halted’

‘These encodings are asserted for
multiple cycles.

Table 2-For real-time trace with cache enabled, the
4-bit Processor Status (PST) bus tracks CPU activity
every clock cycle. A separate 4-M Debug Data
(DDA  TA) bus outputs critical internal address and
operand info.

Obviously, you can’t shovel lOO+
MBps  of internal bandwidth out a few
pins. Here, reliance on a smart host
provides the key, particularly in the
sense that it has full and accurate
knowledge of the application code.

Thus, there’s no need to see every
twiddling bit of internal address or
opcode. Carried to the extreme, the
host should be able to figure out what’s
going on knowing little more than an
instruction is being fetched, a branch
is being taken, or an exception is oc-
curring. As shown in Table 2, these
basics are easily encoded on the four
status pins.

One big gotcha with the scheme is
computed branches (e.g., a C case
statement) in which the target is dy-
namically computed (and thus not
known a priori by the host). Knowing
the CPU took a branch doesn’t help
much if you don’t know where it went!

Here, the data port comes into play,
dumping the target address out in
four-bit chunks. To prevent real-time
bottlenecks, the connection between
the CPU and data port is buffered
with a two-entry (each up to 32 bits]
FIFO.

The status and data ports are also
made accessible to software debug
schemes. The ColdFire P u 1 s e instruc-
tion drives a predefined code ($4) onto
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With Cimetrics’ g-Bit PLAN you can link together up to 250 of the most popular 8- and
16-bit microcontrollers (8051,8OC196,  80C186EB/EC, 68HC11, 68HCi 6,68332, I
PICI 6C74).

Tha g-Bit yLAN is:
b Fast- A high speed (62.5k  baud) multidrop

master/ slave RS-485 network

F Flexible- Compatible with your
microcontrollers

b Reliable- Robust 16-bit CRC and sequence
number error checking

. Eflicient- Low microcontroller resource
requirements (uses your chip’s built-in serial
port)

F friendly- Simple-to-use C and assembly
language software libraries, with demonstration
programs

. Complete- Includes network software,
network monitor, and RS-485 hardware

. Standard-The g-Bit $AN is an asynchronous
adaptation of IEEE 1118

etrics
TECHNOLOGY

e-mail: info@cimetrics.com
55 Temple Place l Boston, MA 02111-1300 l Ph 617.350.7550 l Fx 617.350.7552
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the status bus, useful for generating an
external trigger signal. The W D DATA
(Write Debug Data) instruction
generates the same trigger and also
funnels an 8, 16-, or 32-bit operand
out the data port.

If that’s not enough, ColdFire also
includes a JTAG port. This IEEE stan-
dard defines a simple clock-serial-port
mechanism to set or interrogate the
level on a chip’s pins. JTAG-enabled
chips can be connected in a daisy chain
allowing major portions of a board’s
functionality to be checked out with-
out resorting to the “bed of nails” type
testers.

Since JTAG is most useful during
initial hardware checkout and produc-
tion board test rather than ongoing
development and debug, the JTAG and
BDM clocked serial ports are multi-
plexed to the same pins.

Figure 4-Whether  it’s a R/SC
or a C/SC, ColdFire  appears fo
deliver excellent bang for the
buck (i.e.,  MIPS/transistor).

your evaluation in
either direction.
Those who dismiss
ColdFire as a made-
over CISC are mak-

ing as big a mistake as those who’d
buy it just because it’s labeled RISC.

The fact is, ColdFire seems like a
very well-balanced and -positioned
piece of work, not falling into the trap
of ignoring the basics (like debug) in a
frenzy to adopt the latest whizzy fea-
ture. At the same time, Figure 4 dem-
onstrates that pragmatism doesn’t
necessarily make for a pokey CPU.

Just remember-price, performance,
delivery, tools, support, and business
relationships are ultimately far more
important than architectural name-
calling and petty religious wars. In the
things that matter most, ColdFire
packs a lot of power. (&I

RISC t CISC q CRISC?
I’d fault Motorola more for calling

ColdFire a RISC, except that the term
has already been rendered meaningless
by others. Step by step, each succes-
sive RISC has departed from the origi-
nal minimalist dogma.

The fact that ColdFire dismisses
not some or even most but in fact
practically every tenet of RISC can
simply be viewed as the culmination
of the trend. Ironically, maybe the
“most revolutionary” RISC is indeed a
CISC.

The other reason a little exaggera-
tion can be overlooked is that most
savvy designers (i.e., INK readers) know
that all the ‘KC hoopla has little to do
with getting a real-world product out
the door. Don’t let the PR excess cloud

Tom Cantrell has been working on
chip, board, and systems design and
marketing in Silicon Valley for more
than ten years. He may be reached by
E-mail at tom,cantrell@circellar.com,
by telephone at (510) 657-0264,  or by
fax at (510) 657-5441.

ColdFire
Motorola, Inc.
High Performance Embedded

System Div.
6501 William Cannon Dr. W
Austin, TX 787358598
(512) 891-2000
Fax: (5121891-2943
http://www.mot.com/hpesd/
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The Circuit Cellar BBS
300/l  2001240019600/14.4k  bps
24 hours/7 days a week
(860) 871-1988-Four incoming lines
Internet E-mail: sysop@circellar.com

The following message threads may be obtained in their entirety
either from the BBS or on disk. See “Article Software”  at the end of
this co/urr~n  for more information.

Opto-coupler detector
The first thread this month starts with what looks like a

simple question. The caller wants to build a circuit that
generates a SO/SO  square wave from an AC signal, using
only an opto-coupler and some resistors. He’s already built
the circuit, but using proper current limiter resistors, the
square wave has a duty cycle closer to 40/60.

People quickly come to the conclusion that it isn’t pos-
sible using just resistors. After getting some good sugges-
tions from others, the original caller mentions that the
square wave’s edges need to coincide with the zero cross-
ings and the phases must match.

Several more very complete answers spell out a number
of excellent solutions, but none produce a perfect 50% duty
cycle. This is a very well reasoned thread that nicely dem-
onstrates how a problem that seems simple on the surface
can end up being quite complicated.

GPIB port to parallel printer
I’m sure you’re aware of the old oxymoron “RS-232 stan-

dard.” Just because a device supports RS-232 doesn’t mean
it’s easy to connect to another RS-232 device.

The same can be said of GPIB. In the next thread, a caller
wants to connect a Tektronix TDS520 oscilloscope with a
GPIB interface to a dot matrix printer.

Other callers cite several sources of adapters, some ques-
tionable because they may no longer be in production or
may not work in the application. This leads into some sto-
ries in which different devices equipped with GPIB inter-
faces couldn’t talk to each other due to differences at the
higher application level.

The final message sums it up nicely: “. .the problem is
not so much in the raw communication. It is that the two
ends still speak different ‘languages.“’

Press ‘n’ Peel
In the final summarized thread this month, we cover a

topic that comes up every so often and that Jeff has done a
“From the Bench” column about-making PC boards with a
laser printer.

This time, the caller asks about a product called Press ‘n’
Peel. He’s having a bit of trouble with it, but several other
callers chime in to provide some hints for producing decent-
quality prototype PC boards. It’s certainly not for produc-
tion use, but when you need a quick board to test, it looks
like a good solution.

Home security systems

Msg#:10919
From: Tom Nickel To: All Users

After reading the many articles on home control sys-
tems, you’d think I would have applied some of the technol-
ogy. But....

My home was recently broken into. Whoever it was took
a couple VCRs, some tape decks, musical instrument amp,
and so on. The worst loss was my vintage Les Paul Deluxe
guitar-that’s going to be hard to replace.

So now, this light comes on in my dimly lit brain. “Hey!”
my brain says, “you  need some nifty home security system
stuff for sure!” Of course, I’ve replaced the broken window
in my front door and installed “double-barrel” deadbolts in
the front and back, as well as secured all the windows.

But, I think it would be really neat to have some sort of
ultrasonic detector at the front and rear entrances. Maybe a
speaker at both locations which announces a digitized
warning that a silent alarm will sound. Or, a microcontrol-
ler that keeps track of all the “events” of proximity during
the day. Maybe even a solid-state camera connected to a
video recorder hiding in the house somewhere? At any rate,
has anyone had experience with what techniques are most
effective (and of course, fun to build and use)?

Msg#:11104
From: Henry Schaper  To: Tom Nickel

The best home security system is one that keeps the
burglar away from your home all together. In my case, I use
an X-10 system to turn lights on, off, brighten, and dim as if
someone was at home. Every house around me has been
robbed in the past 15 years I’ve used it. Some several times.
The best feature of using the X-10 system or any home
control system is that it uses the exact same lights you
normally use, not some table lamp that is only on when
you’re away.

Make it a challenge to figure out if anyone is home. Mid-
night Movers Inc. is not in business to work hard or to
think.

A home control system can also give you the needed
central controller for an alarm system in case Midnight
Movers Inc. decides to pay you a visit.
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Msg#:l1259
From: Tom Nickel To: Henry Schaper

Thanks for the advice. But, here’s another thought. I was
talking with a person who sells security systems. He told
me that the majority of residential break-ins are during the
day! And through the front door of the house. That’s what
happened to me-broad daylight, clear sky, nice weather-
in the middle of the afternoon, through the front door. So,
the “turn-on-the-lamp” technique would probably not have
helped during that time of day.

Msg#:ll565
From: Henry Schaper To: Tom Nickel

Good point. It is important to have a good strong front
and back door properly hung to at least slow up the unin-
vited daytime mover. It doesn’t hurt to have the landscap-
ing so it leaves a clear view of all the doors and windows.
Perhaps the cheapest thing is alarm warning stickers, at
outside eye level, on all the windows and doors. You can get
them from Radio Shack. The idea is to always make your
house look harder to get into than your neighbor’s.

The better part of my town is having a problem with
thieves cruising in vans. When they find an open garage,
one person runs into it and takes whatever is handy and of
value. They run it back to the van and quickly drive off.
They hardly even stop. The poor homeowner returns his
mower from mowing the backyard to find his mountain
bike is gone.

Msg#:  11643
From: George Novacek To: Tom Nickel

Years ago, I was in the security business. There are quite
a few books and articles on the subject. In terms of intruder
detection, the most popular are passive infrared detectors
(PIRs).  Ultrasonics went out many years ago. Microwaves
never gained much popularity. In addition, you need door
and window magnetic switches. All these devices can be
purchased. The only area where you might have some fun is
the controller.

The major issue with alarm systems is what do you do
having detected an intruder? At one point, local alarms and
sirens were the most popular solution. But with the over-
abundance of false alarms, they became a nuisance and are
often just ignored. The false alarms are another good reason
why you should not be building your own detection de-
vices, unless you want to antagonize your neighbors and the
local cops.

Today, the majority of systems use a telephone interface
to monitoring stations which register and verify the alarm
and dispatch help. Similar to the cell-phone market, money
is in communications, not the equipment. If you look
around, you will find that some alarm companies will in-
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stall a system in your house for free or a small fee ($lOO-
200) if you sign up for a period of time for monitoring, at
about $20 per month.

It is doubtful any alarm company will monitor your
home-built system, as they are often liable for fines in case
of false dispatches of police. An unmonitored system is just
as useful as those systems many years ago which played a
tape with a barking dog.

Msg#:ll644
From: George Novacek To: Henry Schaper

For the most part, North American homes are a security
joke. You will see homes with strong solid steel doors
flanked by lights or containing windows which take noth-
ing more than a bunch of keys to shatter. The backs of
homes are full of patio doors with great locks and bolts. The
glass needs a simple kick-and don’t worry about the noise
of shattering glass. Some jurisdictions require that the glass
will not shatter for safety reasons (remember, Big Brother
must protect us and the poor criminal from getting cut).
And, there are simple and quick methods to overcome this
problem.

I had a salesman who used to show proud owners of
(commercially available) security doors how easy it was to
get in. It never took him more time than if he had the key.
You’d be surprised how easy it is to tame a vicious dog or
how ridiculous some of the measures that homeowners
take look when viewed by a professional thief.

Using alarm warning stickers is an old trick which could
have been successful at the advent of home security sys-
tems. At that time, quite a few quick-buck artists jumped
on the bandwagon and started producing those labels. Every
self-respecting crook knows who the bona fide alarm com-
panies in the area are. And their employees are strictly
forbidden to give out the stickers unless you buy the sys-
tem.

Msg#:ll690
From: Henry Schaper To: George Novacek

It’s all relative. I’m just interested in my house looking
harder to get into than the competition-my neighbors’
houses. Short of doing a house in poured concrete with no
windows, you can’t keep out a determined crook.

Using stickers is an old trick that will not slow down a
self-respecting crook. That’s fine. However, I would like the
beginners to learn their trade at someone else’s house.

The unfortunate thing about a monitored alarm system
is that by the time the police get there, there is little the
police can do. A self-respecting crook is gone with whatever
he could get away within given the response time. All the
$20 a month gets you is a crime report with the EXACT
time of entry.



Msg#:ll735
From: Tom Nickel To: George Novacek

Thanks (everybody) for the responses. I have been learn-
ing a lot since the incident at my house. I talked with the
crime-prevention division at my local precinct. They had a
lot of good information.

One interesting point they made: an alarm system is
one’s third line of defense. The first being lighting and land-
scaping (i.e., making sure hedges are trimmed-mine are
not-as well as trees, and that there’s discouraging lighting
at night).

The second defense is doors and windows. They recom-
mended Lexan in any door window within 40”  from the
door lock. Glass is the weak point in the home’s security.
Double cylinder deadbolts are discouraged as they “trade
safety for security,” but I used them anyway.

After doors come ground-level windows. A simple pin or
nail can lock the bottom sash to the top sash if they’re wood.
Then basement windows.

Then come the security systems. And, statistically, a
break-in is only 3-5 minutes in length, which is too short a
time for the police to respond. Plus, in my city, one is fined
for having more than two false security alarms per year.

Still, I’d like to install a camera, controller, and video
recorder to see who’s sneaking around the neighborhood
during the day.

Msg#:13094
From: George Novacek To: Henry Schaper

You touched on some very contentious issues of home
security.

1) There are two camps when it comes to alarm and its
annunciation. One group claims that you want bells, sirens,
flashing lights, and what have you to scare the burglar and
get him running. The other camp claims that you want a
silent alarm at a monitoring station, because the panicking
burglar is liable to hurt someone or take a hostage, and it is
more important for the cops to catch him than to scare him
away. (I don’t agree with that. The guy’s out on the street
before a report is filed.)

2) There is a similar division when it comes to alarm
companies’ stickers. Some claim that the would-be burglar
wants no more trouble than absolutely necessary, so he will
avoid premises with alarms. Others claim that the stickers
act as a challenge. Both camps agree that short of the drug-
gies and guys with the IQ of a rubber plant, phony stickers
are tantamount to advertising that you have no protection
at all.

Msg#:l4524
From: Pellervo Kaskinen To: Tom Nickel

Have you already gotten the repeat visit?

When I was in Nashville, an acquaintance of mine was
burglarized. The police advised him to get an alarm system
in a hurry. But, he always did things “right” rather than
rush. So, he was still looking for the best alarm system
when, six days later, the same burglar paid a second visit.

The police and insurance companies informed him that
this is more the pattern than the exception. The burglar
learned something about the available “good stuff” on the
first visit. Maybe even made arrangements to quickly de-
liver it to the pipeline. In any case, while the first time
mainly caused some general damage, the second time there
was a considerable loss of the more valuable stuff.

We invite you to call the Circuit Cellar BBS and exchange
messages and files with other Circuit Cellar readers. It is
available 24 hours a day and may be reached at (860) 871-
1988. Set your modem for 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity,
and 300, 1200,2400, 9600, or 14.4k  bps.

Software for the articles in this and past issues of
Circuit Cellar INK may be downloaded from the
Circuit Cellar BBS free of charge. It is also available on
the Internet at <http://www.circellar.com/>.  For those
with just E-mail access, send a message to info@
circellar.com to find out how to request files through
E-mail.

Message threads summarized at the beginning of
the column are also available on the BBS for at least
six months after they are first posted. The subject line
at the start of each summary matches the subject used
on the messages themselves. Simply call the BBS and
search for those subject lines to find the message
threads.

For those unable to download files or messages, the
software and messages are also available on disk.
Software for issues prior to 1995 comes on a 360-KB
IBM PC-format disk, one issue per disk. For issues
from 1995 on, software comes on a 1.44-MB PC-
format disk, with three issues per disk. Disks cost just
$12 each. To order Software on Disk, send check or
money order to: Circuit Cellar INK, Software On
Disk, P.O. Box 772, Vernon, CT 06066, or use your
Visa or Mastercard and call (860) 8752199. Be sure to
specify the issue numbers with your order. Please add
$3 for shipping outside the U.S.

434 Very Useful 435 Moderately Useful 436 Not Useful
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@JmqB INTERRUPT
No Nostradamus

4b

ell, it’s the end of the year, and I assume I’m supposed to say something prophetic, reminisce about the

past year, and give my predictions about next year. Yeah, right.

First of all, you can forget about me being prophetic. If I was that smart, I’d have done something grandiose and

be dealing with middle-aged retirement already. I’d be on a boat off the coast of Tortuga where the definition of

“laptop” is a magazine and a mai  tai. About the closest I ever get to prophetic is knowing that my odds for success are about the same

as flipping a coin.

Unfortunately, it’s December and certain things are expected from a technical magazine. One of the requisites is to talk about

technical issues and forecast the future. Of course, a one-page editorial can fit only so much prognostication, so I’ll be brief.

First and foremost for many these days is the Internet. I think it’s a wonderful technical tool as well as a potent vehicle for social

and scientific interaction. Its continued high-velocity expansion will follow the money trail-unfortunately. But as long as competitive

services and sources don’t become monopolistic, the growth can be enjoyed by all.

My greatest fear is government intervention. (You know, “Hello, I’m from the government, and I’m here to help you.“) We need to

be careful of knee-jerk reactions and regulative responses that ultimately destroy free speech for the majority. Government is no more

a source of freedom than it is a source of revenue. Flame off.

Second is the PC industry itself. For many years, game manufacturers have been trying to produce the true “home computer” as

an extension of the TV-based video game-one cartridge for games, another for word processing, yet another for check balancing,

and so on. True desktop-PC manufacturers have been approaching the same goal from the opposite end through lower cost

equipment, VGA-to-NTSC adapters, and an infinite variety of peripherals. In reality, I think the “real” home computer of the future

(separate from the specific-function, business-oriented desktop) will be a networked or multiplexed entertainment device centering

around an Internet connection and the television.

While it’s conceivable that every TV will have an internal PC and be connected to the Internet, such redundancy is expensive.

Instead, I think we’ll have a low-cost Internet box, which also might include the functions of a traditional full PC for a little more money.

Such a device will be wired or networked to all the TVs in the house and provide the user-friendly interface espoused by the video-

game manufacturers but include the power and performance only an Internet-connected full PC can provide.

The closer association between TVs and PCs, combined with the potential for an eventual HDTV digital standard, will ultimately

result in higher resolution TV displays. Displaying VGA on a TV today requires a VGA-to-NT% converter to lower the resolution,

While adequate for most activities like browsing and games, competitive pressures will ultimately force TV manufacturers to

accommodate higher resolutions directly. At the same time, we’ll see a plethora of new digital video-compression technology-both

hardware and software. The goal of a TV/PC on a chip may, in fact, come to pass.

Finally, there’s the issue of home control and building automation. While there may in fact be some advances in automated

energy control and lighting in commercial sectors, I don’t envision any drastic changes in the rate at which the average home is being

automated. Home control is a business with few major participants and virtually no focus. Typically, the only justification most

homeowners have for any reasonable-performance home-control system is that it invariably includes a high-performance security

system. Commercial alarm manufacturers focus on alarms and liability. Home-control manufacturers focus on convenience and

entertainment. No one has figured out how to combine a suitable level of convenience, justified by the proper level of security, and

sell it in volume. Of course, we’re still trying.

Well, there you have my opinion on things to come. If I hit everything right on the nose, I expect you’ll rank me up there with

Nostradamus. If I hit a big zero, just remember-l warned you ahead of time. In either case, I win. w
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